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Abstract 
A new approach for the development of discrete adjoint solvers is presented. This 

methodology hinges upon exposing the algorithmic structure of the original solver to the 
formulation of the adjoint problem. The process yields a corresponding algorithmic description 
for the adjoint solver, which is subsequently assembled utilizing a library of reverse mode 
differentiated routines generated by the algorithmic differentiation (AD) tool TAPENADE. 
 
The proposed technique is applied to an unstructured incompressible finite volume flow solver,  
which implements a segregated pressure correction SIMPLE algorithm for steady-state 
problems and employs an external library to solve sparse linear systems. The implementation 
of the flow solver is thoroughly documented to illustrate how its algorithm can be decomposed 
into an instructive procedural description. The AD-driven development approach is initially 
applied to the laminar solver to construct a corresponding baseline adjoint code. Relevant 
issues concerning the handling of external linear system solvers in the adjoint code and the use 
of AD in a library-based programming environment are addressed. The flexibility of the 
approach is then highlighted by deriving a recipe for the adjoint Spalart-Allmaras turbulence 
model and implementing it in the baseline solver in a modular fashion. 
 
The assembled discrete adjoint solver is verified against sensitivity derivative values produced 
by a forward mode differentiated tangent-linear solver and the original solver via divided 
differences. Surface forces and power loss across the system are used as objectives and mesh 
nodes on specified boundary patches as design variables. In accordance with the theory of AD, 
the adjoint solver is shown to be iteratively consistent, i.e. exact dual, with the tangent-linear 
solver. The adjoint and tangent-linear Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models are observed to run 
into stability problems as the Reynolds number of the flow is increased. 
 
The structured assembly of the adjoint solver allows the developer to introduce various code 
optimizations to improve its performance. This contributes to the adjoint solver's low overhead 
in memory consumption and computational time. The achieved efficiency ensures that the 
computation of the sensitivity gradients could be carried out at the same resolution as the flow 
physics even in industrial scale applications. 
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1. Introduction

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become an essential tool in modern

design of complex flow systems, mainly because it offers the ability to carry out

vastly informative and, compared to experiments, inexpensive virtual flow ex-

periments in a computer-aided engineering (CAE) environment. However, when

the complexity of the design and the associated flow physics increases, search-

ing for further design improvements can become an excessively expensive task

even with CFD. When the high-dimensional detailed design is driven by finely

resolved flow physics models, the simplified numerical modeling techniques that

proved useful in the early phases of design quickly become computationally im-

practical or too limited. The population-based optimization techniques, includ-

ing surrogate model-assisted strategies, are ruled out because they either re-

quire a prohibitively large number of flow system evaluations, or they become

compromised in accuracy and reliability [17].

In many practical situations, the search for improvements is, therefore, based

on the designer’s expertise, which can be exploited, for instance, in solving in-

verse design problems that require prior knowledge of the desirable and feasible

flow characteristics. Nevertheless, when the designer’s intuition and application-

specific expertise has been exhausted, the most effective way forward is through

a rigorous parametric sensitivity analysis.

In this context, considering that the design is described by n number of design

parameters α ∈ Rn, and the goodness of the design can be evaluated through

a set of m objectives J ∈ Rm, the goal becomes the evaluation of the Jacobian

( dJdα) ∈ Rm×n. In detailed design practice, this sensitivity gradient contains the

essential information that allows the design to be improved deterministically

either through manually controlled or automatically driven gradient-based op-

timization strategies. While strongly motivated by design, the utility of the sen-

sitivity information need not be limited to optimization problems. Instead, it

is important to consider sensitivity analysis as a general technique, which can
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be applied to a wide spectrum of applications and purposes ranging from error

estimation to calibration of parameters in numerical models.

The computational cost of evaluating the Jacobian depends on the nature of

the problem and the chosen approach. If an ordinary direct technique is used,

where the sensitivity derivatives are computed by individually perturbing each

αi to obtain the ith column of the Jacobian ( dJdαi ) =
[
dJ1
dαi
, dJ2
dαi
, ..., dJm−1

dαi
, dJm
dαi

]T
∈

Rm×1, the computational cost of the full Jacobian becomes proportional to n such

sensitivity evaluations. Considering that in CFD-based design it is generally

the case that the number of design variables vastly outnumbers the objectives

(n�m), and a single evaluation of the objective requires an iterative solution

to the Navier-Stokes equations, the direct approach evidently proves to be very

expensive. This situation is turned around by the alternative adjoint technique.

By transposing the sensitivity problem, the adjoint approach effectively changes

the order of the sensitivity propagation. Instead of perturbing one of the input

variables αi, the adjoint method starts by perturbing one of the output variables

Jk and propagates the sensitivity information in a reversed manner back to the

input variables. The outcome of this backward advancing evaluation is the kth

row of the Jacobian (dJk
dα )T =

[
dJk
dα1

, dJk
dα2

, ..., dJk
dαn−1

, dJk
dαn

]
∈ R1×n, which means that

the full Jacobian is obtained through m evaluations.

This tantalizing prospect of computing sensitivity gradients at a cost that is

independent of the number of input variables n has deservingly captivated re-

searchers, particularly in the field of computational sciences where n can easily

exceed millions while m remains closer to unity. Despite its mind-boggling po-

tential, the widespread utilization of the adjoint method in the field of CFD has

been hindered by its innate implementation difficulties. Indeed, a considerable

investment is required to harvest the high yield of the method. The construc-

tion of a transposed sensitivity solver for the linearized Navier-Stokes equations

does demand a substantial developmental effort.

An adjoint CFD solver can be constructed by two fundamentally different means,

both of which feature distinct implementation characteristics. These are la-

beled continuous and discrete adjoint approaches. In the continuous approach

the starting point is the set of analytical equations describing fluid flow. Here,

the transposition of the linearized problem is carried out analytically by invok-

ing the adjoint theory of differential operators acting on continuous functions.

The outcome is a set of adjoint equations, which is subsequently discretized and

implemented into a computer program in a manner that bears similarities to

the implementation of the original flow solver. In contrast, the discrete adjoint

approach starts with the discretized implementation of the flow equations (i.e.
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the source code of the CFD solver) and the transposed linearization is carried

out at the level of the individual operations in the source code. The result is

a ’backward differentiated’ flow solver code, which carries out the evaluation of

the sensitivity problem exactly without any regard for truncation error or grid-

dependence concerns [32].

The early pioneers in this field followed the continuous approach. In the con-

text of fluid mechanics, the first application of the adjoint method was due to

Pironneau in 1973-1974 [71, 72]. Despite the early start, the first application

to a CFD problem was not offered until 1988 by Jameson [42], who employed

the continuous adjoint method to compute the shape sensitivity derivatives for

an airfoil in transonic inviscid flows. His work marked the beginning of a lin-

eage of research efforts targeting adjoint method developments principally in

the domain of shape optimization in aeronautical applications.

In the continuous approach, the difficulties are primarily mathematical, as the

derivation of the adjoint equations requires careful analytical considerations

concerning differentiability and boundary condition treatments. For instance,

each newly added objective function requires a separate analysis and derivation

process prior to the implementation effort. In addition, the continuous approach

is also vulnerable to grid-dependence issues as the obtained gradient is only an

approximation, which approaches the exact value as the solution of J approaches

grid independence. On the other hand, the main difficulty of the discrete adjoint

method arises from the meticulous and systematic backward propagating ap-

plication of the chain rule to the entire solver code, which is involved in the

computation of J. This process is called reverse mode differentiation and its

manual application to a large Navier-Stokes solver requires a painstaking ef-

fort that is error-prone and time-consuming. Furthermore, the resulting hand-

differentiated adjoint code becomes difficult to debug and cumbersome to main-

tain. The benefit of the discrete adjoint approach stems from its consistency.

The discretely differentiated code computes the exact gradient of the discretely

evaluated objective without any regard for its accuracy or grid dependence. This

quality is essential particularly in industrial scale CFD-based design where it is

advantageous to work at sufficient resolution, which may remain well below the

level required to establish grid independence. This ability to eliminate one of

the most fundamental sources of uncertainties in numerical simulations singles

out the discrete adjoint approach for holding greater practical potential.

The implementation difficulty of the discrete approach is drastically allevi-

ated by algorithmic differentiation (AD), which is also called automatic differ-

entiation [32]. This field engages in the development of different techniques to
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evaluate derivatives of functions that are specified by computer programs. The

differentiation by AD is ideally carried out without human intervention, which

eliminates the arduous and error-prone process impeding the development of the

discrete adjoint solver. Since one of the key techniques of AD is reverse mode dif-

ferentiation, this technology offers the enticing possibility of generating discrete

adjoint solvers from given CFD codes with dramatically reduced implementation

effort. In the same vein, AD also provides the important ability to include and

add arbitrarily complex objective functions to the adjoint solver without involved

functional analysis. This stands in a stark contrast to the continuous approach.

However, the ’automatic’ differentiation of complex CFD solvers in their entirety

is a difficult task and requires a considerable level of sophistication from the AD

tools or user expertise. For this reason, the early discrete adjoint codes were

mostly hand-differentiated, e.g. Beux and Dervieux in 1992 [8] and Elliot and

Peraire in 1996 [20].

Thanks to the continual research and development efforts in the area of AD,

the situation has improved over the years due to the advancements in AD tech-

niques. With appropriate code preparations and proper employment of AD tools,

large CFD code entities can now be differentiated in reverse mode in their en-

tirety. Such ’black-box’ approaches have been recently demonstrated for a com-

plete Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver [12, 62] and in complex

object-oriented programming environments [84]. The unfortunate drawback of

these approaches primarily lies in their compromised performance and large

memory consumption, which quickly restrict their applicability to problem sizes

that are insufficient for industrial CFD. Furthermore, the black-box approach

becomes infeasible or problematic when the CFD solver’s source code utilizes ex-

ternal libraries, which either cannot be differentiated with the chosen AD tool

or the library is already carrying out a generic task for which it is performance

optimized. A library for solving sparse linear systems is a prime example.

In the face of these difficulties, this work sets out to search for improved ways

to approach AD-assisted discrete adjoint solver development. This effort is a re-

sponse to the ever-increasing demand to incorporate detailed steady-state sensi-

tivity analysis into the CFD-driven design of performance-critical flow systems.

The underlying goal is to introduce a developmental methodology that can bring

improved structural clarity to the entire process of generating discrete adjoint

solvers without ruling out performance-related considerations. In this connec-

tion, the work aspires to devise a methodology where the structure of the math-

ematical problem description is transparently transferred to the structure of the

implemented program. Moreover, close attention is also paid to considerations
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concerning the handling and management of the adjoint code. This becomes

particularly important when the CFD software is constructed in a modular and

extensible fashion. In such situations the software often features multiple dif-

ferent ’top-level’ solver algorithms, which all employ the same, continually de-

veloped library of numerical routines and physical models. The ambition is to

extend this library-based modularity and maintainability of the CFD program-

ming environment also to the AD-driven adjoint solver development side.

1.1 Present Contributions

The novelty of this thesis is founded on the introduction of a systematic and

structured methodology to construct a discrete adjoint solver for a given flow

solver algorithm. The method is labeled a decomposed approach and it requires

that the structure of the flow solver’s solution algorithm is meaningfully exposed

for the analysis. The decomposition refers to the practice of breaking down the

solver algorithm into an instructive solver level evaluation procedure, which

can be used to derive the corresponding adjoint system. This decomposition and

derivation practice yields a procedural description for the adjoint solver which

inherits the instructive characteristics of the original flow solver description.

The result is a new way of presenting a recipe for the discrete adjoint solver

assembly, which is carried out by the developer exploiting the familiar program-

ming environment of the flow solver. This assembly process closely resembles

the higher level solver programming in CFD, but this time the majority of the

source code is drawn from a ’differentiated library’ created by AD. The targeted

application of AD is guided by the flow solver description that depicts the so-

lution algorithm as a collection of independent solver-level function evaluations

or routines. These solver components are subsequently handled as stand-alone

code entities, which are separately differentiated by means of AD via source

transformation [32]. Such a controlled and meaningfully structured approach

to applying AD to a complex source code base is also new compared to the ear-

lier contributions by Courty et al. [14], Giles et al. [27], Marta et. al. [53], and

Mader et al. [50] who promote piecewise application of AD, and compared to the

works by Jones et al. [45, 46] who propose an automated, comprehensive macro-

driven scripting effort to orchestrate the differentiation process by AD. In the

introduced decomposed approach, the manual assembly of the top-level adjoint

solver algorithm enables the developer to manage the computational resources

in a controlled manner and thereby significantly improve the computational ef-

ficiency of the adjoint code.
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To facilitate this research, the author has programmed a feature-rich, unstruc-

tured finite-volume incompressible Navier-Stokes solver for 2D simulations. This

CFD solver, named OTUS2D, has been written in Fortran 90/95 by the author,

except for the PETSc [3, 4, 5] library, which is employed in solving sparse lin-

ear systems. The source code of OTUS2D features a modular structure and

makes extensive use of derived data types to achieve a clean and modern pro-

gramming environment for CFD solutions. The solver features the SIMPLE

[70] pressure correction solution algorithm, which is deliberately adopted from

OpenFOAM R©[68, 88] C++ library and its simpleFoam solver due to its favorable

numerical characteristics and prudent algorithmic design. The differentiation of

OTUS2D library routines has been carried out with the TAPENADE [36, 37, 38]

source transformation AD tool.

First, the proposed methodology is applied to the basic steady-state SIMPLE

solution algorithm of OTUS2D to generate a baseline adjoint solver. Second, the

power of the proposed approach is further exemplified by deriving an unprece-

dented recipe for an adjoint Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model and adding it

to the baseline flow solver in a modular and maintainable fashion. Thus, as a

collective contribution, this work provides detailed documentation for the con-

struction of a steady-state discrete adjoint RANS solver.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This monograph is structured such that Chapter 2 introduces the fundamen-

tal principles of algorithmic differentiation, which are relevant for the develop-

ments in this work. This is followed by a thorough documentation of the CFD

solver OTUS2D in Chapter 3, including a description of the SIMPLE solution

algorithm and the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model in a discretized setting.

The chapter places special emphasis on (1) building a meaningful notational sys-

tem for the procedural solver description and (2) presenting the inner structure

of the CFD solver to demonstrate that the proposed decomposition of the solver

algorithm is justifiable without compromise. At the end of this chapter the im-

plementation of OTUS2D is verified against OpenFOAM’s simpleFoam solver by

comparing the results from two RANS simulations.

Chapter 4 contains an introduction to the adjoint method primarily in the con-

text of CFD and further ellaborates on the differences between the discrete and

continous approaches. The chapter concludes with a survey of literary contribu-

tions in the field of AD-driven development of discrete adjoint solvers. The main

contribution of this thesis is presented in Chapter 5 where the decomposed tech-
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nique is introduced and applied to the solver procedure introduced in Chapter

3. The same adjoint system is derived twice using two different formulations,

which yield the same outcome. The derivation of the baseline adjoint solver

description is then followed by implementationally relevant considerations and

finally a demonstration of how the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model can be

incorporated into the baseline adjoint solver.

Chapter 6 introduces the methodology for conducting rigorous verification of

the adjoint solver with the assistance of a tangent-linear flow solver. This chap-

ter includes three different verification cases, featuring both laminar and turbu-

lent flows, where comparisons are conducted for surface mesh sensitivity deriva-

tives, which are computed through adjoint, tangent-linear and divided difference

approaches.

Finally, Chapter 7 draws conclusions and offers some potential directions for

future investigations.
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2. Algorithmic Differentiation

In short, Algorithmic Differentiation (AD) is a technique to compute derivatives

of functions that are implemented by a computer program. The basic princi-

ples, theories, and techniques have been established to such an extent that, at

this point in time, AD can be considered as a mature field of computer science.

The methods can now be applied to real-world problems by utilizing the tools

made available by various research groups. However, in order to utilize these

tools effectively, the user must attain a sufficient understanding of the underly-

ing principles of AD and become familiar with the capabilities and limitations of

the tools. Determining where this adequate level of expertise lies for the users

can be difficult since the literature on applied methods is strongly driven by the

developer community. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why AD is still largely

unknown in the conventional branches of engineering. The transfer of expertise

is naturally hindered by the lack of educational bridges between the developer

and user communities. Thus, in an effort to remedy this, the subsequent discus-

sion on AD is not comprehensive, but aims to communicate the necessary set of

fundamentals and techniques needed to accomplish the objectives of this thesis.

The pivotal book by Griewank [31], and its 2nd edition by Griewank & Walther

[32], cover the topic in great detail and depth and should be consulted for a more

thorough and rigorous discussion.

2.1 Underlying Principles

The basis of algorithmic differentiation is founded in the analysis of an arbitrary

vector-valued function (2.1), which is implemented by a computer program.

F : Rn 7→ Rm , y = F (x) (2.1)

Since the objective is to evaluate derivatives of F , it is assumed that the func-

tion is described by a sequence of elemental operations that contains either basic

binary operators (+,−, /, ∗) or unary operators (log, exp, sin, cos . . . etc.) whose

derivatives are known. The result of the decomposition is a series of statements,
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which all put together constitute a straight-line evaluation procedure of the pro-

gram.

It is important to formalize the representation and notation of the program’s

evaluation procedure to aid its subsequent examination. On first sight, the no-

tation of the indices may appear convoluted, but the reader should continue and

be assured that the benefits of this seemingly over-elaboration will become ap-

parent in due course.

The break-down of a program which computes F : Rn → Rm,y = F (x) is

particularly informative when each step is considered to yield an intermediate

value vi. Thus, the entire program, which takes n input variables, consists of l

intermediate evaluations and produces m output variables, can be set out as

[ vi−n . . . . . . v0︸ ︷︷ ︸
inputs
x∈Rn

, v1 . . . . . . vl−m , vl−m+1 . . . . . . vl︸ ︷︷ ︸
outputs
y∈Rm︸ ︷︷ ︸

l operations

].

Here the independent input variables are assigned into vi for i ≤ 0 and each

forthcoming value vi with i ≥ 0 is evaluated by applying an elemental operation

ψi(vj) which operates on earlier values vj with j ≤ i. This is generalized by

equation (2.2) where the precedence relation j ≺ i is used to indicate that the

intermediate value vi depends directly on some or all preceding values vj .†

vi = ψi(vj)j≺i (2.2)

Dissecting the evaluation procedure into three parts – initialization, function

evaluation and extraction – as shown in Table 2.1, the function representation

is cast into a generalized framework which brings into focus the central message:

A function F : y = F (x) is a composite function whose evaluation can be repre-

sented as a sequence of simple ’subfunction’ ψi : vi = ψi(vj) evaluations. This

Table 2.1. Generalized structure for evaluation procedures.

vi−n = xi for i = 1 . . . n Initialization

vi = ψi(vj)j≺i for i = 1 . . . l Function evaluation

yi = vl−m+i for i = 1 . . .m Extraction

generalized structure is useful in the subsequent application of differentiation

approaches because the resulting procedures adopt a similar structure.

A complementary device for illustrating the data dependence and structure of

the function evaluation is achieved through a computational graph which is par-

†Typically vj refers to values when j ≤ i, but according to Griewank [32, Section 5.1]
iterative assignments i ≺ i are also possible.
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ticularly helpful in the demonstration of the different modes of AD. To exemplify

its utility, it is best to consider a simple example.

Example:

The following illustrative example describes the transformation from Cartesian

coordinates to spherical coordinates: (x, y, z) 7→ (r, φ, θ) or, in general notation,

(x1, x2, x3) 7→ (y1, y2, y3). The example, which is also utilized to demonstrate the

functionality of forward and reverse modes, is adopted from Walther [87]. The

transformation is defined by the following function

F : D 7→ R3 , y = F (x)

y =


y1

y2

y3

 =



√
x2

1 + x2
2 + x2

3

cos−1

(
x1√
x2

1 + x2
2

)

cot−1

(
x3√
x2

1 + x2
2

)


(2.3)

on domain D = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3| xi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3}.

The realization of this function in a computer program can utilize a variety of

different evaluation procedures because of inherent flexibility in the ordering

of evaluation steps. The example procedure, shown in Table 2.2, presents one

such feasible elemental breakdown of the solution algorithm for this function.

At the expense of redundancy, the example contains additional clarifications on

the individual operations and the associated notation.

The computational graph for this evaluation procedure is shown in Figure 2.1.

The operator notation is added to emphasize the logic of the graph and to as-

sist the comparison with the evaluation procedure. Such computational graphs

are a useful representational medium in AD, but they are not essential in the

introductory discussion of AD principles.

Now that the fundamental principles of function evaluations are established

and the notational framework introduced, the techniques of evaluating deriva-

tive information via AD can be properly presented. The next two sections are

devoted to describing the two basic modes of carrying out the derivative evalu-

ations in AD. These are termed the forward mode and the reverse mode of algo-

rithmic differentiation.
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Table 2.2. Evaluation procedure for the coordinate transformation function.

v−2 = x1

v−1 = x2

v0 = x3

v1 = v2
−2 ψ1(g) = g2 , v1 = ψ1(v−2)−2≺1

v2 = v2
−1 ψ2(g) = g2 , v2 = ψ2(v−1)−1≺2

v3 = v2
0 ψ3(g) = g2 , v3 = ψ3(v0)0≺3

v4 = v1 + v2 ψ4(g, h) = g + h , v4 = ψ4(v1, v2)1,2≺4

v5 = v4 + v3 ψ5(g, h) = g + h , v5 = ψ5(v4, v3)4,3≺5

v6 =
√
v4 ψ6(g) =

√
g , v6 = ψ6(v4)4≺6

v7 = v−2/v6 ψ7(g, h) = g
h , v7 = ψ7(v−2, v6)−2,6≺7

v8 = v0/v6 ψ8(g, h) = g
h , v8 = ψ8(v0, v6)0,6≺8

v9 =
√
v5 ψ9(g) =

√
g , v9 = ψ9(v5)5≺9

v10 = cos−1 (v7) ψ10(g) = cos−1 (g) , v10 = ψ10(v7)7≺10

v11 = cot−1 (v8) ψ11(g) = cot−1 (g) , v11 = ψ11(v8)8≺11

y1 = v9

y2 = v10

y3 = v11

v−2

v−1

v0

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

v10

v11

()2

()2

()2

·
·

+

+

·
·

√ cos−1()
√

cot−1()

Figure 2.1. Computational graph for the coordinate transformation function.
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2.2 Forward Mode of AD

In the forward mode of algorithmic differentiation, the evaluation and accumu-

lation of derivative information of each intermediate variable vi is carried out

simultaneously with the evaluation of vi itself. Exploiting the premise that each

elemental operation along the evaluation procedure is differentiable and, there-

fore, can be differentiated exactly, the entire task amounts to applying the chain-

rule of differentiation to each elementary statement vi = ψi(vj)j≺i in the gener-

alized evaluation procedure shown in Table 2.1. Thus, utilizing the established

notation above and introducing a convenient short-hand notation

ui = (vj)j≺i ∈ Rni (2.4)

the differentiation practice is carried out according to

v̇i =
∑
j≺i

∂ψi
∂vj

(ui) v̇j (2.5)

right before or after the original evaluation of vi = ψi(vj)j≺i. This process, which

is also referred to as tangent evaluation or tangent recursion, is presented in Ta-

ble 2.3 and illustrated in Table 2.4 where the forward mode is rigorously applied

to the example function.

Table 2.3. Tangent evaluation for the generalized evaluation procedure.

vi−n = xi
for i = 1 . . . n

v̇i−n = ẋi

vi = ψi(vj)j≺i
for i = 1 . . . l

v̇i =
∑

j≺i
∂ψi
∂vj

(ui) v̇j

yi = vl−m+i
for i = 1 . . .m

ẏi = v̇l−m+i

Thus, for a smooth differentiable vector-valued function

F : Rn → Rm, y = F (x)

the outcome of applying forward mode AD is a directional derivate, or a tangent

ẏ = F ′(x)ẋ ∈ Rm (2.6)

in an arbitrary direction specified by ẋ, or in a specific direction

ẏk = F ′(x)ẋk ∈ Rm (2.7)

where ẋk =
[
∂x1
∂xk

. . . ∂xk∂xk
. . . ∂xn∂xk

]T
can be expressed simply with kth unit vector

ẋk = ek.
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Table 2.4. Example evaluation procedure for the coordinate transformation function.

v−2 = x1 → v̇−2 = ẋ1

v−1 = x2 → v̇−1 = ẋ2

v0 = x3 → v̇0 = ẋ3

v1 = v2
−2 v̇1 = ∂

∂v−2
ψ1(v−2) v̇−2 → v̇1 = 2v−2v̇−2

v2 = v2
−1 v̇2 = ∂

∂v−1
ψ2(v−1) v̇−1 → v̇2 = 2v−1v̇−1

v3 = v2
0 v̇3 = ∂

∂v0
ψ3(v0) v̇0 → v̇3 = 2v0v̇0

v4 = v1 + v2

v̇4 = ∂
∂v1

ψ4(v1, v2) v̇1
→ v̇4 = v̇1 + v̇2+ ∂

∂v2
ψ4(v1, v2) v̇2

v5 = v4 + v3

v̇5 = ∂
∂v4

ψ5(v4, v3) v̇4
→ v̇5 = v̇4 + v̇3+ ∂

∂v3
ψ5(v4, v3) v̇3

v6 =
√
v4 v̇6 = ∂

∂v4
ψ6(v4) v̇4 → v̇6 =

1

2
√
v4
v̇4

v7 = v−2/v6

v̇7 = ∂
∂v−2

ψ7(v−2, v6) v̇−2 → v̇7 =
v̇−2

v6
− v−2v̇6

v2
6+ ∂

∂v6
ψ7(v−2, v6) v̇6

v8 = v0/v6

v̇8 = ∂
∂v0

ψ8(v0, v6) v̇0 → v̇8 =
v̇0

v6
− v0v̇6

v2
6+ ∂

∂v6
ψ8(v0, v6) v̇6

v9 =
√
v5 v̇9 = ∂

∂v5
ψ9(v5) v̇5 → v̇9 =

1

2
√
v5
v̇5

v10 = cos−1 (v7) v̇10 = ∂
∂v7

ψ10(v7) v̇7 → v̇10 =− 1√
1− v2

7

v̇7

v11 = cot−1 (v8) v̇11 = ∂
∂v8

ψ11(v8) v̇8 → v̇11 = − 1

1 + v2
8

v̇8

y1 = v9 → ẏ1 = v̇9

y2 = v10 → ẏ2 = v̇10

y3 = v11 → ẏ3 = v̇11

This notation can be generalized by introducing a seed matrix

Ẋ ∈ Rn×p whose p columns are constructed from directional vectors that indi-

cate which columns, or weighted sum of columns, of the Jacobian matrix are of

interest, yielding

Ẏ = F ′(x) Ẋ ∈ Rm×p . (2.8)

This representation brings to focus the fact that the full Jacobian matrix is ob-

tained by choosing p = n, implying that the seeding matrix becomes a unit ma-

trix Ẋ = I ∈ Rn×n, which requires that the evaluation procedure is executed n

times. Alternatively, the presented AD techniques can be extended to vector-

valued elementals without any fundamental alterations to the differentiation

techniques covered herein. However, the vector valued implementation allows
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(2.8) to be computed with a single execution, which ultimately leads to a lower

operation count and reduced computational cost.

2.3 Reverse Mode of AD

Although the reverse mode of AD justifiably implies that the order of applying

the chain rule to the evaluation procedure is basically reversed, its principles are

not as intuitive as the forward mode’s in Section 2.2. Therefore, the introduction

of the reverse mode does warrant a more thorough approach. However, in plain

terms, the underlying conceptual idea is straight-forward when presented in

juxtaposition to the forward mode:

• In the forward mode the sensitivity of every intermediate variable, and

ultimately every output variable, is calculated with respect to the chosen

input variable.

• In the reverse mode a specific output variable is chosen and its sensi-

tivities are computed with respect to every intermediate variable and ulti-

mately every input variable.

Thus, the reverse mode requires that the evaluation trace of the function is

traversed in a reversed order such that the differentiation process starts from

the end and terminates at the beginning. Here it is important to note that, in

a general sense, the derivate information depends on the intermediate values

of the original evaluation trace. For this reason, the original function must be

evaluated first (forward sweep) before the reverse evaluation of the derivative in-

formation (return sweep or adjoint sweep) can be carried out utilizing the stored

(or recomputed) intermediate values.

For a vector-valued function y = F (x) defined by (2.1), the reverse mode yields

x̄T ≡ ∇
[
ȳT F (x)

]
= ȳT F ′(x) ∈ Rn (2.9)

which can be interpreted as the gradient of a weighted sum of the components

of F , where the terms of ȳ ∈ Rm are the weighting factors. Transposing this

expression provides

x̄ =
[
F ′(x)

]T
ȳ , (2.10)

which is used as a reference in the following systematic introduction of the re-

verse mode. Similar to the forward mode, the seeding vector ȳ can be chosen

arbitrarily, but in this work special emphasis is placed on evaluating specific

rows of the Jacobian.
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Following the discussion of Griewank [32], who approaches the derivation of

the reverse mode by matrix-product reversal, the decomposition of the evalua-

tion procedure of Table 2.3 for the forward mode – in the direction specified by

index k – can be portrayed as a series of matrix-vector operations

ẏk = F ′(x) ẋk

ẏk = QmDlDl−1 . . .D2D1P
T
n ẋk

(2.11)

indicating that the matrix products can be used to express the Jacobian as fol-

lows:

F ′(x) = QmDlDl−1 . . .D2D1P
T
n (2.12)

where Pn and Qm are projection matrices defined as

Pn ≡ [In, 0, . . . , 0] ∈ Rn×(n+l) and Qm ≡ [0, . . . , 0, Im] ∈ Rm×(n+l)

while the structure of the square matrices Di are detailed below.

Referring to the tangent recursion procedure of Table 2.3 and the step-by-

step example of Table 2.4, the first operation – multiplication between matrix

PT
n and vector ẋk ∈ Rn – corresponds to the first stage of the tangent evalu-

ation, where the initialization information (i.e. inputs) is specified by setting

ẋk = ek and then seeded into the first n components of the internal variable vec-

tor v̇ = [v̇1−n v̇2−n ... ... v̇l−1 v̇l]
T ∈ R(n+l). The following successive multiplications

by matrices Di ∈ R(n+l)×(n+l) each account for the ith operation, according to

(2.5), required to compute a new intermediate term v̇i and, thus, constitute the

tangent evaluation phase of the procedure. The extraction of the last m compo-

nents of v̇ (i.e. the outputs), is carried out at the end by the multiplication with

matrix Qm. The square matrices Di, which are identity matrices whose (n+ i)th

row contains the element-wise derivatives, are given by

Di = In+l + e(n+i)

[(
∂ψi
∂v1−n

(vj)j≺i , . . . ,
∂ψi
∂vi−1

(vj)j≺i

)
− e(n+i)

]T
, (2.13)

where ej is jth Cartesian unit vector. For the sake of clarity, this expression
leads to a matrix of the following form:

Di =



1 0 0 · · · · 0 0

0 1 0 · · · · 0 0

0 0 1 · · · 0 0

...
...

. . .1. . .

... 0

∂ψi
∂v1−n

∂ψi
∂v2−n

· · · ∂ψi
∂vi−1

0 · · · 0 0

...
...

. . .1. . .

... 0

0 0 · · · 0 1 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0 1 0

0 0 · · · 0 0 0 1



(2.14)
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Note that typically in practice, and in the example problem, each ith operation,

vi = ψi(vj)j≺i , operates on either one or two intermediate variables vj according

to the precedence relation j ≺ i. Therefore, each Di ends up containing only one

or two partial derivate terms on the ith row.

Transposing the Jacobian, represented in equation (2.12), introduces the matrix-

product reversal and, in accordance to Eqn. (2.10), leads to the relation

x̄k = PnD
T
1 DT

2 . . .D
T
l−1D

T
l QT

m ȳk (2.15)

where the matrices DT
i , that contain the elemental derivative terms, are now

given by

DT
i = In+l +

[
( ∇ψi(ui) )− e(n+i)

]
eT(n+i) . (2.16)

In order to understand the decomposition of the resulting procedure (2.15),

careful examination of the matrix-vector products is required. This time around

QT
m projects the initialization information

ȳk ≡
[
∂yk
∂y1

. . .
∂yk
∂yk

. . .
∂yk
∂ym

]T
= ek

onto the last m terms of the adjoint variable vector v̄ ≡ [v̄1−n v̄2−n . . . v̄l]
T ∈

R(n+l), where the notation follows the convention v̄i = ∂yk
∂vi

. The subsequent re-

versed order multiplications with matrices DT
i represent incremental operations

where all v̄j with j ≺ i are augmented according to

v̄j = v̄j + v̄i
∂

∂vj
ψ(ui) as l ≥ i ≥ 1, (2.17)

which also conveys that all v̄j with i 6= j � i remain unchanged, as j � i implies
∂ψi
∂vj

(ui) = 0.

It is important to point out that after each ith operation the associated v̄i is set

to zero such that, at the end of the evaluation chain, only the first n terms of the

adjoint vector (v̄i for 1− n ≤ i ≤ 0 ) contain nonzero values. These components

are subsequently assigned to x̄k ≡ [∂yk∂x1

∂yk
∂x2

. . . ∂yk∂xn
]T by Pn.

As shown in Table 2.5, the original function evaluation has to be included in

the adjoint evaluation procedure because the incremental operations, depicted

in (2.15) and (2.17), require access to the intermediate values ui = (vj)j≺i.

The adjoint recursion procedure in Table 2.5 employs an incremental approach

in which the contributions to the adjoint variable v̄j are added piece by piece.

This requires that for each elemental function ψi the arguments ui are made

available separately. It is also possible to evaluate the adjoint variable directly,

but this requires a different, non-incremental, implementation of the procedure.
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Table 2.5. Incremental adjoint evaluation procedure. It is assumed that all the components of
the adjoint varible vector v̄ are set to zero before the reverse sweep begins.

vi−n = xi for i = 1, . . . , n forward sweep

vi = ψi(vj)j≺i for i = 1, . . . , l

yi = vl−m+i for i = 1, . . . ,m

v̄l−i = ȳm−i for i = m− 1, ... , 0 reverse sweep

v̄j = v̄j + v̄i
∂
∂vj
ψ(ui) , ∀j s.t. j ≺ i

for i = l, . . . , 1
→ v̄i = 0

x̄i = v̄i−n for i = n, . . . , 1

In the nonincremental approach the adjoint variable is directly computed as

v̄j =
∑
i≺j

v̄i
∂

∂vj
ψi(ui) for j = l −m, . . . , 1− n (2.18)

which, in contrast, requires that for each intermediate variable vj a list of all the

associated elemental operations ψi(vj) is collected at once. This demands global

data extraction – for each index j all the i ≺ j – which does not naturally arise

from the elemental decomposition of the function F .

Although both implementations of the reverse mode can demonstrate the un-

derlying principles equally, the incremental approach is utilized in Table 2.6

where the adjoint mode differentiation is applied to the example function. From

here on, an abbreviation known from programming languages x += y is used to

denote incremental assignment x = x+y. The example also includes the zeroing

of individual v̄i terms to indicate when they have appeared on the right-hand-

side of equation (2.17) for the last time.

It is also instructive to write the result of the reverse mode into a generalized

notation, in accordance with (2.8), by introducing a new seeding matrix Ȳ ∈

Rm×q:

X̄ =
[
F ′(x)

]T
Ȳ ∈ Rn×q . (2.19)

In juxtaposition to the forward mode, this time the q columns of the seeding

matrix (containing unit vectors) indicate which rows of the Jacobian matrix are

computed. Therefore, the evaluation of the full Jacobian requires q = m, which

in scalar-valued implementation necessitates that the reverse mode differentia-

tion procedure is executed m times.

2.4 Remarks on Computational Cost and Memory Requirements

Inspection of the generalized results (2.8) and (2.19) side-by-side provides a con-
venient standpoint for comparing the computational costs of obtaining derivates
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Table 2.6. Reverse mode differentiation procedure for the coordinate transformation function.
The forward sweep (left) propagates downward (↓) and the reverse sweep (right) up-
ward (↑), starting from the bottom.

Forward Sweep Reverse Sweep

↓ v−2 = x1 ↑ → x̄1 = v̄−2

↓ v−1 = x2 ↑ → x̄2 = v̄−1

↓ v0 = x3 ↑ → x̄3 = v̄0

↓ v1 = v2−2 ↑ v̄−2 += v̄1 ∂ψ1

∂v−2
(v−2) → v̄−2 += v̄1(2 v−2) → v̄1 = 0

↓ v2 = v2−1 ↑ v̄−1 += v̄2 ∂ψ2

∂v−1
(v−1) → v̄−1 += v̄2(2 v−1) → v̄2 = 0

↓ v3 = v20 ↑ v̄0 += v̄3 ∂ψ3

∂v0
(v0) → v̄0 += v̄3(2 v0) → v̄3 = 0

↓ v4 = v1 + v2


↑ v̄1 += v̄4 ∂ψ4

∂v1
(v1, v2) → v̄1 += v̄4 → v̄4 = 0

↑ v̄2 += v̄4 ∂ψ4

∂v2
(v1, v2) → v̄2 += v̄4

↓ v5 = v4 + v3


↑ v̄4 += v̄5 ∂ψ5

∂v4
(v4, v3) → v̄4 += v̄5 → v̄5 = 0

↑ v̄3 += v̄5 ∂ψ5

∂v3
(v4, v3) → v̄3 += v̄5

↓ v6 =
√
v4 ↑ v̄4 += v̄6 ∂ψ6

∂v4
(v4) → v̄4 += v̄6( 1

2
√
v4

) → v̄6 = 0

↓ v7 = v−2/v6


↑ v̄6 += v̄7 ∂ψ7

∂v6
(v−2, v6) → v̄6 += v̄7(− v−2

v26
) → v̄7 = 0

↑ v̄−2 += v̄7 ∂ψ7

∂v−2
(v−2, v6) → v̄−2 += v̄7( 1

v6
)

↓ v8 = v0/v6


↑ v̄6 += v̄8 ∂ψ8

∂v6
(v0, v6) → v̄6 += v̄8(− v0

v26
) → v̄8 = 0

↑ v̄0 += v̄8 ∂ψ8

∂v0
(v0, v6) → v̄0 += v̄8( 1

v6
)

↓ v9 =
√
v5 ↑ v̄5 += v̄9 ∂ψ9

∂v5
(v5) → v̄5 += v̄9( 1

2
√
v5

) → v̄9 = 0

↓ v10 = cos−1(v7) ↑ v̄7 += v̄10 ∂ψ10

∂v7
(v7) → v̄7 += v̄10( −1√

1−v27
) → v̄10 =0

↓ v11 = cot−1(v8) ↑ v̄8 += v̄11 ∂ψ11

∂v8
(v8) → v̄8 += v̄11( −1

1−v28
) → v̄11 =0

↓ y1 = v9 ↑ → v̄9 = ȳ1

↓ y2 = v10 ↑ → v̄10 = ȳ2

↓ y3 = v11 ↑ → v̄11 = ȳ3

−−−−−−−→ ↑ v̄i = 0

with the different AD techniques. According to an indicative complexity analy-
sis by Griewank and Walther [32], the computational cost of obtaining either the
kth column (forward mode) or the kth row (reverse mode) of the Jacobian can be
estimated as

Forward Mode:

TIME( F ′(x)ẋk ) ≤ Kfw TIME( F (x) ) with Kfw ∈ [2, 2.5]

Reverse Mode:

TIME( ȳTk F
′(x) ) ≤ Krv TIME( F (x) ) with Krv ∈ [3, 4] (2.20)

where Kfw and Krv are the runtime ratio bounds produced by the complexity
analysis. Extending this estimate to reflect the associated cost to obtain the full
Jacobian F ′(x) ∈ Rm×n yields an informative comparison

Forward Mode: TIME( F ′(x) In ) ≤ κfw(n) TIME(F (x) )

Reverse Mode: TIME( Im F
′(x) ) ≤ κrv(m) TIME(F (x) )
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as the runtime ratios are now κfw(n) ∈
[
1 + n, 1 + 3

2n
]

and κrv(m) ∈
[
1 + 2m, 3

2 + 5
2m
]
.

This highlights the distinctive benefits and capabilities of both modes of algo-

rithmic differentiation. These can be concisely reiterated as follows:

If n << m→ Forward Mode: Forward mode computes the Jacobian at

a cost that is independent of the number

of output variables m.

If n ≈ m→ Forward Mode: Forward mode carries a lower perfor-

mance overhead compared to the re-

verse mode.

If n >> m→ Reverse Mode: The cost of obtaining the Jacobian

through the reverse mode is indepen-

dent of the number of input variables n.

It is therefore strikingly apparent that for cases with n >> m, which tend

to constitute the norm among practical sensitivity problems, the reverse mode

of AD offers an exceptionally powerful technique to evaluate accurate gradient

values. It is also worth commenting that, although the forward mode cannot

offer much greater efficiency compared to the divided difference (DD) approach,

it still poses a much better alternative to DD due to the accuracy and consistency

issues.
Since the differentiation procedures are carried out by computers with lim-

ited memory capacity, it is essential to address the storage requirement of these
contrasting techniques. Due to the severity of the performance penalty, which
arises when the randomly accessed memory (RAM) capacity is exceeded, mem-
ory management strategies are among the key focus areas in the development
of AD tools. To obtain suggestive estimates for the storage requirements, given
that the most appropriate storage strategy is adopted [32, Chapter 4], the afore-
mentioned complexity analysis can be exploited again to produce

Fwd. Mode: RAM( F ′(x)ẋk ) = 2 RAM( F (x) )

Rev. Mode: RAM( ȳTk F
′(x) ) = 2 RAM( F (x) ). (2.21)

Despite their differences, the results for the two methods are analogous. For

the forward mode the outcome logically follows from the simultaneous nature

of the method where the allocation of the directional derivative variables v̇ is

carried out parallel to v. For the reverse mode this estimate for the memory

requirement also stems from the principle that each v needs to be matched with

a corresponding v̄.

However, to what extent the reverse mode approach employs the memory in

total is not immediately apparent. Depending on the application, it may be
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desirable to store all the intermediate variables into statically allocated mem-

ory locations, but this is often not possible. Instead, a dynamic stack memory

has to be employed. This additional memory handling data structure is ref-

ered to as the tape, which functions according to a last-in-first-out (LIFO) prin-

ciple. In many practical situations where the evaluation procedure contains it-

erative statements, limiting the memory consumption ratio to 2 comes with a

performance penalty because the required intermediates have to be repeatedly

recomputed, stored and then recovered from the tape. On the other hand, if

the tape is employed to record all the intermediates in the entire evaluation

procedure, the total memory requirement grows significantly becoming propor-

tional to the program’s operation count. By varying the tape size and combining

its record/rewind mechanisms with selective duplicate executions of the forward

sweep, it is possible to attain a trade-off between memory consumption and com-

putational effort. Determining the best strategy to combine these two techniques

is the subject matter of checkpointing, which is a central problem in AD tool de-

velopment. For a rigorous discussion on this subject, see the book by Griewank

and Walther [32].

From a user perspective, checkpointing becomes a particularly important de-

velopmental aspect when the AD tool is applied in a black-box manner to a large

source code, particularly in time-dependent problems as opposed to the steady

state problems considered in this thesis [12, 84]. However, within the context

of this study, its role becomes less significant. Here, an alternative approach

is considered where the AD tool is applied in a piece-by-piece manner to a set

of relatively small code segments or routines to generate a corresponding set

of differentiated routines. Because these AD produced code entities are ulti-

mately used to stitch together a global reverse sweep by hand, the necessary

data handling and variable allocations can be carried out in a manner that is

most suitable in the application-specific programming environment.

2.5 Implementation Approaches

From a software realization point of view, the two principal approaches to im-

plement AD are based on operator overloading and/or source, or source-to-source,

transformation techniques. Most AD tools available today utilize one or the

other of these alternatives. From a user perspective, however, a third alternative

can be singled out, namely AD enabled compilers.

Due to the complexity of the implementation specific matters, only a brief de-

scription on the three approaches is given below. Because the number of avail-
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able AD tools is so extensive nowadays, the Community Portal for Automatic

Differentiation (www.autodiff.org) should be consulted for a thorough listing.

Operator Overloading

For programming languages that support it, operator overloading provides a

flexible approach to incorporate AD into the programming environment [32, Sec-

tion 6.1]. Whether the implementation is done automatically by an external tool

or manually by hand, both modes require a number of source code modifications.

In general terms, the source code has to be augmented first with a new data type

or class which carries, together with the original values vi, some supplementary

data which is required by the derivative evaluation. Consequently, to carry out

the overloading part, new definitions are required for each arithmetic operation

(i.e. elemental operation ψi) to describe how to manipulate these new data types

during the derivative computation. Due to the underlying difference between

the forward and reverse modes, the realizations of the overloading approach

take vastly dissimilar forms.

The simultaneous and parallel nature of the forward mode evaluation renders

the overloading implementation fairly simple. The new data type carries the

derivative value v̇i alongside vi and each overloaded operator executes, in addi-

tion to its original task, the associated manipulations to the derivative value.

All these derivative evaluations take place, so to speak under the hood, simulta-

neously with the original function evaluation.

The implementation of the reverse mode, however, requires notably more elab-

orate and complex code constructs. Because the gradient evaluation occurs af-

ter the function evaluation, it is necessary to record information about the ele-

mental operations and store intermediate values during the forward sweep and

recover the recorded operations and stored variables during the subsequent re-

verse sweep. Also, in order to control the use of storage, additional programmed

mechanisms are required to indicate when to initiate and terminate the corre-

sponding sweeps in the gradient evaluation procedure.

The operator overloading strategy is considered most suitable for object-oriented

programming languages such as C++ which allow the code modifications to be

implemented in a modular fashion. While Fortran 90/95 also offers overload-

ing capabilities, the control over memory usage is more constrained than, for

instance, in C++ and is therefore considered somewhat inferior in this aspect.

(The newer versions of Fortran are likely to bring improvements here.) But, due

to its procedural and in some sense limited nature, Fortran 90/95 code can be
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subjected to a comprehensive data flow and dependency analysis by the com-

piler, which makes it a much better candidate for the alternative approaches.

Source Transformation

For procedural programming languages, such as Fortran, the compiler technol-

ogy can be exploited to build an AD tool which performs program analysis for a

given code and produces new code for the derivative computation. This approach

is called AD by source transformation and it is based on compiler technology that

is enhanced with the appropriate instrumentation to generate new source code.

This method requires a relatively high level of sophistication from the AD tool

because the code analysis must generate a detailed internal representation of

the original program which can then be used to assemble detailed data depen-

dence information. The AD tool, therefore, has to go beyond only parsing the

code and perform an additional semantic analysis to produce the dependencies

between every intermediate vi and its corresponding vj in accordance to (2.2).

The resulting data flow graph, combined with information about the performed

operations, provides the necessary framework for the AD specific component

of the source transformation tool to work on. Based on the chosen AD mode

methodology, the differentiation practice gives rise to an internal representa-

tion of the differentiated evaluation procedure of the program, which ultimately

has to be transformed back into computer code and incorporated into the origi-

nal source code. This final step, in effect, reshapes the original code by adding

statements and/or routines that carry out the derivative evaluations, essentially

writing out the statements which were performed ’under the hood’ in the oper-

ator overloading approach. The user of the source transformation AD tool can

therefore inspect the result of the differentiation and, if needed, apply modifica-

tions manually as a post-processing step.

The source transformation approach also readily allows the differentiation to

be applied in a piecewise manner where only the crucial subroutines of the pro-

gram are differentiated by the tool. In this case the main program is maintained

by the user, but the error-prone differentiation part is carried out by an AD tool.

This ability to focus on the algorithm part of a program in an isolated fashion

together with favorable aspects tied to the usage Fortran 90/95 programming

language, led to the decision to utilize AD via source transformation in this

study. For the actual tool, TAPENADE [36, 37, 38] was chosen mainly because

it is actively supported, continuously developed, free for academia, and well doc-

umented.
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AD Enabled Compiler

The third alternative is essentially based on the aforementioned implementa-

tion strategies, but with the difference that the AD technology is built into the

compiler. Such an AD-enabled compiler generates internal code for the com-

putation of specified derivatives automatically at compile time. The benefit of

the approach largely lies in the improved user-friendliness: the user is required

to make a small number of code modifications to specify the independent and

dependent variables and to indicate which segment of the program should be

exposed to the differentiation. No other third party software tool is needed. Ev-

idently, the realization of this approach is difficult because it requires strong

expertise in compiler technology.

At the time of writing, this AD strategy, featuring both forward and reverse

modes, is made available in the NAGWare Fortran 95 compiler [59, 60]. The

earlier prototype relied internally on the operator overloading approach, but

in the latest releases the source transformation approach has been utilized to

achieve better performance. While each of the presented implementation strate-

gies come with their own set of limitations, the need to utilize an external library

(sparse linear system solvers) in the code written for this study, rules out – at

the moment – the AD enabled compiler approach.
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3. OTUS2D: A Finite-Volume Solver for
Incompressible Flows

For the purpose of this research, the author has developed an unstructured 2D

CFD solver called OTUS2D†. Over the course of this investigation, the solver has

been significantly rewritten to meet all the planned requirements and conditions

of this study.

Early stages of this research made it clear that the process of constructing a

discrete adjoint solver via source transformation AD tools is likely to require nu-

merous modifications to the original source code. According to the experience of

the author, in the worst case, applying AD tools to a complex source code can be

a highly iterative process which requires repeated rounds of rewriting and reor-

ganizing the original source code. Although source transformation AD tools are

becoming increasingly better at differentiating large code entities, they are still

sensitive to poor programming practices and rely on the developers intervention

in various application or implementation specific matters.

The number of modifications an existing source code ultimately requires is

very difficult to determine a priori. However, it is possible to minimize these

difficulties if the programmer has an understanding of the requirements and

conditions that the chosen AD tool imposes. In fact, if the programming of the

CFD solver code coincides with the development of the discrete adjoint solver,

the situation can actually be advantageous: The generic requirements imposed

by source transformation AD tools tend to force the programmer to follow good

and robust programming practices, which typically lead to improved overall code

quality. Largely, these recommendations concern the passing of variables into

and out of functions or subroutines in a consistent manner [38]. Also the utiliza-

tion of more advanced coding constructs, such as variable addressing by point-

ers, should be done with caution because they might complicate the tracking

of data flow through the program [46]. This said, it is important to empha-

size that, in this work, the rewriting of the solver code was seen necessary to

improve the handling and maintainability of both, original and differentiated

source code entities. For instance, utilizing the derived data types of Fortran

90/95 in a thorough manner throughout the source code to represent all rele-

†Otus is a Finnish word for creature or beast.
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vant data structures in the solver and carefully organizing the source code into

concise and generic stand-alone routines greatly aided the development process

associated with this thesis. However, this should not be taken as a general im-

plication that the development of discrete adjoint codes necessarily requires a

massive rewriting effort.

3.1 Solver Specification

The written OTUS2D code takes a specific approach to the numerical solution

of Navier-Stokes equations, featuring several implementational choices. Their

justification and relevance in this work is briefly discussed in the following cat-

egorical description.

Governing Equations: Incompressible Navier-Stokes. The principal objec-

tive of this work is to establish a methodology for constructing discrete ad-

joint solvers for CFD, but with a special emphasis on the solvers which are

targeted for incompressible flows.

Equation Discretization: Finite Volume Method. One of the great advan-

tages of the finite volume method (FVM) stems from its inherent link be-

tween the integral formulation of the conservation laws and their dis-

cretized representations. Its theoretical generality and implementational

clarity have made it the most widely used approach in the field of CFD.

Most general-purpose CFD software packages are based on the finite vol-

ume method. Examples include OpenFOAM R©, Ansys Fluent R©, Ansys CFX R©,

STAR-CCM+ R©.

Spatial Discretization: Unstructured Mesh. Although the unstructured mesh

representation constrains the numerical accuracy of the most commonly

used discretization schemes to second order, its generality and flexibility

in both mesh generation and code implementation counteracts the short-

comings in accuracy. In the general case, the benefits usually far outweigh

the disadvantages and it is no surprise that most general purpose CFD

solvers adopt the unstructured approach.

Physical Approximations: 2D. To confine the development effort of the writ-

ten code, the solver is limited to two spatial dimensions. However, due to

the generality of the unstructured formulation, from an algorithmic per-

spective the 2D solver is practically identical to a 3D solver. For this rea-

son, all of the presented developments are generally applicable to unstruc-
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tured solvers.

Physical Approximations: Stationary Turbulence. The governing equations

are solved in a time-averaged form, which is referred to as a Reynolds Aver-

aged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach. The underlying assumption is that

the effect of turbulence on the flow can be modeled as a time-independent

viscous effect in accordance with Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approximation.

The dissipative effect of this eddy-viscosity is predicted by an appropri-

ate turbulence model. In order to examine realistic turbulent flows in

this study, OTUS2D code is equipped with a one-equation Spalart-Allmaras

model [1, 77].

Solution Algorithm: Segregated Pressure Correction. In incompressible

CFD, the solution algorithms that are based on pressure correction, prin-

cipally SIMPLE [70] and its variants for steady-state solutions and PISO

[41] for time-dependent simulations, are widely used due to their low mem-

ory consumption and relatively easy implementation. However, the fact

that they are only applicable to low Mach number (Ma ≤ 0.3) flow regimes

has isolated them from the aerospace-driven branch of CFD, which has

seen a significant push in the development of adjoint methods. For this

reason, flow solvers featuring pressure correction algorithms have not been

studied in the context of discrete adjoint methods until very recently [12,

84, 45, 46, 62]. This shortage of documentation and the additional diffi-

culties these segregated solution algorithms impose on the differentiation

process have each critically motivated this study. Moreover, the OTUS2D

code has been scrupulously written so that the implemented SIMPLE algo-

rithm closely resembles the numerical realization of the simpleFoam solver

in OpenFOAM R©[68, 88] (version 1.6). This approach was chosen because

the numerical libraries within OpenFOAM exhibit exemplary consistency

with the mathematical models and its solvers demonstrate numerical ro-

bustness. As this study also introduces a methodology to construct discrete

adjoint solvers in a library-type coding environment, some of the aspects

may have further reaching relevance with possible future studies concern-

ing OpenFOAM.

Programming Language: Fortran 90/95. The AD tools have already gained

a notable state of maturity considering the forward mode differentiation

approach, but the situation is more challenging for the reverse mode. The

tools that employ the source transformation approach have advanced con-

siderably, but their applicability is limited to procedural languages such
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as Fortran 77/90/95 and ANSI-C. At current state, the reverse mode tech-

nique can be applied to object-oriented codes via operator overloading, but

this approach is still accompanied by a restrictive penalty on performance

and, depeding on the taping strategy used, on memory consumption as well

[84].

Weighing the alternatives against this background and considering the

benefits of employing a source-to-source AD tool, such as TAPENADE , in

a targeted and selective manner, it was decided to write the solver for this

study in Fortran 90/95.

External Libraries: PETSc. An unstructured incompressible CFD solver re-

quires an efficient way to construct and solve sparse linear systems. This

is a major hurdle in the process of writing CFD software because the devel-

opment of robust and efficient sparse linear solvers is both technologically

demanding and time consuming. Fortunately, open-source research efforts

in the field of scientific computing have made valuable contributions by

publically distributing tools which help overcome these problems. An ex-

ceptional example of such a contribution is PETSc [4, 5] (the Portable, Ex-

tensible Toolkit for Scientific Computing) which is continuously developed

by the Mathematics and Computer Science Division at Argonne National

Laboratory. PETSc is a comprehensive software package that contains the

tools needed in the numerical solution of partial differential equations. It

comes with good documentation (PETSc User’s Manual [3]), is compara-

tively easy to use, and provides a clean interface to Fortran, C, and C++

codes. OTUS2D takes advantage of PETSc’s sparse linear solver suite,

which comes with a wide selection of Krylov subspace methods (Gener-

alized Minimal Residual, Conjugate Gradient, BiConjugate Gradient etc.)

and preconditioners (Incomplete LU, Incomplete Cholesky etc.). The uti-

lization of the PETSc library within OTUS2D has been encapsulated into

a module containing all the PETSc specific operations wrapped inside sub-

routines which provide a simple interface to the main source code. It is

therefore viewed as a completely external library which cannot be differ-

entiated nor exposed to the AD tool. As a consequence, this work also

addresses the issue of how such external libraries, linear system solvers,

in particular, can be flexibly exploited in the construction of adjoint solvers.
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3.2 Discrete Formulation of the Governing Equations

The construction of the mathematical model for steady incompressible flows of

Newtonian fluids begins from the differential form of the compressible conser-

vation of mass and momentum equations:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · ρu = 0 (3.1a)

∂ρu

∂t
+∇ · (ρu⊗ u) +∇p(c) = ∇ · T (c)

µ + f . (3.1b)

Here u is the velocity and p the pressure of the fluid while the other fluid proper-

ties are specified by density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ. In Eqns. (3.1) ⊗ denotes

an outer-product between two vectors. The superscript (c) is used to emphasize

that the terms are for compressible Navier-Stokes: the units of p(c) and T (c)
µ are

N/m2. In accordance with the stationary turbulence approximation, all the vari-

ables herein are considered to be time-averaged by default. The time-averaging

leads to a Reynolds-averaged formulation where the effect of turbulent stresses

is embedded in the viscous stress tensor

T (c)
µ = µeff

(
∇u + (∇u)T − 2

3
(∇ · u)I

)
(3.2)

via the effective viscosity µeff = µ + µT , which contains the laminar viscosity µ

and the eddy-viscosity contribution µT according to the Boussinesq approxima-

tion [90]. The source term f facilitates the inclusion of additional momentum

contributions which may arise due to, for example, buoyancy or gravity. Ap-

plying the incompressibility approximations (ρ = const.) and assigning f = 0

for simplicity, the equations can be modified to yield the incompressible Navier-

Stokes equations:

∇ · u = 0 (3.3a)
∂u

∂t
+∇ · (u⊗ u) +∇p = ∇ · T ν . (3.3b)

In this system of equations, the conservation of mass (3.3a) acts as an additional

constraint on the velocity field u, which must also satisfy the conservation of

momentum equation (3.3b). The division by ρ causes the pressure p = p(c)/ρ and

viscous stress tensor T ν terms to have units m2/s2. Due to the incompressibility

constraint (3.3a), the stress tensor is now given as

T ν = νeff

(
∇u + (∇u)T

)
= 2 νeffS (3.4)

where νeff = µeff/ρ is the effective kinematic viscosity and S = 1
2(∇u + (∇u)T ) is

the rate of strain tensor. As the stress tensor part has been written in terms of
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νeff , which is not constant in general, application of the divergence operator does

not bring about further simplifications at this stage.

Since the basis of the finite volume method is fundamentally rooted in the in-

tegral analysis of the conservation equations (3.3), it is meaningful to transform

them into a more fitting form by integrating the terms over an arbitrary finite

control volume Ω enclosed by a boundary S = ∂Ω. Upon applying the Divergence

Theorem, the integral form of the Eqns. (3.3) is written as∮
(u · n) dS = 0 (3.5a)∫

∂u

∂t
dΩ +

∮
u(u · n)dS −

∮
(2νeffS) · n dS = −

∮
pn dS (3.5b)

where dS is an infinitesimal surface element of S and n its outward pointing

unit normal vector.

Adopting a cell-centered formulation, equations (3.5) can now be applied to

a discretized arbitrary control volume VP , exemplified in Figure 3.1, which is

enclosed by Nf(P ) number of planar surface segments, i.e., faces, whose unit

normal vector is denoted by nf and surface area by Sf .

Figure 3.1. A control volume P enclosed by Nf(P ) faces.

The discrete form of Eqn. (3.5) can thus be written as∑
f

(u · n)f Sf = 0 (3.6a)

∂uP
∂t

VP +
∑
f

uf (u · n)f Sf −
∑
f

(2νeffS · n)f Sf = −
∑
f

(pn)f Sf (3.6b)

where the cell-center variables are defined as uP = 1
VP

∫
VP

udV and the summa-

tion over Nf(P ) faces is implied. The fluid variable values on the cell faces are

obtained from the cell-center values by applying cell-to-face interpolation tech-

niques [21]. The presence of nonlinearity in the convection term, where velocity

operates on itself, makes this implicit system very difficult to solve, but the sit-

uation can be remedied by linearizing the momentum equation and solving the

system iteratively within a time-step. The linearization is achieved by lagging
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the ’convecting’ velocity in the convection term by an iteration

∑
f

uf

from prev. iter.︷ ︸︸ ︷(
ul−1 · n

)
f
Sf (3.7)

and by introducing a new scalar variable

φf = (u · n)f Sf (3.8)

which represents the volume flow rate across a face and is, from here on, re-

ferred to as the face flux. Substituting Eqn. (3.8) into (3.6) yields the discrete,

linearized incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for transient problems:∑
f

(u · n)f Sf = 0 or
∑
f

φf = 0 (3.9a)

∂uP
∂t

VP +
∑
f

φfuf −
∑
f

(2νeffS · n)f Sf = −
∑
f

(pn)f Sf . (3.9b)

This set of discrete equations is subject to different numerical solution strate-

gies, but the choice of the most appropriate one is mainly based on the nature of

the analyzed flow system. If the simulated Reynolds-averaged flow field reaches

a statistically steady solution and the preceding transient developments are not

of interest, the time derivative can be ignored in (3.9) and the numerical treat-

ment can exploit the fact that only the final solution is desired.

3.2.1 Steady-State Formulation of the Linearized System

Before turning the focus on the SIMPLE solution algorithm, it is important to

address some central numerical approaches related to the formulation of steady-

state problems. To begin, consider the steady-state version of Eqn. (3.9) whose

diffusion term has been split into dominating and secondary parts according to

∇ · T ν = ∇ · (2νeffS) = ∇ · νeff∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
dominating (implicit)

+ ∇ · νeff∇uT︸ ︷︷ ︸
secondary (explicit)

(3.10)

which gives rise to the following:∑
f

(u · n)f Sf = 0 (3.11a)

∑
f

φfuf −
∑
f

(νeff∇u · n)f Sf =
∑
f

(
νeff∇uT · n

)
f
Sf −

∑
f

(pn)fSf . (3.11b)

Due to the linearization, this discrete momentum equation can now be trans-

formed via discretization techniques into an algebraic linear equation, which

attains the following generic form

ãPuP +
∑
n

anun = b̃P (3.12)
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where the summation over all the cells neighboring P is implied. Here ãP and an
represent the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix coefficients for the cell P , which

are constructed from the implicitly treated convection and diffusion terms on

the left-hand-side of Eqn. (3.11b). In contrast, the right-hand-side b̃ contains

all the explicitly treated expressions, such as the pressure gradient and the sec-

ondary diffusion terms in Eqn. (3.11b) plus various contributions from different

discretization approaches. For the purpose of the treatment, it is useful to split

the contributions to b̃ into velocity- and pressure-dependent parts

b̃ = s̃(u)−∇p (volume)

For cell (P ) ⇒ b̃P = s̃P (u)− (∇p V )P (3.13)

recognizing that the pressure gradient at cell P is computed

∇p =
1

VP

∑
f

(pn)f Sf

and that s̃(u) now contains all the explicitly treated, velocity-dependent con-

tributions. These terms must utilize values from the previous iterations and

therefore will be denoted with a superscript (l−1) where appropriate. The set of

equations assembled from Eqn. (3.12) ends up giving rise to a very stiff linear

system Ã u = b̃ whose diagonal matrix coefficients, given by ãP = −
∑

n an, fail

to satisfy the diagonal dominance condition (aP ≥
∑

n |an|) required by itera-

tive linear solvers used in CFD solvers. This is remedied by implicit relaxation,

which effectively manipulates the linear equation such that the desired numeri-

cal condition for the solution is attained. Writing the unrelaxed linear equation

as

ãPu
(l,t)
P +

∑
n

anun = s̃P (u(l−1))− (∇p(l−1) V )P (3.14)

where u(l,t) denotes the ideal target value, the relaxation is carried out by a

numerical maneuver that reformulates the diagonal part as

ãPu(l,t) =
a∗P
αu

u(l) +

(
ãP −

a∗P
αu

)
u(l−1) (3.15)

where a∗P =
∑

n |an| and αu is the implicit relaxation factor for the velocity field.

It is apparent that at convergence ( u(l) = u(l−1) ) the influence of a∗P is elimi-

nated. Since values 0 < αu < 1 guarantee
(
a∗P
αu

)
>
∑

n |an| , it is favorable to

incorporate Eqn. (3.15) into (3.14) and obtain(
a∗P
αu

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= aP

uP +
∑
n

anun = s̃P (u(l−1)) +

(
a∗P
αu
− ãP

)
u

(l−1)
P︸ ︷︷ ︸

= sP

−(∇p(l−1) V )P

⇒ aPuP +
∑
n

anun = sP − (∇p(l−1) V )P︸ ︷︷ ︸
=bP
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⇒ aPuP +
∑
n

anun = bP (3.16)

⇒ Au = b .

The shown relaxation technique is implemented in OpenFOAM and subse-

quently in OTUS2D. It explicitly ensures that the sufficient condition (aP ≥
∑

n |an|)

is properly satisfied regardless of the discretization scheme used in the eval-

uation of matrix coefficients. An alternative method, originally introduced by

Patankar [70], takes a different approach in which the solution u obtained at lth

iteration is considered as a blend of the ideal target value u(l,t) and the solution

from the previous iteration u(l−1), such that

u = αuu
(l,t) + (1− αu)u(l−1) . (3.17)

But, this approach ultimately yields(
ãP
αu

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= aP

uP +
∑
n

anun = s̃P +
(1− αu)

αu
ãPu

(l−1)
P︸ ︷︷ ︸

= sP

−(∇p(l−1) V )P

which cannot guarantee that the diagonal dominance condition is satisfied for

all discretization schemes as ãP may locally become zero or obtain negative val-

ues. In a deferred correction approach [21] where the matrix coefficients are

evaluated using numerically stable upwind schemes such that a∗P = ãP , the two

approaches become equivalent.

3.2.2 SIMPLE Pressure Correction Algorithm for Finite Volume
Method

The following presentation of the SIMPLE algorithm deliberately employs a no-

tational approach that is consistent with the FVM implementation in OTUS2D

and, therefore, partly deviates from the presentation of Jasak [44]. This is done

with foresight to aid the ensuing, more detailed developments in this chapter.

Considering the algebraic representation of the discrete momentum equation,

a short-hand notation

H(u) = −
∑
n

anun + sP (u) (3.18)

is introduced to cast Eqn. (3.16) into a simple form:

aPuP = H(u)− (∇p V )P . (3.19)

Employing this formulation and defining r =
V

aP
, a new face velocity uf can be

derived by manipulating Eqn. (3.19) to yield an expression for the velocity and

interpolating it onto cell faces:

(3.19)⇒ u =
r H(u)

V
− r∇p (3.20a)
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Interpolation: uf =

(
r H(u)

V

)
f

− ( r∇p)f . (3.20b)

The continuity requirement is enforced by substituting the obtained expression

for face velocity (3.20b) into Eqn. (3.11a). This yields a rewritten statement

for the conservation of mass, which is now formulated as a discrete pressure

equation ∑
f

( r∇p · n)f Sf =
∑
f

(
r H(u)

V

)
f

· nf Sf . (3.21)

A simplified form resembling its implementation can be attained by defining an

intermediate velocity field u? and evaluating a face flux field φ?f , which does not

satisfy the continuity requirement

u? =

(
r
H(u)

V

)
(3.22)

φ?f =
(
u?f · nf

)
Sf . (3.23)

Linear interpolation is typically used here to cast the values of u? onto the cell

faces in the evaluation of φ?f . Thus, the final form of (3.11a) now written as a

discrete pressure equation becomes∑
f

( r∇p · n)f Sf =
∑
f

φ?f (3.24)

where the left-hand-side is treated implicitly, in an identical manner to the diffu-

sion term in Eqn. (3.11b), while the divergence of the flux on the right-hand-side

is handled explicitly to construct a linear system of equations for the pressure

field

B p = d . (3.25)

Here again, the right-hand-side d can be divided into two separate contributions

d = q(p) +
∑
f

φ?f (3.26)

where q(p) contains the numerical contributions arising from the discretization

of the pressure term.

It ought to be emphasized again that the solution to this equation, pressure

field p(l,d), embodies the continuity requirement which subsequently needs to be

conveyed to the velocity field. This is carried out in two parts by correcting the

flux and velocity fields separately. The continuity is strictly imposed on the flux

field by applying a correction at each face in accordance with the solution of Eqn.

(3.24):

φf = φ?f −
(
r∇p(l,d) · n

)
f
Sf . (3.27)
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During the computation the obtained pressure p(l,d) functions as a scalar field

that is used to satisfy the continuity requirement at every iteration. It does not,

however, correspond to the final pressure until it also satisfies the momentum

equation. This occurs only at convergence, but prior to that p(l,d) functions only

as an approximation which tends to over-estimate the effect of ’true’ pressure.

For this reason, its effect in the momentum equation has to be reduced by apply-

ing explicit under-relaxation, which preserves only a fraction 0 < αp < 1 of the

original solution:

p(l) = p(l−1) + αp(p
(l,d) − p(l−1)) . (3.28)

The under-relaxation factor for pressure αp typically takes on values within the

range 0.1 ≤ αp ≤ 0.3.

With this new, under-relaxed pressure field, which provides a more cautious

and stable approximation to the actual pressure in the momentum equation, the

velocity components are also corrected, but now according to Eqns. (3.20a) and

(3.22):

u(l) = u? − r∇p(l) . (3.29)

Prior to convergence, the resulting corrected velocity field does not satisfy the

continuity and, therefore, does not correspond directly to the corrected, diver-

gence free flux field φf . This is a desirable feature in the subsequent momentum

solution in the next iteration where the convective flux field is slightly ahead

of the velocity field it operates on. Naturally, at convergence, the corrections

are driven to zero (as p(l) = p(l−1)) and the flux and velocity fields become fully

synchronized.

3.2.3 Pressure Correction Procedure

The described pressure correction algorithm constitutes a procedure that solves

the flow state w through a fixed-point iteration

R(X,w) = w(l) − F
NS

(X,w(l−1)) = 0

where F
NS

represents the fixed-point constructor of SIMPLE. Denoting the val-

ues from the previous iteration by the superscript (l−1) and implying (l) when

omitted, the solution procedure consists of the following 10 steps:

1. Apply FVM discretization to Eqn. (3.11b) and utilize implicit relaxation to

construct a linear system

aPuP +
∑
n

anun = sP (u(l−1))− (∇p(l−1) V )P

⇒ A u = b and solve for u .
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2. Store the inverse of the matrix diagonal multiplied by cell volume:

r =

(
V

aP

)
.

3. Define an intermediate velocity field utilizing Eqn. (3.18):

u? =

(
r
H(u)

V

)
.

4. Interpolate u? onto the cell faces and compute a face flux, which does not

satisfy the continuity:

φ?f =
(
u?f · nf

)
Sf .

5. Assemble the linear equation for pressure from Eqn. (3.24) applying FVM

discretization techniques

βP pP +
∑
n

βn pn = qP (p(l−1)) +

Nf(P )∑
f

φ?f

⇒ B p = d and solve for p, which is subsequently denoted as p(l,d) .

Repeat this step (setting p(l−1) = p(l,d)) if the mesh features considerable

non-orthogonality.

6. Create a divergence-free face flux from Eqn. (3.27):

φf = φ?f −
(
r∇p(l,d) · n

)
f
Sf .

7. Relax pressure: p(l) = p(l−1) + αp(p
(l,d) − p(l−1)) .

8. Apply correction to the velocity field according to Eqn. (3.29):

u(l) = u? − r∇p(l) .

9. Solve the chosen turbulence model if needed to obtain νT and update

νeff = ν + νT .

10. End evaluation loop if a convergence criterion is reached

RESw =
∑
|b−Aw|(l−1) ≤ εres

or RMSw =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
j

(
w

(l)
j − w

(l−1)
j

)
≤ εrms

for all solution variables. Otherwise, return to step 1.

In this study, the non-orthogonal correction loop in step 5 is ignored in favor of

notational clarity and much needed brevity in the subsequent derivation of the

corresponding adjoint solver procedure. However, the inclusion of this feature is

eventually desirable because it improves the numerical accuracy of the methods

on compromised meshes.
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3.2.4 Spalart-Allmaras One-Equation Turbulence Model

The Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) turbulence model provides a closure to the RANS

equations by evaluating the eddy-viscosity distribution (which is correlated to

Reynolds stresses) via a single transport equation for an eddy-viscosity-related

working variable ν̃. The S-A model was initially calibrated to cater for aerody-

namic flows, but due to its favorable numerical characteristics and simplicity,

it has gained wide spread popularity and numerous modifications have been

proposed to broaden its applicability [1]. The model implemented into OTUS2D

is referred to as the baseline or standard according to Allmaras et al. [1], but

without the so-called trip and laminar suppression terms. The considered S-A

transport equation for ν̃ is written in a differential form as

∂ν̃

∂t
+∇ · (uν̃)− 1

σ

[
∇ · ((ν + ν̃)∇ν̃) + cb2 (∇ν̃)2

]
= Pν̃ −Dν̃ (3.30)

where Pν̃ and Dν̃ represent production and wall destruction terms and σ and cb2
are two of the eight calibration constants:

κ = 0.41, σ = 2/3, cb1 = 0.1355, cb2 = 0.622 and

cv1 = 7.1, cw1 =
cb1
κ2

+
(1 + cb2)

σ
, cw2 = 0.3, cw3 = 2.0 .

The two terms on the right-hand-side are given by

Pν̃ = cb1S̃ν̃ , Dν̃ = cw1fw

(
ν̃

dw

)
(3.31)

where

S̃ ≡ S∗ +
ν̃

κ2d2
w

fv2 , fv2 = 1− χ

1 + χfv1
and (3.32)

χ ≡
(
ν̃

ν

)
, S∗ =

√
2 Tr

(
ΩTΩ

)
. (3.33)

Here, dw is the distance to the nearest wall, Ω = 1
2

(
∇u− (∇u)T

)
is the rotation-

rate tensor and the function fw is constructed from

fw = g

[
1 + c6

w3

g6 + c6
w3

]1/6

, g = r̂ + cw2

(
r̂6 − r̂

)
, r̂ = min

(
ν̃

S̃κ2d2
w

, 10

)
. (3.34)

Similar to Eqn. (3.5), integrating (3.30) over an arbitrary finite control volume

Ω and applying the Divergence Theorem leads to∫
∂ν̃

∂t
dΩ +

∮
ν̃(u · n)dS −

∮
(Γν̃∇ν̃) · n dS

=

∫
cb2
σ

(∇ν̃)2 dΩ +

∫
Pν̃ dΩ−

∫
Dν̃ dΩ (3.35)

featuring the effective diffusion coefficient of ν̃:

Γν̃ =
1

σ
(ν + ν̃) . (3.36)
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Considering only a steady-state formulation, the subsequent linearization and

discretization, akin to Eqns. (3.6)–(3.9), gives rise to

∑
f

φf ν̃f −
∑
f

(Γν̃∇ν̃ · n)f Sf +

[
cw1fw

(
ν̃

d2
w

)
ν̃ V

]
P

=
[cb2
σ

(∇ν̃)2 V
]
P

+
[
cb1S̃ν̃ V

]
P

(3.37)

which transforms into an algebraic linear equation

ãP ν̃
(l,t)
P +

∑
n

anν̃n = b̃P . (3.38)

whose matrix coefficients are evaluated from the terms on the left-hand-side of

Eqn. (3.37). The resulting linear system for the steady-state problem is implic-

itly relaxed by the same means as described in Section 3.2.1, Eqns. (3.14)–(3.16),

to generate the desired linear system for the solution variable:

Aν̃ ν̃ = bν̃ . (3.39)

The obtained solution to the S-A variable ν̃ ultimately provides an evaluation

for the eddy-viscosity distribution through

νT = fv1ν̃ , where fv1 =
χ3

χ3 + c3
v1

(3.40)

which allows the effective viscosity νeff = ν + νT (ν̃) to be updated for the RANS

equations.

3.3 Foundations of Unstructured Finite Volume Discretization

The unveiling of the computational details begins with a development of the

discretized system for the spatial domain, which also fixes the computational

framework for data storage. This infrastructure enables the introduction of

the relevant data structures that are used in the solver implementation and

facilitates the subsequent discussion on the mechanics of the unstructured fi-

nite volume method. For this purpose it is also beneficial to build a notational

framework, which is closely related to the code representation. Although the

numerical implementation of the solver closely conforms with the SIMPLE algo-

rithm in OpenFOAM, the actual data representations within these codes differ

markedly. In the source code of OTUS2D, the derived data type construction

of Fortran 90/95 is widely employed to represent larger data structures (such

as scalar and vector field variables, matrices and mesh representations), while

OpenFOAM’s C++ library utilizes a more elaborate data structure of classes in
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accordance with the object-oriented programming (OOP) approach [88]. There-

fore, the nomenclature and notations used below differ from the established con-

ventions in OpenFOAM.

3.3.1 Unstructured Mesh Description and Data Structures

The discrete representation of a spatial domain Ω is carried out by the mesh X,

which in FVM is fundamentally a collection of systematically connected points

which divide the domain into small control volumes called cells. Denoting the

number of grid points by np and the spatial dimension by d(X), the mesh can be

described in its simplest form by a collection of their coordinates xn ∈ Rd(X)×np

together with either implicit (structured) or explicit (unstructured) connectivity

information. In a structured grid, the shape of the individual cells can only

be either hexahedral (3D) or quadrilateral (2D), which enables the connectivity

between adjacent nodes (and ultimately adjacent cells) to be determined from

the regular lattice structure where each cell’s location is uniquely determined

with indices (i, j, k). Such a connectivity system can be readily embedded in

the format of data files. No explicit connectivity data is needed as long as the

grid contains only a single grid block. However, this is practically an exception

because structured grids generally consist of multiple grid blocks whose mutual

connectivity must be established explicitly.

Ex. (a): 5 = { 2 , 5 , 6 , 3 } → f5 = {n2, n5, n6, n3}

Ex. (b): 2 = { 4 , 3 , 6 , 7 } → f2 = {n4, n3, n6, n7}

Figure 3.2. Examples of 3D face construction from node labels.

In contrast to the structured approach, the unstructured grid representation

must intrinsically contain explicit connectivity data. Taking an advantage of ba-

sic concepts used in graph theory, this data is essentially given by two graphs G

and G′ [18]. The description of these graphs requires care because their detailed
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compositions depend on the spatial dimension of the mesh. First, the composi-

tion of the faces enclosing the control volumes has to be set out using the node

data. This is given by the principal graph G( V, E ), which, in 3D, pairs a set of

nodes (or vertices) V =
{
n(i), . . . , n(np)

}
with a set of multiple edges E to form

faces. In a cell-centered formulation, where all the solution variables are stored

on cell centroids, the edges do not need to be explicitly formed because each face

can be directly constructed from an ordered set of node labels. Examples of this

are given in Figure 3.2. In 2D, the situation is simpler, as each edge in E is

directly identified as a face f and paired with a set of exactly two nodes.

internal : f = { P , N } → f = {cP, cN} , (P < N)

boundary: fb = { P , − } → fb = {cP,−}

Ex: f2 = {c1, c2}, f3 = {c1, c8}, f36 = {c7, c8} and fb33 = {c16,−}

Figure 3.3. A representative unstructured grid addressing configuration.

The second graph G′( C, F ), which is referred to as the dual graph, considers

the cells C =
{
c(i), . . . , c(nc)

}
as the vertex set and the faces F =

{
f(i), . . . , f(nf )

}
as the edge set of G′. Here, it is useful to divide F into two subsets: internal faces

Fi and boundary faces Fb such that F = Fi ∪ Fb. Thus, each face is paired with
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its adjoining cells, such that each internal face fi ∈ Fi has exactly two adjacent

cells while every face on the boundary fb ∈ Fb has only a single neighboring cell.

This connectivity is crucial in unstructured CFD where the data is stored on the

cell-centers, while the majority of the FVM operations is carried out at the faces

by interpolating the cell-center values. The remarkable similarity of the 2D and

3D unstructured CFD codes arises from the fact that these evaluation loops run

through all the faces and utilize the face-to-cells connectivity information which

is generic in form. A representative example of a 2D grid labeling system, also

employed in OTUS2D code, is presented in Figure 3.3 where the nodes, internal

and boundary faces and cells are distinctly labeled.

The normal vectors nf are oriented according to the (P < N) convention, also

shown in Figure 3.3, such that the vectors always point from the smaller cell

index towards the larger one: P → N. It is also a convention to have nf on the

boundary faces point away from the domain.

Having established the underlying mesh representation in an unstructured

framework, it is now possible to extract from the given set of nodes xn and the

graphs G and G′ the mesh related information needed by the finite volume for-

mulation. Referring to Figure 3.4 for a detailed description of the most essential

spatial grid information, the following gives a representative mesh data struc-

ture X ≡ X(xn, G,G
′) used in a cell-centered unstructured CFD code:

X :=



xn := [xn(1), ...,xn(np)] ∈ Rd(X)×np node coordinates
xf := [xf(1), ...,xf(nf )] ∈ Rd(X)×nf face-center coordinates
xc := [xc(1), ...,xc(nc)] ∈ Rd(X)×nc cell-center coordinates
Sf := [Sf(1), ..., Sf(nf )] ∈ Rnf face surface area
V := [Vc(1), ..., Vc(nc)] ∈ Rnc cell volumes
nf := [nf(1), ...,nf(nf )] ∈ Rd(X)×nf face unit normal vector
dxPN :=[dxPN(1), ...,dxPN(nf )] ∈ Rnf (P→ N) distance along nf

λPf = (
dxfN
dxPN

) ∈ Rnf (P→ f) distance weight
ef := [ef(1), ..., ef(nf )] ∈ Rd(X)×nf skewness vector


(3.41)

where d(X) is the spatial dimension (2 or 3) and np, nf and nc are the num-

ber of points, faces, and cells. It is worth noting that, in Figure 3.4 at face

f27 , the distances dxPf and dxfN, used for computing the distance weights λPf

and λfN, are evaluated along the normal vector such that they obey the relation

dxPN = dxPf + dxfN, where dxPN = ∆xPN · nf as shown in Figure 3.4 at face

f24. Due to this simple relation, it suffices to store only the distance weight λPf,

because the other one is cheaply obtained from λfN = 1 − λPf. These weights

are only needed at the internal faces, although it follows that at a boundary face

λPf = 0.
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The skewness vector ef := [ef(1), ..., ef(nf )] has an important role in construct-

ing consistent discretizations by facilitating corrective schemes, which take into

account the undesirable, but often unavoidable, skewness in a mesh. At face f

the skewness vector is evaluated from

ef = nf −
(

∆xPN

dxPN

)
(3.42)

where ∆xPN is the (P → N) distance vector. The role of ef as a perpendicular

correction vector for nf is illustrated in Figure 3.4 by a diagram at face f29 =

{c14, c15}. On a perfectly orthogonal face ef = 0.

Figure 3.4. A detailed close-up of Figure 3.3 describing some of the mesh data required by FVM.

To accommodate specific numerical treatments on the boundaries, all the vari-

ables which are stored on the cell-centers also need to be stored on the nb bound-

ary faces. Therefore, these field variables are represented in the code by the

following data structures:

w :=

 wP :=[wc(1), ...,wc(nc)] ∈ Rd(X)×nc

wb :=[wfb(1), ...,wfb(nb)] ∈ R
d(X)×nb

 and w:=

 wP ∈ Rnc

wb ∈ Rnb

 (3.43)

for vector and scalar variables respectively. Depending on the nature of the

numerical methods in FVM it can be beneficial to store some variables on the
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face-centers akin to some of the mesh data components. These face variables

only require simple array constructs

Φf :=[Φf(1), . . . ,Φf(nf )] ∈ Rd(X)×nf and φf :=[φf(1), . . . , φf(nf )] ∈ Rnf (3.44)

for vectors and scalars.

The segregated solution algorithm for the incompressible Navier-Stokes in-

volves solving large linear systems of the form Aw = b, where A is a sparse ma-

trix whose sparsity pattern is dictated by the dual graphG′. For vector variables,

the linear equations are always solved sequentially Awi = bi , i = 1, ... , d(w) for

each component utilizing the same base matrix A appended with component-

specific data for the boundary conditions. Thus, the data structure for a sparse

matrix, utilized in the linear system Aw = b, has the form

A :=


aP := [ac(1), ..., ac(nc)] ∈ Rnc diagonal coeffs.
aPN := [aPN(1), ..., aPN(nf )] ∈ Rnf upper diagonal coeffs.
aNP := [aNP(1), ..., aNP(nf )] ∈ Rnf lower diagonal coeffs.
aPb := [ac

fb(1), ...,a
c
fb(nb)

] ∈ Rd(w)×nb diagonal boundary coeffs.

 (3.45)

The only term that causes a deviation between matrices used for solving vector

or scalar variables is the boundary contribution term aPb . The right-hand-side of

the linear equation also needs corresponding storage for the boundary contribu-

tions, but such a feature is already provided by the field variable data structure

(3.43) for vectors and scalars. Therefore, no additional definitions are needed for

the linear equations. Combining both the matrix and the right-hand-side of the

linear equation into one data structure, as is done in OpenFOAM, would have

been feasible as well, but this option was found to be too cumbersome in the

Fortran 90/95 implementation.

3.3.2 Unstructured Finite Volume Discretization: Face-based
Approach

Owing to the limited connectivity, the discrete FVM operations are carried out

at the level of individual faces, whose elementary data configuration is displayed

in Figure 3.5. In this setting, the required values and derivatives of the values

at the face are constructed from the cell-center values at P and N. Consequently,

the evaluation of particular discrete operators appearing in the conservation

equations is carried out by looping through all the faces in the mesh and as-

signing the face contribution to the neighboring cells. The sign of the face con-

tribution is determined according to the normal vector convention such that for

P the contribution is positive (outward normal vector) while for N it is nega-

tive (inward normal vector). This assembly of the cell-centered quantities does
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not have to occur in any particular order; it suffices to traverse through all the

faces in a random order. However, due to the different data storage and access-

ing configuration at the boundaries, the internal and boundary faces need to

be treated in separate loops. From an implementational perspective, this face-

based assembly technique stands in contrast to the ordered sweeping technique

employed in structured settings which is conducive to making the corresponding

code implementations dissimilar.

Figure 3.5. Simplified setting for face-based unstructured FVM discretizations.

Assembly of Sparse Matrices

As further demonstrated in Section 3.4.1, this face-based assembly technique

is principally straight-forward for explicit routines. However, the situation be-

comes somewhat more intricate when implicit routines, responsible for assem-

bling the sparse matrix coefficients, are considered. Referring to Figure 3.6, the

mechanism behind the implicit operators can be briefly summarized as follows:

At each internal face fi, the operation affects two equations (3.16) in the sparse

linear system; first at row P and second at row N. According to the notation in

Figure 3.6, the affected coefficients at Pth row are the diagonal (PP) and one of its

off-diagonals (PN), while at Nth row the corresponding coefficients are [NN] and

[NP]. As expected, these coefficients establish the reciprocal influence of adjacent

cells at their interface. Due to this reciprocal nature of the operations, eventu-

ally the diagonal coefficients on each row of the matrix satisfy aP = −
∑

n an.

This fact can be exploited to reach better code organization and computationally

more economic discretization routines by having the discretized operators only
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write the off-diagonal coefficients and gathering the diagonals later via simple

summation.

Figure 3.6. Face-based matrix assembly layout.

Assigning Boundary Conditions

The specification of boundary conditions (BC’s) for the flow problem requires

that the assembled linear systems for the solution variables are manipulated at

boundary cells (i.e. cells that have at least one of their faces at the boundary of

the domain) to impose the desired behavior on the solution. For this purpose, it

is beneficial to inspect the algebraic linear equations at the boundary cells in a

specific form. Considering a vector field w, its linearized transport equation –

akin to Eqn. (3.12) for velocity – can be written at the boundary as follows

aPwP +

Nnb,i∑
n

anwn + abwb = sP (w) . (3.46)

Here, Nnb,i is the number of interior neighbors and ab represents the contribu-

tion of the boundary face fb to the linear system. Effectively, ab is the matrix

coefficient with which the boundary conditions are assigned. It should be noted

that the diagonal coefficient on the boundary cells hereby becomes a vector to

warrant separate treatments for different w components. This diagonal is now

given by

aP =

−Nnb,i∑
n

an − ab

 = (aP,i − ab) (3.47)

denoting the internal contribution with aP,i = −
∑Nnb,i

n an.
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Using this notation, a generic method for imposing BC’s onto the linear equa-

tion can be briefly described as follows: Start with Eqn. (3.46) and, for a given

BC, manipulate it such that the pair {aPb , sPb } in the following expression

(aP + aPb )wP +

Nnb,i∑
n

anwn = sP + sPb (3.48)

can be identified for each implicit operator. This practice is illustrated by con-

sidering two commonly used BC’s:

1. Fixed value wb:

(3.46)⇒ (aP + 0)wP +

Nnb,i∑
n

anwn = sP − abwb

(3.48) : (aP + aPb )wP +

Nnb,i∑
n

anwn = sP + sPb

Result: {aPb , sPb } = {0, −abwb }

2. Zero normal gradient, (i.e. wb = wP ):

(3.46)⇒ (aP + ab)wP +

Nnb,i∑
n

anwn = sP + 0

(3.48) : (aP + aPb )wP +

Nnb,i∑
n

anwn = sP + sPb

Result: {aPb , sPb } = {ab, 0 }

3.4 Elemental Description of the Solver Algorithm

The objective in this section is to expose in a transparent manner the procedu-

ral anatomy of both, the SIMPLE solution algorithm and its constitutive discrete

subroutines. This can be achieved by deploying the analytical layout of the solver

algorithm (Section 3.2.2) and the discretization framework in unstructured FVM

(Section 3.3). The desired outcome is a higher level evaluation procedure, whose

elemental operations are the constituent FVM routines of the CFD solver. In

this context, these routines are described as functions utilizing affiliated nota-

tion, which clearly defines the associated independent (input) and dependent

(output) variables. To substantiate the claim that such a decomposition is justi-

fied throughout the solver components, the relevant algorithmic contents of the

functions are presented in pseudo-code. For conciseness, the description of rou-

tines, which have separate implementations for scalar and vector variables, is

by default restricted to the scalar versions and only the baseline discretization
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techniques are set out. To attain better conformity to the computer implemen-

tation, the variables adopt the form of the data structures defined by (3.41) and

(3.43)–(3.45) in Section 3.3.1.

3.4.1 Decomposition of the Solution Algorithm and the Anatomy of its
Components

Prior to covering the procedural steps of the solution algorithm, the following

four internal functions need to be made accessible in the subsequent treatment:

(I) Grad() : Computation of both, the cell-center gradient (via Green-Gauss

theorem) and the gradient at the boundary faces.

(II) Div_f() : Divergence of a face scalar field.

(III) SumNegOffDiag() : Accumulation of the matrix diagonal from its off-diagonals.

(IV) MagSkewGrad() : Magnitude of rotation-rate tensor (skew part of the vector

gradient).

Such functions are here considered internal because they are employed within

larger computational procedures and, on their own, do not constitute principal

steps in the solver algorithm.

(I): Utilizing the field variable data structure (3.43) for the gradient, the com-
putation can be expressed as a function ∇w = Grad(w,X), whose implementa-
tion for a scalar field variable w is described by the following procedure:

function Grad(w,X)

∇wc ← 0 ; ∇wb ← 0 . Initialization

for all fi ∈ Fi do . Computation of cell-center gradient

wf = (λPfwP + λfNwN) . Linear interpolation

∇wP +=
1
VP

(wfnfSf)

∇wN -=
1
VN

(wfnfSf)

for all fb ∈ Fb do
∇wP +=

1
VP

(wfnfSf)

for all fb ∈ Fb do . Computation of boundary gradient

∇wbn =
(wf − wP)

dxPf
. Component along nf

∇wb = ∇wP + (∇wbn −∇wP · nf) nf

return ∇w :=

∇wP

∇wb


end function Grad

The featured notational approach is simplified for conciseness. It omits the

mesh addressing pointers, which provide the unstructured connectivity infor-

mation (e.g. f → P/N and fb → P) and the links between different addressing
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arrays (e.g. fi → f and fb → f). The algorithm for the boundary gradient ∇wb

utilizes ∇wP values to account for the gradient contributions along the direction

perpendicular to nf .

(II): A simple divergence operator for a flux field is needed to construct the
source term of the pressure equation. This operation is expressed as a function
evaluation for a scalar field: dm = Div_f(φf ,X)

function Div_f(φf ,X)

QtmpP ← 0

for all fi ∈ Fi do
QtmpP +=φf

QtmpN -=φf

for all fb ∈ Fb do
QtmpP +=φf

dmP =
QtmpP

VP
return dm

end function Div_f

(III): This simple gathering procedure is utilized by implicit FVM discretiza-
tions, which approximate differential operators containing spatial derivatives.
In transport equations such operators are, for instance, the convection and dif-
fusion operators. Considering the data structure of the sparse matrix (3.45), the
routine will be viewed as a function evaluation aP = SumNegOffDiag(aPN , aNP )

which operates on data internal to the matrix A:

function SumNegOffDiag(aPN , aNP )

for all fi ∈ Fi do
aP -= aPN

aN -= aNP

for all fb ∈ Fb do
aP -= aPN . Not relevant for all operators

return aP

end function SumNegOffDiag
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(IV): The evaluation of the magnitude of the rotation-rate tensor Ω = 1
2

(
∇w − (∇w)T

)
for a vector w is carried out by a function Smag = MagSkewGrad(w,X), whose
implementation in 2D is exceedingly simple:

function MagSkewGrad(w,X)

∇w = Grad(w,X)

for all c ∈ C do
ωIJ = 0.5 (∇wc[1, 2]−∇wc[2, 1])

ωJI = −ωIJ . In 3D, four more ω terms would be needed.

Smagc =
√
ω2
IJ + ω2

JI

return Smag

end function MagSkewGrad

Step 1: Assembly of Momentum Equation.

For the assembly of Eqn. (3.11b), the most intuitive decomposition considers all

the different momentum transfer mechanisms as independent numerical oper-

ators, which are split into implicit and explicit components when needed. This

is required, for instance, for the convection and diffusion terms while, in accor-

dance with the segregated approach, it is sufficient to treat the contribution due

to pressure only explicitly.

With functional notation, the unrelaxed discrete momentum equation

Ãu = s̃− Gg(p,X)

can be represented as

C(φf ,u,X)−D(νeff ,u,X) = −Gg(p,X)

where the functions C and D, describing convection and diffusion, construct the

elements of both Ã and s̃. The implementation of these functions naturally gives

rise to the following decomposition

C = C(A) + C(s) + C(BC)

D = DL +DT = D(A)
L +D(s)

L +D(BC)
L +D(s)

T

as the superscripts (A) and (s) indicate whether the function affects the matrix

coefficients (implicit contribution) or the right-hand-side (explicit contribution).

The diffusion term is further divided into contributions corresponding to the

discrete Laplacian operator and the term containing the transposed gradient in

Eqn. (3.10). They are denoted by subscripts L and T , respectively. The boundary

condition treatments, which manipulate the boundary specific terms of Ã and

s̃ in tandem as described in Section 3.3.2, fall outside this splitting convention

and therefore deserve to be separately labeled with a superscript (BC). Due to
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the wealth of different boundary conditions, their algorithmic descriptions are

omitted for brevity.

Convection:

Recalling the form of the convection term in Eqn. (3.6b), the discrete expression

can be written for a generic scalar variable as follows:

C =
∑
f

φfwf (3.49)

where the volume flux across a face φf is a known scalar quantity whose sign

indicates in which direction the flow is moving. In accordance with Ferziger

& Peric [21], the basic discretization techniques for this term utilize either an

upwind interpolation (UD) or linear interpolation scheme (CD)† to approximate

the face value wf as shown in Figure 3.7. The conventional discretization

Figure 3.7. Cell-to-face interpolation diagrams.

approaches can be treated at face f in a unified fashion by writing

φfwf ⇒ ΛfφfwP + (1− Λf)φfwN (3.50)

where Λf ∈ Rnf is introduced as a scheme-dependent weighting factor. To illus-

trate, some of the rudimentary schemes are attained by specifying the weights

in the following manner:

UD: Λf =

1 , φf ≥ 0

0 , φf < 0

CD: Λf = λPf

Blended: Λf = βwΛ(CD)
f + (1− βw)Λ(UD)

f =

βwλPf + (1− βw) , φf ≥ 0

βwλPf , φf < 0

where 0 ≤ βw ≤ 1 specifies the blending between the CD and UD schemes.

The expression (3.50) also facilitates more advanced families of interpolation

schemes, such as Total Variation Diminishing (TVD), described by Harten [35],

†The abbreviations UD, upwind differencing, and CD, central differencing, arise from
the finite difference method for approximating first derivatives.
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and Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD), introduced by Leonard [49] and Gaskell

[22]. In these schemes, the face value interpolation is formulated on unstruc-

tured grids

wf =

wP + 1
2Ψ

+ (wN − wP) , φf ≥ 0

wN + 1
2Ψ
− (wP − wN) , φf < 0

=


(
1− 1

2Ψ
+
)

wP + 1
2Ψ

+wN → Λ+
f wP + (1− Λ+

f )wN , φf ≥ 0

1
2Ψ
−wP +

(
1− 1

2Ψ
−)wN → Λ−f wP + (1− Λ−f )wN , φf < 0

where the limiter function Ψ controls the amount of blending according to the

chosen TVD or NVD criterion and the superscripts (+) and (−) indicate the di-

rection of the flow according to the sign of the face flux φf . The two approaches

formulate these limiters as functions of different, but similar, non-dimensional

variables

(TVD): Ψ(r̂) , r̂+ =
(2∇wP ·∆xPN)

(wN − wP)
− 1 (3.51)

(NVD): Ψ(ŵ) , ŵ+ = 1− (wN − wP)

(2∇wP ·∆xPN)
(3.52)

where r̂ is the Sweby’s r-factor [79] and ŵ the normalized variable used in NVD.

From a procedural perspective, the TVD and NVD schemes involve determin-

ing Λf ≡ Λf (w,X) locally in effort to uphold the second-order accuracy of CD

while satisfying the corresponding TVD or NVD boundedness criterion. The face

flux φf is not included here as an input variable because it only enters the com-

putation as a flow direction indicator via its sign. Its value does not establish

dependence with Λf . Therefore, without sacrificing generality, in the implicit

treatment the evaluation of the convection weights can be represented as

Λf = convection_weights(w,X) .

Constraining to the fully implicit treatment via Eqn. (3.50) has the advantage

that the dependence on information from the previous iteration is only embed-

ded in the evaluation of Λf . This is particularly desirable in time-dependent sim-

ulations because it may reduce the need to iterate within a time step. However,

such considerations do not carry equal relevance within the realm of steady-

state computations, and therefore a deferred-correction (DC) approach offers a

viable alternative to the convection formulation. Its principle can be illustrated

with the piecewise linear formulation according to Barth and Jespersen [6]:

wf =

wP + Ψ?
P∇wP · (xf − xP) , φf ≥ 0

wN + Ψ?
N∇wN · (xf − xN) , φf < 0

(3.53)
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which features a cell-wise limiter function Ψ? ≡ Ψ?(w,X) to ensure bounded-

ness. To implement this scheme via deferred-correction, the treatment is split

such that the matrix coefficients are evaluated according to the numerically sta-

ble UD scheme while the higher accuracy terms are handled explicitly on the

right-hand-side of the linear equation:

φfwf
Def.C.⇒

implicit→Ã︷ ︸︸ ︷
Λ

(UD)
f φfwP + (1− Λ

(UD)
f )φfwN

+ Λ
(UD)
f φfΨ

?
P∇wP ·∆xPf + (1− Λ

(UD)
f )φfΨ

?
N∇wN ·∆xNf︸ ︷︷ ︸

explicit (deferred) correction→s̃

.

In the procedural description, the evaluation of the gradient limiter Ψ? is de-

noted as

Ψ? = convection_limiter(w,X) .

Thus, the main contents of the convection evaluation C(φf ,w,X) = C(A)(φf ,w,X)+

C(s)(φf ,w,X) + C(BC)(φf ,w,X), for a scalar variable w, can be exposed through

the following descriptions:

Implicit: Ã = C(A)(φf ,w,X)

function C(A)(φf ,w,X)

Λf = convection_weights(w,X) . Scheme-specific weights

for all fi ∈ Fi do
aNP = −Λfφf . Lower diagonal

aPN = (1− Λf)φf . Upper diagonal

for all fb ∈ Fb do . Convection-specific boundary loop

aPN = (1− Λf)φf

aP = SumNegOffDiag(aPN , aNP )

return A

end function C(A)

The inclusion of the boundary loop may appear incongruent, but it is a

convection-specific numerical treatment, which adds a boundary contribu-

tion to aP via SumNegOffDiag() when φf < 0. This simplifies the BC treat-

ment at inlets and outlets.

Explicit (Deferred Correction): s̃ = C(s)(φf ,w,X)

function C(s)(φf ,w,X)

if Def.Corr then
∇w = Grad(w,X)

Ψ? = convection_limiter(w,X)

for all fi ∈ Fi do
if φf ≥ 0 then

s̃P -=φfΨ
?
P(∇wP ·∆xPf)
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else
s̃N +=φfΨ

?
N(∇wN ·∆xNf)

return s̃

end function C(s)

Diffusion:

The discrete expression for the diffusion operator can be expressed for a scalar

variable w as

D =
∑
f

(Γw ∇w · n)f Sf︸ ︷︷ ︸
D(A)
L +D(s)

L +D(BC)
L

+
∑
f

(
Γw ∇wT · n

)
f
Sf︸ ︷︷ ︸

D(s)
T

(3.54)

where Γw represents a generic diffusion coefficient. In the discrete Laplacian

term the evaluation of the surface normal gradient (∇w · n)f is carried out in a

manner that employs deferred correction in the treatment of non-orthogonality.

Referring to the computational setting in Figure 3.8, this is achieved accord-

ing to Jasak [44] by splitting the evaluation into orthogonal and non-orthogonal

contributions

(∇w · n)f =
(wN − wP)

dxPN︸ ︷︷ ︸
orthogonal

− (λPf∇wP + λfN∇wN) · ef︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-orthogonal

. (3.55)

Here, the orthogonal part is treated implicitly while the non-orthogonal contri-

bution is handled explicitly as a correction term. The latter part of Eqn. (3.54),

which is only significant when Γw varies spatially, is also taken into account on

the right-hand-side of the linear system. This complementary diffusion term is

implemented in OpenFOAM such that only the deviatoric part of the transposed

gradient is utilized. This is also reflected in the algorithmic details below.

Implicit Laplacian: Ã = D(A)
L (Γ,X)

function D(A)
L (Γ,X)

for all fi ∈ Fi do
Γf = (λPfΓP + λfNΓN)

aNP =
Γf

dxPN
Sf . Lower diagonal

aPN =
Γf

dxPN
Sf . Upper diagonal

aP = SumNegOffDiag(aPN , aNP )

return A

end function D(A)
L

Explicit Laplacian Non-Orthogonal Correction: s̃ = D(s)
L (Γ,w,X)

function D(s)
L (Γ,w,X)

∇w = Grad(w,X)
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Figure 3.8. Discretization configuration for surface normal gradient computations.

for all fi ∈ Fi do
Γf = (λPfΓP + λfNΓN)

gw = Γf (λPf∇wP + λfN∇wN) · efSf
s̃P += gw

s̃N -= gw

return s̃

end function D(s)
L

Explicit Complementary Diffusion: s̃ = D(s)
T (Γ,w,X)

function D(s)
T (Γ,w,X)

∇w = Grad(w,X)

for all fi ∈ Fi do
Γf = (λPfΓP + λfNΓN)

∇ŵP = ∇wP − 1
3 Tr (∇wP)

∇ŵN = ∇wN − 1
3 Tr (∇wN)

tw = Γf

(
λPf∇ŵT

P + λfN∇ŵT
N

)
· nfSf

s̃P += tw

s̃N -= tw

return s̃

end function D(s)
T

Relaxation:

The implicit relaxation approach, described in Section 3.2.1, formulates new di-

agonal coefficients for the linear system, which requires the evaluation of a?P =∑
n

|an| as an intermediate step. This summation is carried out by SumMagOffDiag(),

which is almost identical to SumNegOffDiag() except that it sums the magnitude
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of the off-diagonal coefficients and only loops through the interior faces. To illus-

trate the special treatment at boundaries, the algorithm is set out for a vector

variable w.

Implicit Relaxation:

[
A

s

]
= Rα(Ã, s̃,w)

function Rα(Ã, s̃,w)

a?P = SumMagOffDiag(aPN , aNP ) . Over interior faces only

for all fb ∈ Fb do . Boundary faces treated separately

aminb = min(aPb )

d?b = |aminb | − aminb

a?P += d
?
b

aP =

(
a?P
αw

)
. Relax a?P to form new diagonal

sP = s̃P + (aP − ãP ) wP . Contribution to the r.h.s

return
[
A

s

]
end function Rα

Pressure Source Term:

The explicitly treated pressure contribution to the momentum equation is im-

plemented as a simple gradient source term.

Pressure source: s = Gg(p,X)

function Gg(p,X)

∇p = Grad(p,X)

sP = [∇p V ]P

return s

end function Gg

To conclude, the algorithmic procedure for assembling the linearized momen-

tum equation Au = b is justifiably expressed as two constituent solver steps:

[
A
s

]
= Gu(φf , νeff ,u,X) :=



Ã← 0 , s̃← 0Ã

s̃

 += C(φf ,u,X)−D(νeff ,u,X)A

s

 = Rαu(Ã, s̃,u)

(3.56)

b = s + Gg(p,X) (3.57)

where Gu is a compound routine, which encapsulates the aforementioned convection-

diffusion operations and the implicit relaxation.

Solving the Linear System Au = b:

Obtaining the solution u = A−1b requires passing the sparse matrix information
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to the external PETSc library and employing its funtionality to carry out the

solution for each velocity component. The solver routine SOLVE_EQN(), which

utilizes the PETSc library, is built in the following manner for a vector variable.

Sparse Linear Solver: w = SOLVE_EQN(A,b)

function SOLVE_EQN(A,b)

Apetsc ← SetOffDiag(A) . Pass aPN , aNP to PETSc matrix

for all j ∈ {1, .., d(w)} do . Component specific treatments

atmpP ← aP . Set matrix diagonal

bpetsc ← bc[j] . Set right-hand-side

for all fb ∈ Fb do . Append BC contributions

atmpP +=aP
b [j]

bP,petsc +=bb[j]

Apetsc ← atmpP . Pass diagonal to PETSc matrix

xpetsc = PETSc_SOLVE(Apetsc, bpetsc)

w[j]← xpetsc

return w

end function SOLVE_EQN

This solver routine is immediately followed by wb = UpdateBoundary(w,X)

which updates the boundary field according to the chosen boundary conditions.

The shown description is simplified for brevity and does not include steps con-

cerning PETSc specific operations, setting of initial solution and convergence

monitoring. However, the implementational details shown are important when

the structure of the adjoint linear solution routine is examined.

Step 2: Computation of r =

(
V

aP

)
The computation of this scalar variable is denoted in the solver algorithm via

function F1.

Inverse Matrix Diagonal: r = F1(A,X)

function F1(A,X)

atmpP ← aP

for all fb ∈ Fb do
atmpP +=Avg(aP

b ) . Append avg. of boundary components

rP =

(
VP

atmpP

)
for all fb ∈ Fb do

rb = rP . Zero-gradient at boundaries

return r

end function F1
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Step 3: Evaluation of u? =

(
r
H(u)

V

)
Recalling the definition of H(u) in Eqn. (3.18), the computation of the non-

conservative velocity field is described by a function F2:

Intermediate Velocity Field: u? = F2(u,A, s, r,X)

function F2(u,A, s, r,X)

for all j ∈ {1, .., d(u)} do . Loop over vector components

Qtmpc ← 0 . Clear aid array

for all fi ∈ Fi do
QtmpP -= aPN uN[j]

QtmpN -= aNP uP[j]

for all fb ∈ Fb do . Append BC contributions

QtmpP += sb[j]−
(
aP
b [j]−Avg(aP

b )
)
uP[j]

u?P [j] =
1

VP

(
sP +QtmpP

)
rP

u?b [j] = ub[j] . Retain the boundary values of u

return u?

end function F2

Step 4: Evaluation of φ?f =
(
u?f · nf

)
Sf

The routine to compute the volume flow rate (i.e. flux) across the grid faces is

described as a function F3:

Face flux: φf = F3(u,X)

function F3(u,X)

for all fi ∈ Fi do
uf = λPfuP + λfNuN . Linear interpolation

φf = (uf · nf)Sf

for all fb ∈ Fb do
φf = (ub · nf)Sf

return φf

end function F3

Step 5: Assembly of Pressure Equation

The FVM implementation of the pressure Eqn. (3.24) is formulated as

∑
f

( r ∇p · n)f Sf︸ ︷︷ ︸
D(A)
L +D(s)

L

=
∑
f

φ?f︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gd

(3.58)

where the pressure term is discretized according to the discrete Laplacian opera-

tor DL = D(A)
L +D(s)

L +D(BC)
L , whose algorithmic details are already introduced in

the context of the momentum equation’s diffusion operator. The flux balance on
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the right-hand-side, in turn, utilizes the divergence operator Div_f() to construct

the explicit contribution. This routine is expressed as a function Gd.

Flux balance source term: s∗ = Gd(φf ,X)

function Gd(φf ,X)

dm = Div_f(φf ,X)

s∗P = dmP VP

return s∗

end function Gd

Thus, in functional notation the pressure equation is given by

DL(r, p,X) = Gd(φf ,X)

and, in the solver algorithm, the corresponding linear system

B p = q + Gd(φf ,X) ⇒ B p = d

is assembled in two steps:

[
B
q

]
= Gp(r, p,X) :=


B← 0 , q ← 0[
B
q

]
+= DL(r, p,X)

(3.59)

d = q + Gd(φf ,X) . (3.60)

The solution to the linear system p = B−1d is obtained by similar means as

u = A−1b above, but with the difference that the solver routine is utilized for a

scalar variable instead.

Step 6: Imposing Continuity on Flux Field.

The obtained pressure solution is subsequently used to generate a divergence

free flux field φf in a manner that is consistent with the implicit discretization

of the pressure equation. The correction step is expressed as a functionF4, which

directly utilizes the matrix coefficients β of B.

Flux correction: φf = F4(φ?f ,B, p)

function F4(φ?f ,B, p)

for all fi ∈ Fi do
φf = φ?f − (βPN pP − βNP pN)

for all fb ∈ Fb do
φf = φ?f − βP

b (pP − pb)

return φf

end function F4
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Step 7: Pressure Relaxation.

The under-relaxation is carried out by a simple routine, which is depicted as a

function F5. The solution from the pressure equation is denoted as pd while pold

is the pressure value from the previous iteration.

Explicit relaxation: p = F5(pd, pold)

function F5(pd, pold)

pP = poldP + αp
(
pdP − poldP

)
. αp is considered a parameter

for all fb ∈ Fb do
pb = poldb + αp

(
pdb − poldb

)
return p

end function F5

In the solver procedure this operation is followed by a boundary update routine

pb = UpdateBoundary(p,X) and a substitution pold = p, which updates the old

value for the next iteration.

Step 8: Applying Correction to the Velocity Field.

The subsequent pressure correction step, which yields a new estimate for the

velocity field, is described as a function evaluation F6.

Velocity Correction : u = F6(u?, r, p,X)

function F6(u?, r, p,X)

∇p = Grad(p,X)

for all j ∈ {1, .., d(u)} do
uP [j] = u?P [j]− ( r∇p[j] )P

return u

end function F6

This routine is also followed by ub = UpdateBoundary(u,X) to transfer the

changes to the boundaries in accordance with the BC specifications.

Step 9: Assembly of Turbulence Model Equation.

The one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is implemented as a trans-

port equation for a modified eddy-viscosity variable ν̃ with model-specific source

and diagonal contributions. Thus, the aforementioned convection and diffusion

operators are employed to construct the base of the discrete transport equation,

while SSA = S(A)
SA + S(s)

SA accounts for the remaining additions to the linear sys-

tem. Employing the functional notation above, the discrete realization of the

Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model equation can be represented as

C(φf , ν̃,X)−DL(Γν̃ , ν̃,X) = SSA(ν̃,u,X)
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where Γν̃ is the diffusion coefficient for ν̃, introduced in Eqn. (3.35). In the imple-

mentation of SSA the model-specific terms for both, the left- and right-hand-side

are evaluated sequentially in one loop to conserve memory:

Spalart-Allmaras terms:

[
Aν̃

bν̃

]
= SSA(ν̃,u,X)

function SSA(ν̃,u,X)

∇ν̃ = Grad(ν̃,X)

Smag = MagSkewGrad(u,X)

for all c ∈ C do
Sq =

√
2Smagc

χ =
ν̃c
ν

fv1 =
χ3

(χ3 + c3v1)

fv2 = 1− χ

1 + χfv1

Qκd2 =
1

κ2d2w,c

r̂opt =
ν̃cQκd2

max (Sq, ε)
. Here ε avoids division by zero.

r̂ = min (r̂opt , 10)

S̃ = Sq + fv2ν̃cQκd2

g = r̂ + cw2

(
r̂6 − r̂

)
fw = g

[
1 + c6w3

g6 + c6w3

]1/6
Su1 = cb2

1
σ

(
sum(∇ν̃c[:]2 )

)
Su2 = cb1Sq ν̃

Sp = cw1
fwν̃c
d2w,c

b̃ν̃,c = (Su1 + Su2)Vc

ãP,c = (Sp)Vc . Diagonal of Ãν̃ .

return

Ãν̃

b̃ν̃


end function SSA

In accordance with the computer implementation, the entire evaluation of νeff =

(ν + νT ) is encapsulated within one compound function GSA, which provides the

only interface with the solver’s evaluation procedure. The assembly of this S-A

turbulence model function obtains the following form:
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νeff = GSA(φf ,u,X)

s.t.

GSA(φf ,u,X) :=



[t.1] Γν̃ = SDν̃(ν̃)

[t.2]

Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

 = C(φf , ν̃,X)−DL(Γν̃ , ν̃,X) + SSA(ν̃,u,X)

[t.3]

Aν̃

bν̃

 = Rαν̃ (Ãν̃ , b̃ν̃ , ν̃)

[t.4] ν̃ = A−1
ν̃ bν̃ i.e. ν̃ = SOLVE_EQN(Aν̃ , bν̃)

[t.5] νeff = Seff(ν̃)

(3.61)

where SDν̃ implements the simple evaluation of the diffusion coefficient Γν̃ ac-

cording to Eqn. (3.36), while Seff computes the turbulent viscosity (3.40) and

produces new values for the effective viscosity νeff = ν + νT (ν̃).

3.4.2 Procedural Description of the Solver Algorithm

The decomposition of the solution algorithm provides the means to construct

a solver evaluation procedure, which exposes the relevant data flow across the

program and establishes the dependencies between the ’active’ solver variables.

In this context, the variables are referred to as active if, at some point in the pro-

cedure, they appear as a dependent variable. The notational system introduced

in this chapter, which complies with the FVM data structures and represents

the principal solver components as function evaluations, is specifically designed

to ease the compilation of the procedure and to clarify its layout.

Gathering the steps covered in the previous section and assigning every de-

pendent variable a unique label leads to the following procedural representation

of the fixed-point constructor:

[1.1]

[
A
s

]
= Gu(φf , νeff ,u2,X) (3.62a)

[1.2] b = s + Gg(p2,X) (3.62b)
[1.3] u1 = A−1b (3.62c)
[2] r = F1(A,X) (3.62d)
[3] u? = F2(u1,A, s, r,X) (3.62e)
[4] φ?f = F3(u?,X) (3.62f)

[5.1]

[
B
q

]
= Gp(r, p2,X) (3.62g)

[5.2] d = q + Gd(φ?f ,X) (3.62h)
[5.3] p1 = B−1d (3.62i)
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[6] φf = F4(φ?f ,B, p1) (3.62j)
[7.1] p2 = F5(p1, p0) (3.62k)
[7.2] p0 = p2 (3.62l)
[8] u2 = F6(u?, r, p2, X) (3.62m)
[9] νeff = GSA(φf ,u2,X) (3.62n)

The result is an informative description of the solution algorithm, which can also

be referred to as a recipe SIMPLE.

In case the solver procedure was considered only for laminar flow (νeff = ν), the

turbulence model evaluations would be removed causing νeff to become inactive.

This would lead to its removal from the input variables of statement (3.62a). In

this respect, the mesh X constitutes an exception, but its inclusion is warranted

because it represents the chief parametric set with respect to which sensitivities

are evaluated in the subsequent adjoint analysis.

3.5 Verification of OTUS2D

The Fortran 90/95 source code of OTUS2D is written with the aim that it would

inherit the robust computational behavior of the simpleFoam solver in Open-

FOAM and to uncover the elementary structure of such a solver’s numerical

procedure. Due to the drastic dissimilarity of the code implementations, the cor-

respondence of the OTUS2D solution algorithm with the simpleFoam solver must

be verified. For this purpose, two nontrivial flow cases are considered:

1. Turbulent flow in the Buice-Eaton diffuser

2. Turbulent flow around Naca 0012 airfoil

These cases make a thorough use of the numerical features implemented into

OTUS2D and, therefore, yield sufficiently inclusive evidence for the verification.

3.5.1 Buice-Eaton Diffuser

The Buice-Eaton diffuser [11] is a well documented flow experiment which in-

vestigates flow behavior in a simple diverging duct. The time-averaged veloc-

ity profile measurements produced by the experiment clearly demonstrate sep-

arated flow, making it a widely used validation test case for turbulence models.

The experimental measurement data is made available by NASA on a website

[75]. Although the case is now used for code verification, the measured velocity

profiles are included in the subsequent comparison to illustrate the capabilities

of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.
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The diffuser section of the computational geometry is shown in Figure 3.9 to-

gether with the locations where velocity profile measurements are available.

The computational geometry was obtained from NASA [75] and the 2D mesh

was generated with ICEM-CFD R©software. The mesh contains 38, 000 cells and

is refined to the walls to guarantee y+ < 1. A close-up of the grid is illustrated

in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.9. An outline of the computational geometry with highlighted locations for the velocity
profile measurements. (Buice-Eaton).

Figure 3.10. A close-up of the computational mesh in the diffuser section. (Buice-Eaton).

The Reynolds number in the experiment ReH =
ux,clH

ν
= 20, 000 was refer-

enced to the inlet ducts center line velocity ux,cl = 1.14ux,in and the height of the

inlet ductH. In the grid model the duct height was setH = 1m and the inlet bulk

velocity and the kinematic viscosity were subsequently chosen ux,in = 19.812m
s

and ν = 1.0 × 10−3 m2

s respectively. The BC specifications for each solution vari-

able are set out in Table 3.1.

In order to attain the best possible comparability between the two codes, the

linear solver specifications and the relevant discretization schemes listed in Ta-

ble 3.2 were set for OTUS2D and OpenFOAM to resemble each other as closely

as possible. However, despite this, it proved difficult to obtain identical perfor-

mance from the iterative linear solvers.

Both solvers were set to run 2500 iterations, which was sufficient to reach an

adequate convergence. The convergence is monitored by computing a normal-

ized residual RESx =

∑
|b−Ax|l−1

Ql−1
N

before each linear system solution. The two

codes, however, evaluate the normalization factor QN differently and therefore
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Table 3.1. BC specifications for the CFD analysis. Below: An outline of the computational domain
and its associated boundary patches. (Buice-Eaton).

u [m/s] p [m2/s2] ν̃ [m2/s]

INLET

Fixed:

uin =

19.812
0
0

 normal grad. = 0 Fixed: ν̃in = 0.1ν

WALL

Fixed:

uw =

0
0
0

 normal grad. = 0 Fixed: ν̃w = 0

OUTLET normal grad. = 0 Fixed: pout = 0 normal grad. = 0

Table 3.2. Specifications for the CFD analysis with SIMPLE algorithm. (Buice-Eaton).

OTUS2D OpenFOAM (v1.6)

Solver Settings

Precond. & Solver : u , ν̃
PETSc

ILU & BiCG DILU & BiCG

Precond. & Solver : p
PETSc

ICC & CG DIC & CG

Relaxation: αu, αp, αν̃ 0.7 , 0.3 , 0.65

Discretization Schemes

P→ f← N interpolation: u, p, ν̃ linear

Gradient: u, p, ν̃ Gauss Method

Convection: u, ν̃ Blended: βu = 0.85 , βν̃ = 0.75

Laplacian: u, p, ν̃ Gauss Linear w/ Nonorthog. Corr.

the convergence behaviors are not directly comparable. Nonetheless, the corre-

sponding residual plots shown in Figure 3.11 sufficiently reflect the similarity

in the iterative behavior of the solution algorithms. The elevated discrepancies

in the beginning of the simulation are mainly caused by the differences in the

performance of the linear solvers.

The comparison between the solution variables in Figure 3.12 reveal that the

obtained solutions are visually indistinguishable. The differences in the velocity

profile comparison, which is compiled into a single graph in Figure 3.13, also fall
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Figure 3.11. OTUS2D & OpenFOAM: A comparison of convergence behavior. (Buice-Eaton).

within the line thickness at the shown scale. This provides favorable evidence

that the numerical algorithms programmed into OTUS2D closely correspond to

the OpenFOAM implementations.

Figure 3.12. OTUS2D & OpenFOAM: A visual comparison of solution variables. (Buice-Eaton).

Figure 3.13. OTUS2D & OpenFOAM: A velocity profile comparison featuring experimental mea-
surements. (Buice-Eaton).
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3.5.2 Naca 0012 Airfoil

The second verification test is also a well-documented CFD test case from exter-

nal aerodynamics: Incompressible flow around a Naca 0012 airfoil atRe = 3×106

with different angle-of-attack (AoA) values. Now the focus of the verification

turns to comparing the surface forces via lift and drag coefficients generated

by the two CFD solvers. For the purpose of this study, GridPro R©† software

was employed to generate a high-accuracy, density-optimized grid which con-

tains 153, 000 cells. The computational model extends 68 chord-lengths in the

x-direction and 64 chord-lengths in the y-direction. Illustrations of the model’s

outline and the grid’s unconventional cell distributions are shown in Figure 3.14.

The chord-length of the airfoil is set c = 1m and the ambient velocity and kine-

Figure 3.14. An overview and a close-up of the computational mesh. (Naca 0012).

matic viscosity are chosen as u∞ = 45.0m
s and ν = 1.5 × 10−5 m2

s respectively.

The model layout facilitates the utilization of rudimentary boundary conditions,

whose specifications are listed for each solution variable in Table 3.3. The dis-

†www.gridpro.com
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cretization schemes and linear solver settings in Table 3.4 are nearly identical

to the Buice-Eaton case.

Table 3.3. BC specifications for the CFD analysis. (Naca 0012).

u [m/s] p [m2/s2] ν̃ [m2/s]

AMBIENT
Fixed:

uamb=u∞

[
cos(AoA)
sin(AoA)

0

] normal grad. =0
Fixed:

ν̃amb = 0.1ν

WING

Fixed:

uw =

0
0
0

 normal grad. =0 Fixed: ν̃w = 0

OUTLET normal grad. =0 Fixed: pout = 0 normal grad. =0

Table 3.4. Specifications for the CFD analysis with SIMPLE algorithm. (Naca 0012).

OTUS2D OpenFOAM (v1.6)

Solver Settings

Precond. & Solver : u , ν̃
PETSc

ILU & BiCG DILU & BiCG

Precond. & Solver : p
PETSc

ICC & CG DIC & CG

Relaxation: αu, αp, αν̃ 0.75 , 0.3 , 0.7

Discretization Schemes

P→ f← N interpolation: u, p, ν̃ linear

Gradient: u, p, ν̃ Gauss Method

Convection: u, ν̃ Blended: βu = 0.9 , βν̃ = 0.75

Laplacian: u, p, ν̃ Gauss Linear w/ Nonorthogonal Corr.

Four cases with different angle-of-attack values were completed to construct an

adequate comparison. The first AoA = 0 deg case required about 5000 iterations

to reach sufficient convergence and the following AoA = 4, 8, 12 deg cases were

then computed sequentially, always restarting from the previous result. Each

subsequent case required about 2500 additional iterations before steady-state

values for the lift and drag coefficients, CL and CD, could be obtained. Again, the

convergence behaviors demonstrated similar characteristics as made apparent

by the residual plot comparison in Figure 3.15.

The visual comparison of solution variables at AoA = 12 deg in Figure 3.16

displays no apparent differences in the iso-surfaces. The differences in the max-

imum and minimum values in u and p fields were all below 0.3%, but in νeff fields

the maximum values differed up to ∼ 2% as shown in the figure.

The comparison of CL vs. AoA and CD vs. CL plots in Figure 3.17 reveals that
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Figure 3.15. OTUS2D & OpenFOAM: A comparison of convergence behavior at AoA = 0 deg.
(Naca 0012).

Figure 3.16. OTUS2D & OpenFOAM: A visual comparison of solution variables around the airfoil
at AoA = 12 deg. The scales for u and p are fixed, while for νeff it is adjusted by the
max(νeff) and min(νeff) values. (Naca 0012).

the CL values closely agree (max. difference ∼ 0.3%) while the CD values ex-

hibit more notable discrepancies (max. difference ∼ 2.5% ). These are wall

shear stress related differences and they primarily stem from the implementa-

tion of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model in OTUS2D which contains the

most notable departures from OpenFOAM. For the purpose of this study and

in the context of verifying the OTUS2D solver, these deviations are considered

acceptable.
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Figure 3.17. OTUS2D & OpenFOAM: Comparisons of CL vs. AoA (above) and CD vs. CL (below).
(Naca 0012).
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4. Adjoint Methods in Computational Fluid
Dynamics

Consider a problem in CFD where the goal is to evaluate the dependency of a

scalar-valued objective or cost function J = J(α,w) ∈ R with respect to an ar-

ray of design or control variables α ∈ Rnα . The objective J contains an im-

plicit dependence on the design variables α through the state variables (i.e.

flow variables) w ≡ w(α,w0,wb) which, with the appropriate boundary and

initial values wb,w0 respectively, satisfy the governing equations of fluid mo-

tion R(α,w) ≡ w(l+1) − F
NS

(α,w(l)) = 0 via fixed-point iteration to steady-state

solution. The evaluation of J is thus described by the following flowchart:

α
R(α,w)=0−−−−−−−−−−→ w

J(α,w)−−−−−−−−→ J

design state objective
(4.1)

In the context of sensitivity analysis or deterministic, gradient-based optimiza-

tion, the goal is to evaluate the gradient ∇
α
J accurately. This can be achieved

by employing the principles of forward mode AD and constructing a linearized

evaluation procedure from (4.1). Conceptually the evaluation can be depicted as(
dα

dαi

)
−−−−−→

(
dw

dαi

)
−−−−−→

(
dJ

dαi

)
α̇i −−−−−→ ẇi −−−−−→ J̇

(4.2)

which yields the full gradient after nα evaluations. In accordance with the theory

in Section 2.2, it is clear that for large nα this method becomes prohibitively

expensive.

In contrast, the adjoint method offers an efficient technique to evaluate the full

gradient ∇
α
J at a cost that is practically independent of the number of design

variables nα. The underlying idea of the adjoint method lies in the transposition

of the forward evaluation procedure (4.2) which reverses the order of operations

by perturbing the output J and accumulating the sensitivities in a backward

fashion. It is worth noting that the term adjoint refers to a mathematical gen-

eralization of a transpose which characterizes the nature of the method appro-

priately and draws the link to the reverse mode AD covered in Section 2.3. The

principle of the method is illustrated by(
dJ

dα

)
←−−−−−

(
dJ

dw

)
←−−−−−

(
dJ

dJ

)
≡ 1

ᾱ ←−−−−− w̄ ←−−−−− J̄

(4.3)
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which, in contrast to (4.2), highlights the fact that only a single pass from right

to left yields the full gradient.

To this point, the mathematical details have been omitted to emphasize the

conceptual nature of the method, which is useful to keep in mind while the

mathematical descriptions are introduced. As it turns out, the underpinning

mathematical principle of an adjoint operator is so general that it lends itself to

a range of different formulations and applications. The fact that one can apply

the theory of adjoint operators and adjoint equations to a vast spectrum of math-

ematical problems has given rise to the diversity of approaches found in litera-

ture, but in the field of CFD the theory is predominantly utilized to construct a

technique to generate sensitivity derivatives which can subsequently be utilized,

for instance, in gradient-based optimization, error estimation or adaptive mesh

refinement. But, there is a critical divide here as the theory of adjoints can be

put into practice by employing either a discrete or a continuous approach. While

these approaches stem from the same underlying mathematical principles, their

differences are profound.

Establishing the mathematical framework for these applied methods poses a

considerable difficulty: it is built upon the general theory of linear operators

and functionals, which lie at the essence of functional analysis. The treatment

would require a systematically built foundation on metric spaces, inner product

spaces, complete inner product spaces (i.e. Hilbert spaces), normed spaces and

complete normed spaces (i.e. Banach spaces) on which these linear operators

and functionals are defined. This is a subject matter that requires meticulous

developments in functional analysis (see, for instance, Kreyszig [48]) which fall

outside the scope of this work. While the importance of the rigorous mathemat-

ical foundation is acknowledged, the practical application of the theory to the

finite dimensional framework of CFD allows a certain degree of generality to

be compromised in favor of clarity. After all, it is more important to maintain

the focus of this treatment on the utility of the adjoint method and refrain from

wandering off too deeply into unnecessary abstraction. Thus, for the purpose of

this work, only an introductory compilation of the relevant elements from the

adjoint theory are presented to clarify the difference between the discrete and

continuous approaches and to support the subsequent developments. The ma-

terial in the following section is abridged from Olver [67], Hanson & Yakovlev

[34], and Kreyszig [48].
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4.1 Elementary Basis for the Adjoint Method

Consider a linear operator

L : H1 7→ H2 (4.4)

which maps the elements of a vector space H1 to another vector space H2. Both

H1 andH2 are Hilbert spaces, which are endowed with their corresponding inner

products

〈x, x̃ 〉H1
for x, x̃ ∈ H1

〈y, ỹ 〉H2
for y, ỹ ∈ H2

(4.5)

respectively. The differentiation between the inner products is deliberate be-

cause they need not be identical.

Definition 1. Adjoint of a Linear Operator.

Let H1, H2 be inner product spaces and let L : H1 7→ H2 be a linear operator. The

adjoint of L is the unique linear operator L∗ : H2 7→ H1 that satisfies

〈L[x],y 〉H2
= 〈x,L∗[y] 〉H1

for all x ∈ H1 , y ∈ H2 (4.6)

Here it should be noted that L∗ reverses the mapping of L by going from H2 back

to H1.

The aim here is to demonstrate how to determine the shape and form of the

adjoint operator L∗ from L either in discrete or continuous setting. It turns out

that this process hinges on the specific definition of the inner products in their

respective spaces. After exposing the structure of the inner products in (4.5)

and providing a description for the linear operator L, the corresponding L∗ can

be derived by satisfying the equivalence in (4.6). This is demonstrated by the

following two examples, which highlight the underlying difference between the

discrete and continuous adjoint approaches.

Example 1 Finite dimensional vector space Rn with Euclidean inner product:

In the Rn space the linear operators have a useful property: Every L : Rp 7→ Rq is

bounded and can be represented by a matrix multiplication such that L[x] = Ax,

where A is a q × p matrix. Accordingly, the adjoint operator L∗ : Rq 7→ Rp, which

is bounded and linear as well, is also given by L∗[y] = A∗y, where A∗ is a p × q

matrix.

Exposing now the structure of the inner product as the Euclidean dot product

〈y, ỹ 〉 = yT ỹ , y, ỹ ∈ Rq

〈x, x̃ 〉 = xT x̃ , x, x̃ ∈ Rp
(4.7)
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allows the equivalence (4.6) to be examined as follows:

〈L[x],y 〉 = (Ax)T y = xTATy (4.8)

〈x,L∗[y] 〉 = xT (A∗y) = xTA∗y (4.9)

In order for these expressions to agree for all x and y, the matrix A∗, represent-

ing the adjoint operator L∗, is equal to AT . This leads to the simple conclusion

that in Rn space the adjoint of a matrix is its transpose: A∗ = AT . This result

draws the link to the discrete adjoint method and AD where, in the case of for-

ward mode differentiation, linearized evaluation procedures are represented by

an array of vector-matrix multiplications as shown in Eqn. (2.11). As is done

in the reverse mode AD in Eqn. (2.15), transposing this evaluation procedure is

therefore analogous to constructing its adjoint.

Example 2 Vector space of continuous functions with L2-inner product:

The treatment now concerns a space of continuous scalar- or vector-valued func-

tions defined on Ω ⊂ Rd, where d = 1, 2, 3 specifies the dimension. The domain of

definition Ω is assumed to be both bounded and connected and it has a boundary

∂Ω. In this setting, consider a general differential operatorD : D(D) ⊂ H1 7→ H2,

where D(D) denotes the domain space of the operator. The situation becomes im-

mediately more complicated than in Rn space because differential operators are

not bounded. This means that it is no longer enough to merely use

〈D[f ], g 〉 = 〈 f,D∗[g] 〉 for ∀f ∈ D(D) ⊂ H1 and ∀g ∈ H2 (4.10)

to determine the adjoint operator D∗. In general, such an adjoint operator may

not be unique. To guarantee uniqueness, it is required that D is densely defined

in H1, which is equivalent to stating that D(D) is dense in H1 [48]. However,

even under these conditions the adjoint operator determined from the relation-

ship (4.10) merely describes the ’action’ of the operator. A proper identification

of the operator requires more care because restrictions on the boundary condi-

tions must also be addressed. The following example attempts to illustrate the

process.

Consider the gradient operator G : L2(Ω) 7→ L2(Ω)d with d = 1, 2, 3:

g = G[f ] = ∇f , f ∈ L2(Ω) and g ∈ L2(Ω)d .

Here the functions f and g are specified to belong to square integrable function

space L2, which means that they satisfy
∫

Ω |f |
2dΩ < ∞ and

∫
Ω |g|

2dΩ < ∞ re-

spectively. This is desirable in applied settings because it indicates that both

functions are associated with finite energy.
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Confining the problem to two dimensions, the elements of the domain are now

continuously differentiable scalar-valued functions f(x, y), or scalar fields, which

are defined for (x, y) ∈ Ω ⊂ R2 and the elements of range consist of vector-valued

functions (i.e. vector fields) g(x, y) = (g1(x, y), g2(x, y)) also defined on Ω. Now,

the adjoint equivalence reads

〈∇f,g 〉L2 = 〈 f,∇∗g 〉L2 (4.11)

where the inner product on the left is between vector-valued functions and on

the right between scalar-valued functions. Next, the structure of these inner

products needs to be exposed. Here, the L2-inner products are written〈
f, f̃

〉
=

∫∫
Ω
f(x, y)f̃(x, y) dx dy for f, f̃ ∈ L2(Ω) (4.12)

〈g, g̃ 〉 =

∫∫
Ω

g(x, y) · g̃(x, y) dx dy

=

∫∫
Ω

[g1(x, y)g̃1(x, y) + g2(x, y)g̃2(x, y)] dx dy for g, g̃ ∈ L2(Ω)2 (4.13)

which yield for both sides of the equivalence (4.11) the following

〈∇f,g 〉 =

∫∫
Ω
∇f(x, y) · g dx dy (4.14)

〈 f,∇∗g 〉 =

∫∫
Ω
f(x, y)∇∗g dx dy. (4.15)

Since these expressions must equal, the objective is to remove the gradient op-

erator from f in (4.14) and obtain an expression for ∇∗[g]. This can be achieved

by applying the technique of integration by parts, which in this case can be con-

veniently done by exploiting the Green’s formula∫∫
Ω
∇ · (fg) dx dy =

∫∫
Ω

(f∇ · g +∇f · g) dx dy =

∮
∂Ω
f(g · n) ds

where n is the unit outwards normal vector of the domain boundary ∂Ω and

ds is the arc length element along the boundary curve. From this result, the

alternative expression for the inner product (4.14) can be readily extracted:∫∫
Ω
∇f(x, y) · g dx dy =

∮
∂Ω
f(g · n) ds −

∫∫
Ω
f (∇ · g) dx dy. (4.16)

Equating (4.16) with (4.15) yields for the adjoint operator

〈∇f,g 〉 = 〈 f,−∇ · g 〉

⇒ ∇∗g = −∇ · g

indicating that the ’transpose’ operator for the gradient is the negative of diver-

gence.
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The result (4.16) also highlights something that was mentioned earlier in pass-

ing. The continuous adjoint operator comes with requirements on the boundary

conditions. Here the requirement is that the boundary integral in Eqn. (4.16)

vanishes. Satisfying this additional requirement is a matter of determining suit-

able boundary conditions for f and/or g on ∂Ω. Inspection of these conditions

gives rise to the following three principle types of BCs:

Fixed value (Dirichlet) BC: f = 0 on ∂Ω

Zero-Gradient (von Neumann) BC: ∇f · n = 0 on ∂Ω

Tangent to the boundary curve BC: g · n = 0 on ∂Ω.

It is naturally also possible to mix different BCs by imposing a fixed value on

part of the boundary and a zero gradient on the complementary part.

The derivation technique shown lies at the heart of the continuous adjoint

method in CFD. It is clearly set apart from the discrete approach being more

analytically involved and requiring appropriate considerations for the function

spaces and boundary conditions. While this brief introduction only dealt with

linear operators, the adjoint theory can also be extended to nonlinear problems

[51].

4.2 Discrete vs. Continuous Adjoint Methods in CFD

The following juxtaposition summarizes the main differences between the dis-

crete and continuous approaches and describes some of their characteristic traits:

Discrete Adjoint Method

• The theory of adjoint operators is

directly applied to the discrete re-

alization (i.e. the computer imple-

mentation) of the objective func-

tion and state equation.

Continuous Adjoint Method

• The theory of adjoint operators

is applied to the analytical repre-

sentation (i.e. mathematical equa-

tions) of the objective function and

state equation.

• The result is a computer pro-

gram that first provides the solu-

tion to the adjoint state variables

w̄ and then computes the sensitiv-

ity derivatives ᾱ.

• The result is a set of analyti-

cal equations describing the solu-

tion of the adjoint state variables

w̄ and the sensitivity derivatives

ᾱ .
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• The generation of the adjoint

solver code requires full access

to the source code of J and R.

Manual programming can be min-

imized by utilizing AD tools.

• Access to the source code of

lower-level numerical routines is

not mandatory, but solver-level

programming is required and new

boundary conditions have to be

implemented.

• The source code of the adjoint

solver implements the differenti-

ation of the original solver’s eval-

uation procedure in reverse mode

(Section 2.3).

• The source code of the adjoint

solver implements the discretiza-

tion methods and the solution al-

gorithm of the analytically derived

adjoint equations.

• The obtained sensitivity deriva-

tives of the discrete objective func-

tion are always accurate regard-

less of the mesh density. That is,

the value of the objective may not

be accurate, but its derivatives are

always.

• The obtained sensitivity deriva-

tives are the discrete approxima-

tions to the analytical objective

and become accurate as the mesh

is refined.

Both approaches can be argued to have advantages over the other, and the

choice between the two usually hinges upon assigning greater priority to some

specific aspect or being restricted to the other for practical reasons. Neverthe-

less, from the standpoint of sensitivity analysis in CFD, the consistency and

accuracy of the discrete approach evidently renders it the intrinsically preferred

method. This does not undermine the utility of the continuous approach, but the

compatibility of the forward and reverse (adjoint) sensitivities is a tremendously

beneficial feature, which gives the discrete method an objective advantage. Fur-

thermore, the inherent ability to incorporate different computational models

and objective functions without regard to analytical difficulties is another evi-

dent advantage over the continous approach. A recent comparison between the

two methods, which features an incompressible Navier-Stokes solver is given by

Carnarius et al. [12].

But then, not surprisingly, the drawbacks of the discrete approach stem from

the same source as its power: not all source codes can be differentiated with

the help of an AD tool and without AD the implementation process is likely to

become prohibitively expensive. Performing reverse mode algorithmic differen-

tiation manually is difficult, time consuming and an error-prone process which

tends to produce source code for the adjoint solver that is cumbersome to main-

tain and debug. Nonetheless, in the early stages of adjoint method development
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when the AD tools were still at their infancy, most of the discrete adjoint codes

were hand-differentiated [2, 20, 28, 61, 63, 64]. Although at present time the AD

tools have become considerably more advanced, the challenges related to apply-

ing AD tools to the available CFD solver codes remain one of the key motivators

to pursuing the continuous approach.

Despite the inconsistency due to grid dependency and the onerous analytical

nature of the development, the continuous adjoint method does have advantages

over the discrete one in other aspects. For instance, the continuous adjoint solver

requires less memory to run and its code can exploit the performance-enhancing

features of the original flow solver more freely. Recent efforts on continuous-

discrete hybrid methods aim to combine the two techniques such that the core of

the adjoint Navier-Stokes solver employs the continous approach, while certain

’difficult’ terms, ranging from a complete turbulence model [80, 81] to specific

boundary treatments [78], are implemented according to the discrete approach.

This work is a response to some of the enduring difficulties that hinder the

adoptation of the discrete approach via AD, particularly within the realm of in-

compressible CFD. For this reason, the subsequent treatments are solely con-

centrated on the discrete adjoint method.

4.3 Different Formulations of the Discrete Adjoint Method

As described by Giles [29], the discrete adjoint approach allows equivalent for-

mulations to be reached either by invoking an analogy with the Lagrange mul-

tiplier approach associated with the theory of constrained optimization or by

utilizing differential calculus and the theory of adjoint operators in the context

of Rn-spaces. Both can be assigned specific pros and cons, but ultimately they

lead to identical outcomes. Because one of the objectives of this thesis is to

present the adjoint method as a computational technique for efficiently evaluat-

ing gradients in a general setting without the immediate implication that they

are only used for optimization, it was decided to incorporate both formulations

in the subsequent developments. This also allows the original problem to be set

up in two alternate ways, which gives different perspectives on how a chosen

theoretical framework paves the way for implementation.

From here on, the Lagrange multiplier approach is referred to as the [dis-

crete] KKT approach, according to the Karush-Kahn-Tucker conditions used

in deriving the adjoint system, and the alternative method as the [discrete] ad-

joint operator approach, which stems from the formulation’s closer relation

to the fundamental theory of adjoints. Note that there is no existing convention
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on naming these approaches.

In CFD the problem of evaluating sensitivities (i.e. the gradient) of an objective

function with respect to a chosen set of input variables α involves solving a set

of partial differential equations on a domain. In accordance with Section 3.3.1,

this domain is described by a mesh (or synonymously a grid) X ∈ Rd(X)×np where

d(X) is the spatial dimension (2 or 3) and np the number of nodes or points on

the grid. In this work the sensitivities with respect to the mesh parameters

are given special consideration, but it is important to acknowledge that α can

consist of an arbitrary selection of CFD solver parameters.

In the specific context of shape sensitivity analysis, the geometry of interest

∂Xs ∈ Rd(X)×ns ⊂ X is represented in the grid by ns points on the domain

boundary. In this case the design variables α uniquely determine the shape

by two alternative means:

1. The grid points on ∂Xs are directly considered as design variables:

α ≡ ∂Xs ⊂ X.

2. The design variables α ∈ Rnα define the shape through some known func-

tion

Fg : Rnα 7→ Rd(X)×ns , ∂Xs = Fg(α) ⊂ X.

The first one considers the grid points as control varibles directly and is known

as CAD-free parametrization [56] while, in this text, the alternative is referred

to as a model-based parametrization. In both cases, the mesh fully character-

izes the shape and, since the design variables are used to control the changes

in the mesh, it is justified to write X = X(α). At this point it should be noted

that it is often the case that the relation α → X is defined such that the eval-

uation of ( ∂J∂α ) and (∂R∂α ) cannot be carried out readily as a part of the adjoint

solution. Therefore, in the context of CFD based methods where the mesh al-

ways contains the inherent representation of the domain geometry, it is natural

to employ the adjoint method to compute ( dJ
dX ) first before extracting the desired

gradient ( dJ
dα) = ( dJ

dX)(dXdα ) possibly through a separate step.

4.3.1 KKT Approach

For the considered approach the problem is written as a constrained optimiza-

tion problem

min
α
J(X(α),w)

s.t. R(X(α),w) = 0
(4.17)
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where the objective is a scalar valued function J = J(X(α),w) ∈ R and w ≡

w(X,w0,wb) is a unique solution to the state equation R(X(α),w) = 0. This

state equation represents a converged solution to the steady-state Navier-Stokes

equations with the appropriate boundary and initial conditions on a computa-

tional grid X(α).

At this point, no statements are made about the nature of the space in which

the optimal solution is sought or what geometric constraints are imposed on the

shape ∂Xs. Hence, the problem remains ill-posed. Such considerations become

relevant when the adjoint method is actually applied to a particular optimization

problem, but, for the time being, they are omitted in favor of clarity.

To carry out the derivation of the adjoint method according to the chosen ap-

proach, a Lagrangian functional for (4.17) is defined

L(X(α),w,Ψ) = J(X(α),w) + ΨTR(X(α),w) (4.18)

where Ψ is the Lagrange multiplier, that is from now on interpreted as the ad-

joint state variable. Here, it is assumed that both J and R are continuously

differentiable. The first-order necessary optimality conditions or Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker (KKT) conditions state that, if q̂ = (X(α̂), ŵ) is the optimal solution to

the problem, there exists Ψ̂ such that

∇
q
L(q̂, Ψ̂) = ∇

q
J(q̂) + Ψ̂

T ∇
q
R(q̂) = 0 . (4.19)

The goal is to determine such α, w, and Ψ by satisfying a system of equations

that arise from the KKT conditions:

∇
Ψ
L = 0 ⇒ R(X(α),w) = 0 (State Equation) (4.20a)

∇
w
L = 0 ⇒

(
∂J

∂w

)
+ ΨT

(
∂R

∂w

)
= 0

or
(
∂R

∂w

)T
Ψ = −

(
∂J

∂w

)T
(Adjoint Equation) (4.20b)

∇
α
L = 0 ⇒

(
∂J

∂α

)
+ ΨT

(
∂R

∂α

)
= 0

or
(
∂R

∂α

)T
Ψ +

(
∂J

∂α

)T
= 0 (Control Equation) (4.20c)

The adjoint and control equations in (4.20) are conventionally written in a transposed-

Jacobian-times-a-vector format. This emphasizes the method’s distinctive math-

ematical character and draws the link to the reverse mode of AD in Section 2.3.

Drawing the link to the adjoint of linear operators in Rn-space discussed in Sec-

tion 4.1, may not be as obvious and will be better illustrated by the alternative

approach covered next in Section 4.3.2.
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In applications where the gradient is used for shape optimization, the following

example lays out a procedure that demonstrates how the KKT conditions are

satisfied iteratively. Here the problematic nature of α→ X(α) is now addressed

in a manner that is more in line with the actual implementation of the adjoint

method:

Example 3 Shape Optimization via Discrete Adjoint Method

1. Solve the state variable w from the state Eqn. (4.20a).

2. Solve the adjoint state variable Ψ from the adjoint Eqn. (4.20b).

3. With the known Ψ, evaluate the mesh sensitivities according to Eqn. (4.20c)

(substituting X for α) and then extract the gradient w.r.t. the design vari-

ables α:(
dJ
dX

)T
=
(
∂R
∂X

)T
Ψ +

(
∂J
∂X

)T(
dJ
dα

)
=
(
dJ
dX

) (
∂X
∂α

)
.

4. Update design αi,new = αi,old + δαi according to gradient-based techniques,

like steepest decent, by choosing δαi = −ε
(
dJ
dαi

)T
for some ε > 0 to yield

δJ =
(
dJ
dα

)
δα = −ε

(
dJ
dα

)T( dJ
dα

)
= −ε

∥∥( dJ
dα

)∥∥2 ≤ 0.

5. Terminate the optimization if
∥∥( dJ

dα

)∥∥ ≤ Glim, where Glim is some pre-

scribed limit, or if αnew is no longer admissible due to violation of possible

geometric constraints. Otherwise, project the shape change onto the grid

αnew → X(αnew) and return to 1.

4.3.2 Adjoint Operator Approach

This approach, as its name suggests, draws a closer connection to the theory of

linear adjoint operators in Rn-space. Similar to the KKT-Approach the starting

point could be formulated as a constrained optimization problem, but the frame

of reference is now deliberately shifted to bring the treatment to a more general

context of sensitivity analysis. Consider now a procedure (P ), which describes

the evaluation of an objective J ∈ R and defines the problem as a gradient search.

To clarify the treatment, let α ∈ Rnα and consider α ≡ X so that the problem

can be written

For the given procedure (P ), evaluate ∇
α

J

(P ) =

 R(α,w) = 0

J = J(α,w)
(4.21)
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Initially the problem is linearized and simplified with some short-hand notation

∂R

∂α
+

(
∂R

∂w

)(
∂w

∂α

)
= 0

Rα + Rw Wα = 0

(4.22)

and

dJ

dα
=
∂J

∂α
+

(
∂J

∂w

)(
∂w

∂α

)
∇
α

J = gTα + gTwWα .

(4.23)

Under the assumption that R−1
w exists, substituting Wα from Eqn. (4.22) to

(4.23), produces

∇
α

J = gTα − gTw
(
R−1

w Rα

)
.

which can be used to compute the gradient one component at a time

dJ

dαi
= gTαi − gTwR−1

w Rαi . (4.24)

through nα evaluations. Alternatively, the second term on the right-hand-side of

Eqn. (4.24) can be rearranged in accordance with the inner product equivalence

〈
gw,R

−1
w Rαi

〉
= gTwR−1

w Rαi =
〈

R−Tw gw,Rαi

〉
(4.25)

which effectively reflects that the order of operations can be changed. This ma-

neuver draws the link to the theory of adjoint operators in Section 4.1 and, in

reference to (4.8), allows R−Tw to be recognized as the adjoint operator of R−1
w .

This adjoint operator is employed to define an adjoint variable ψ = −R−Tw gw

(see the rightmost term in (4.25)), which subsequently satisfies the adjoint state

equation

RT
wψ = −gw(

∂R

∂w

)T
ψ = −

(
∂J

∂w

)T
. (4.26)

With the known adjoint state, the gradient can then be obtained from

∇
α

J = gTα +ψTRα

∇
α

J =

(
∂J

∂α

)
+ψT

(
∂R

∂α

)
(4.27)

with a single evaluation.

Comparing the Eqn. (4.26) to (4.20b) and Eqn. (4.27) to (4.20c) reveals that the

two different approaches ultimately yield identical formulations.
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4.4 Progression of AD-Based Discrete Adjoint CFD Solver
Developments in Literature

Naturally, the evolution of discrete adjoint methods in the field of CFD started

from more elementary beginnings and incrementally progressed toward greater

complexity and scope. In 1991, Baysal & Eleshaky [7] discussed in the context

of forward evaluated sensitivities the possibility of applying the adjoint method

in the discrete framework. The first concrete implementation was due to Shubin

and Frank [74] who applied reverse mode differentiation by hand to the one-

dimensional Euler equations utilizing the obtained sensitivity gradients in var-

ious optimization problems for one-dimensional duct flows. The following year,

Beux and Dervieux [8] demonstrated the first discrete adjoint implementation of

a mesh-based two-dimensional Euler solver. Again, the required differentiation

was carried out manually. These developments marked the beginning of discrete

adjoint developments in CFD, but for a number of years to follow the codes were

built manually, e.g. Elliot and Peraire [20].

Concerning the AD-assisted developments of adjoint CFD solvers, it is inter-

esting to note that forward mode AD differentiated CFD codes did emerge as

early as 1992, exemplified by Bischof et al. [9]. In contrast, the first reported

applications of reverse mode AD to discrete adjoint solver development is from

1997 by Mohammadi [54, 55] for a compressible RANS solver featuring explicit

time integration. The following year, Giering and Kaminski [23] published their

seminal work concerning adjoint solver development. The paper discusses many

practical and still generally valid guidelines concerning the generation of ad-

joint solvers via AD. For instance, the principles of modularity and ’bottom-up

approach’ to adjoint solver assembly introduced in the article provided one of

the conceptual stepping stones for the methodology developed in this work. Ini-

tially, Giering and Kaminski applied their AD tool to an ocean circulation model

(OCM) in 1996 [47]. In a related effort by Marotzke et al. in 1999 [52], another

OCM code containing a Navier-Stokes solver was targeted.

Despite the seemingly encouranging start with the AD-generated adjoint solvers,

the academic community pursuing discrete adjoint methods continued to favor

the differentiation-by-hand approach. Some examples include, Anderson and

Bonhaus in 1997 [2], followed by Nielsen in 1998 [63] , Nielsen and Anderson

in 1999 [64] and Giles et al. [28] and Nemec and Zingg in 2001 [61]. Clearly,

the AD tools and computational resources had not matured enough to warrant

a more widespread adoption. The contemporary authors did acknowledge the

possibility and potential to utilize AD, but the general consensus remained that
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the AD tools were not up to the task quite yet or their usage required special

expertize in AD. This is easy to accept considering the corresponding nature of

CFD. General-purpose Navier-Stokes solvers are often large computer programs,

which require extensive programming efforts. The diversity of applicable numer-

ical schemes, boundary conditions and physical models unavoidably gives rise to

extensive source code entities that contain a large number of control structures

and complex data handling constructs. This was particularly problematic in the

1990s when the CFD developers were frequently required to employ inventive

programming practices to achieve all the desired functionalities in an efficient

manner. Therefore, it is not surprising that the contemporary general-purpose

CFD codes pushed the early AD tools to their limit and beyond, particularly in

the applications of reverse mode differentiation.

The tide began to turn for AD around 2002 with a new wave of publications

by Heimbach et al. [40], who contributed to the pedigree of adjoint solver de-

velopments in the area of OCM, and by Courty et al. [14] followed by Hascoët

et al. [39]. These studies addressed issues concerning the functionality and us-

age of the developed AD tools as well as their application to a specific CFD prob-

lem. A piecewise application of the AD tool, handling of independent operations

within loops, and manual preparation of the top-level adjoint solver were specif-

ically addressed by Courty et. al. On the other hand, Heimbach et al. in [40] and

Hascoët et al. in [39] drew closer attention to the memory-handling mechanism

through checkpointing techniques.

These were soon followed by an instructive series of articles by Cusdin and

Müller [15, 16, 57], which addressed a number of practical issues and prob-

lems concerning the application of contemporary AD tools to CFD solvers. The

authors carried out comparative performance tests for the AD-generated CFD

solver flux routines and provided, now somewhat outdated, recommendations on

how to improve the computational efficiency and memory consumption of the ad-

joint code by modifying the flow solver. On another front, Thomas et al. [82, 83]

used AD to generate a discrete adjoint solver from a compressible harmonic-

balance Navier-Stokes solver, which featured a “complex turbulence model”. They

applied the adjoint method to a 2D airfoil model to compute the sensitivities of

aerodynamic forces for a chosen harmonic with respect to mesh and shape pa-

rameters.

In the wake of these efforts, Giles et al. [27] also published a pragmatically

inclined account of adjoint solver development, which offered detailed instruc-

tions on, for instance, how to systematically deploy the AD tool TAPENADE by

including its execution instructions in a Makefile and how to manually organize
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both discrete tangent-linear and adjoint codes. Clearly, the practice of applying

AD in the context of compressible CFD had been greatly demystified as a re-

sult of the aforementioned publications. However, these applications are greatly

aided by the fact that, in the compressible finite-volume formulation the con-

servation equations for each conserved variable are solved in a coupled man-

ner through flux balancing routines employing one of the flux-vector difference

splitting scheme variants of Roe, Osher, van Leer, Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel, etc.

[85]. The non-conserved fluid variables, such as pressure, are subsequently ob-

tained explicitly from their appropriate state equations. The ordered nature

of such sequential solution procedure makes it comparatively easy to establish

the data flow through the code and manually assemble the reversed evaluation

procedure of the adjoint solver. It was sufficient to consider the core solver pro-

cedure within R(X(α),w) = 0 in (4.17) as an entity without further exposing the

structure of the solution algorithm. A further example of selective application of

AD in a coupled solver environment is provided by Marta et al. [53] and Mader

et al. [50] from 2007-2008.

Unfortunately, the structural simplicity of compressible solvers does not apply

to the segregated pressure correction algorithms used in incompressible, finite

volume CFD solvers. As presented in Chapter 3, the data flow through the SIM-

PLE algorithm and the associated variable interdependencies are not immedi-

ately established due to the corrective nature of the evaluation procedure and

the inherent utilization of matrix coefficients outside linear solver steps. The

matter is further complicated when the considered solver is part of a continu-

ously developed CFD suite, which consists of multiple solver variants that all

utilize the same library of numerical routines and external libraries, such as

PETSc in OTUS2D. Beyond the aforementioned contributions, the early liter-

ature offers very little assistance on how to approach such library-based solver

environments in a systematically modular and versatile manner. However, there

are reports on rather timely contemporary efforts, which are more relevant and

also target the SIMPLE pressure correction algorithm.

In 2010-2011, Carnarius et al. [12] and Nemili et al. [62] applied the source-

to-source AD tool TAPENADE to an entire structured RANS solver in a ’black-

box’ manner, including the linear solver steps. These works demonstrated an

advanced application of AD which utilized the binomial checkpointing strategy

for improved memory management. The benefit of such an approach lies in the

guaranteed consistency of the sensitivity solution, which is sustained even in

time dependent or poorly converging simulations. The downside of the ’black-

box’ approach is the compromised performance and large memory requirement.
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Recently, Jones et al. [46, 45] embarked on an effort which shares a simi-

lar starting point with the work presented in this thesis. They investigated

an approach that aims to automate the generation of the entire adjoint SIM-

PLE solver through a rigorous macro-driven pre-processing step and a post-

processing scripting effort. These documents contain many relevant instructions

and recommendations concerning programming practices and the application of

a source-to-source AD tool to a modern Fortran 90/95 code. This thesis project

partly coincided with the works of Jones et al. and, despite employing the same

AD tool TAPENADE and targeting a similar CFD solver algorithm, these efforts

interestingly gave rise to distinctly different, yet complementary approaches to

discrete adjoint solver development.

Finally, and very recently, in 2013 Towara and Naumann [84] successfully

applied an operator overloading AD tool to the OpenFOAM C++ library. The

tested implementation was applied to the same solver algorithm simpleFoam

as in this thesis, but with an added resistance source term and without a tur-

bulence model. The paper highlights both the pros and cons of the operator

overloading approach. In particular, its advantage clearly lies in the applicabil-

ity, which is powerfully demonstrated in a complex object-oriented programming

environment, and in the robustness of the technique, which, similar to the black-

box application of source-to-source AD in [12, 62] above, allows time-dependent

and poorly converging simulations to be handled consistently. However, its pit-

fall also lies in the depreciated performance and bloated memory requirement,

as the method relies on a sophisticated taping mechanism, which dynamically

records and rewinds the required flow state operations in the program’s evalua-

tion procedure. This taping encompasses all the associated operations, including

the ones within sparse iterative Krylov-subspace linear solvers. For this reason,

the total memory requirement aggregates to levels that render industrial appli-

cations infeasible except on high capacity computer clusters. The memory de-

mand can be alleviated to a degree through more advanced checkpointing tech-

niques, which allow a better trade-off between computational cost and memory

requirement to be achieved.

In a clear contrast, the developmental methodology proposed herein caters bet-

ter for the demand to perform steady-state sensitivity analysis on industrial

scale applications. This is achieved by offering a new, algorithmically structured

approach, which facilitates a flexible AD-driven construction of performance op-

timized discrete adjoint solvers.
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5. Development of a Discrete Adjoint
Solver for Incompressible CFD via AD

The novel aspect of this work lies in the introduction of a systematic, decomposed

methodology to construct a discrete adjoint solver for a given solver algorithm.

This technique hinges upon a meaningful decomposition of solution algorithms

into a collection of subproblems, or code entities, which can be treated as inde-

pendent solver components that form a library of routines. Utilization of such a

library readily enables the flexible assembly of different numerical routines and

solver implementations and it is therefore, at least conceptually, a universal aim

in CFD solver programming. The required decomposition process has been thor-

oughly demonstrated for the CFD software OTUS2D in Section 3.4.1 introducing

a procedural description, i.e. an algorithmic solver recipe, which is denoted as

SIMPLE. From here on, the solver’s associated source code library is referred to

as LIB_O2D.

By adopting a library-based approach to the differentiated code base, which is

generated by a source-to-source AD tool, the decomposed method brings a much

improved structure and flexibility to the development of discrete adjoint solvers.

This is accomplished here, in concrete terms, by differentiating every relevant

library routine by TAPENADE and placing the resulting code entities in a ’dif-

ferentiated library’, for example LIB_O2D_BW1, from which they are employed in

the assembly of adjoint solvers. The crux of the decomposed approach and its

associated derivation technique is that it generates from a given solver recipe

its corresponding adjoint recipe. This is demonstrated herein by targeting the

treatment to the SIMPLE solver recipe and producing an equivalent description

for the assembly of its adjoint counterpart. Thereby, this methodology effectively

ties the concept of modularity, discussed by Giering and Kaminski in [23], to the

structure of specific solver algorithms in a manner that greatly improves the

ability to maintain, manage, and extend the adjoint solver codes jointly with the

main source code.
1The BW stems from ’bar w’, which relates to reverse mode differentiation with respect
to w.
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The underlying principle is very simple, yet flexible, and readily lends itself to

alternative mathematical formulations. In the context of the Lagrange multi-

plier approach, the decomposition of the main state equation can be viewed as

replacing the single constraint by a series of smaller subproblems which all have

to be satisfied individually. Alternatively, the decomposition can be viewed as a

higher level evaluation procedure for the solver program which can be differen-

tiated according to the principles of algorithmic differentation.

As described in Chapter 4, the discrete adjoint method is typically derived

either (1) by imposing the first order optimality conditions, the Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker (KKT) conditions, to the standard CFD optimization problem, or (2) by

formulating a computational problem for a specific objective functional and man-

ually transposing the sensitivity evaluation according to the reverse mode AD

approach. Since these derivation methods result in identical formulations, both

approaches are employed in applying the decomposed technique to the fixed-

point solution algorithm (3.62).

Ultimately the choice between the two is a matter of personal preference, but

it will become apparent that, in the decomposed setting, the latter method es-

tablishes a more coherent framework together with the principles of AD and

simplifies the process of introducing new solver features in a modular fashion.

From now on the approaches are labeled (1) KKT approach, in accordance with

Section 4.3.1, and (2) Reverse Mode Differentiation (RMD) approach due to its

close relation to the AD technique.

5.1 Decomposed Technique for Deriving the Adjoint System

5.1.1 KKT Approach

The method is based on transforming the standard CFD optimization problem

(4.17), which formulates the Navier-Stokes solution as a uniform entity, into a

decomposed optimization problem

min
α
J(X(α),w1, ... ,wnw)

s.t. Ri(X(α),w1, ... ,wnw) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , nw

(5.1)

where nw is the number of state variables and consequently also the number of

equality constraints. From here on a short-hand notation wj∈Iw , Iw ∈ {1, ... , nw}

is utilized to represent w1, ... ,wnw .

Each subproblem Ri now represents a solution of its corresponding state vari-

able wi which can be a scalar, vector, or tensor variable. In accordance with Eqn.
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(4.18), the Lagrangian for this decoupled problem is written

L(X(α),wj∈Iw ,ψj∈Iw) = J(X(α),wj∈Iw) +

nw∑
i

ψTi Ri(X(α),wj∈Iw) (5.2)

where ψi are the associated Lagrangian multipliers for each state variable wi. A

KKT-System, analogous to (4.20), for the decomposed formulation then becomes

∇
ψj
L = 0 ⇒ Ri = 0 , j = 1, . . . , nw (5.3a)

∇
wj
L = 0 ⇒

nw∑
i

(
∂Ri
∂wj

)T
ψi +

(
∂J

∂wj

)T
= 0 , j = 1, . . . , nw (5.3b)

∇
α
L = 0 ⇒

nw∑
i

(
∂Ri
∂α

)T
ψi +

(
∂J

∂α

)T
= 0 (5.3c)

In line with the decomposed nature of the problem, and in contrast to Eqn.

(4.20b), the Lagrangian multipliers (or adjoint state variables) are now solved

through a set of equations (5.3b) which can be systematically derived from a

chosen set of Ri.

To begin, the optimization problem (5.1) is written featuring laminar SIMPLE,

the solution procedure (3.62) of the incompressible flow solver without the turbu-

lence model. In the problem formulation the objective can naturally be a function

of any reasonably chosen solver variables, but here, for the sake of demonstra-

tions, it is only denoted as a function of u2, p2 and X. Concurrently, the corre-

sponding flow and adjoint variable pairs are introduced in the right column.

[Obj.] min
α

J(u2, p2,X) [ flow | adjoint ]

s.t.



[1.1]

A

s

 = Gu(φf ,u2,X)

[
A | Ā

]
[ s | s̄ ]

[1.2] b = s + Gg(p2,X)
[
b | b̄

]
[1.3] u1 = A−1b [ u1 | ū1 ]

[2] r = F1(A,X) [ r | r̄ ]

[3] u? = F2(u1,A, s, r,X) [ u? | ū? ]

[4] φ?f = F3(u?,X)
[
φ?f | φ̄?f

]
[5.1]

B

q

 = Gp(r, p2,X)

[
B | B̄

]
[ q | q̄ ]

[5.2] d = q + Gd(φ?f ,X)
[
d | d̄

]
[5.3] p1 = B−1d [ p1 | p̄1 ]

[6] φf = F4(φ?f ,B, p1)
[
φf | φ̄f

]
[7.1] p2 = F5(p1, p0) [ p2 | p̄2 ]

[7.2] p0 = p2 [ p0 | p̄0 ]

[8] u2 = F6(u?, r, p2, X) [ u2 | ū2 ]

(5.4)
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For notational tidiness, let P̂ = (A,B, s,b, q, d,u
(∗)
(1,2), φ

(∗)
f , p(0,1,2), r) denote the

flow and D̂ = (Ā, B̄, s̄, b̄, q̄, d̄, ū
(∗)
(1,2), φ̄

(∗)
f , p̄(0,1,2), r̄) the adjoint variables. The La-

grangian for this system thereby becomes

L(P̂, D̂,X) = J(u2, p2,X) +
〈[

Ā
s̄

]
, ([ A

s ]− Gu)
〉

+ b̄T (b− s− Gg)

+ ūT1
(
u1 −A−1b

)
+ r̄T (r −F1) + ū∗T (u? −F2) + φ̄∗Tf (φ?f −F3)

+
〈[

B̄
q̄

]
,
([

B
q

]
− Gp

)〉
+ d̄T (d− q − Gd) + p̄T1 (p1 −B−1d)

+ φ̄Tf (φf −F4) + p̄T2 (p2 −F5) + p̄T0 (p0 − p2) + ūT2 (u2 −F6). (5.5)

The system of equations for the adjoint state is obtained by methodically expand-

ing each equation in (5.3b). This derivation is mainly straightforward, but the

steps concerning the differentiation of the linear solutions require special atten-

tion. To cover these matters sufficiently, auxiliary material is given in Appendix

A.2 where the derivation of the adjoint linear solvers is presented thoroughly

via different means (Sections A.2.1, A.2.2, and A.2.3). Furthermore, the reader

should also take note of a notational consistency issue: the adjoint matrix terms

(Ā, B̄) appearing in (5.6) below are purposefully written in a transposed form

as opposed to the mathematically consistent (non-transposed) form. Ultimately

this is only a notational interference that is done with foresight to ensure that

the obtained results are directly comparable with those from alternative ap-

proaches. This issue is also addressed in Appendix A.2, in the context of Eqn.

(A.18).

The derivation practice produces the following intermediate step:

∂L

∂A
= ĀT +

(
UA ◦ u1b̄

T
)
− r̄T

(
∂F1

∂A

)
− ū∗T

(
∂F2

∂A

)
= 0 (5.6a)

∂L

∂s
= s̄T − b̄T − ū∗T

(
∂F2

∂s

)
= 0 (5.6b)

∂L

∂b
= b̄T − ūTA−1 = 0 (5.6c)

∂L

∂u1
= ūT1 − ū∗T

(
∂F2

∂u1

)
= 0 (5.6d)

∂L

∂r
= r̄T − ū∗T

(
∂F2

∂r

)
−

[
B̄
q̄

]T(
∂Gp
∂r

)
− ūT2

(
∂F6

∂r

)
= 0 (5.6e)

∂L

∂u?
= ū∗T − φ̄∗Tf

(
∂F3

∂u?

)
− ūT2

(
∂F6

∂u?

)
= 0 (5.6f)

∂L

∂φ?f
= φ̄∗Tf − d̄T

(
∂Gd
∂φ?f

)
− φ̄Tf

(
∂F4

∂φ?f

)
= 0 (5.6g)

∂L

∂B
= B̄T +

(
UB ◦ p1d̄

T
)
− φ̄Tf

(
∂F4

∂B

)
= 0 (5.6h)

∂L

∂q
= q̄T − d̄T = 0 (5.6i)
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∂L

∂d
= d̄T − p̄T1 B−1 = 0 (5.6j)

∂L

∂p1
= p̄1 − φ̄Tf

(
∂F4

∂p1

)
− p̄T2

(
∂F5

∂p1

)
= 0 (5.6k)

∂L

∂φf
= φ̄Tf −

[
Ā
s̄

]T(
∂Gu
∂φf

)
= 0 (5.6l)

∂L

∂p2
=

(
∂J

∂p2

)
− b̄T

(
∂Gg
∂p2

)
− [ B̄T d̄T ]

(
∂Gp
∂p2

)
− p̄T0 − ūT2

(
∂F6

∂p2

)
= 0 (5.6m)

∂L

∂p0
= p̄T0 − p̄T2

(
∂F5

∂p0

)
= 0 (5.6n)

∂L

∂u2
= ūT2 +

(
∂J

∂u2

)
−

[
Ā
s̄

]T(
∂Gu
∂u2

)
= 0 . (5.6o)

Here the outer products u1b̄
T and p1d̄

T are multiplied element-wise by matrices

UA and UB, which contain the sparsity pattern of A and B respectively. (See

Eqns. (A.21) – (A.24) in Appendix A.2.)

As a second intermediate step, the expressions in (5.6) are rearranged and

transposed to produce statements (5.7) that inform which terms contribute to

the solution of which adjoint variable. Since the terms in (5.7) are not proper

equations that could be solved as written, the notation ⇐: should be read as is

assembled from the following.

Ā ⇐: −
(
UT
A ◦ b̄uT1

)
+

(
∂F1

∂A

)T
r̄ +

(
∂F2

∂A

)T
ū? (5.7a)

s̄ ⇐: b̄ +

(
∂F2

∂s

)T
ū? (5.7b)

b̄ ⇐: A−T ū1 (5.7c)

ū1 ⇐:

(
∂F2

∂u1

)T
ū? (5.7d)

r̄ ⇐:

(
∂F2

∂r

)T
ū? +

(
∂Gp
∂r

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
+

(
∂F6

∂r

)T
ū2 (5.7e)

ū? ⇐:

(
∂F3

∂u?

)T
φ̄?f +

(
∂F6

∂u?

)T
ū2 (5.7f)

φ̄?f ⇐:

(
∂Gd
∂φ?f

)T
d̄+

(
∂F4

∂φ?f

)T
φ̄f (5.7g)

B̄ ⇐: −
(
UT
B ◦ d̄pT1

)
+

(
∂F4

∂B

)T
φ̄f (5.7h)

q̄ ⇐: d̄ (5.7i)

d̄ ⇐: B−T p̄1 (5.7j)

p̄1 ⇐:

(
∂F4

∂p1

)T
φ̄Tf +

(
∂F5

∂p1

)T
p̄2 (5.7k)
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φ̄f ⇐:

(
∂Gu
∂φf

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
(5.7l)

p̄2 ⇐: −
(
∂J

∂p2

)T
+

(
∂Gg
∂p2

)T
b̄ +

(
∂Gp
∂p2

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
+ p̄0 +

(
∂F6

∂p2

)T
ū2 (5.7m)

p̄0 ⇐:

(
∂F5

∂p0

)T
p̄2 (5.7n)

ū2 ⇐: −
(
∂J

∂u2

)T
+

(
∂Gu
∂u2

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
(5.7o)

In the assembly of the adjoint state solver, it is critical to respect the backward-

propagating nature of the gradient evaluation as described in Section 2.3. Al-

though the solver algorithm has been decomposed into smaller subroutines,

the order according to which the adjoint variables are updated or evaluated is

strictly dictated as the reverse of the original problem. For the piecewise differ-

entiated routines, the AD tool will handle the reverse propagation of information

correctly. This leaves the developer of the adjoint solver the responsibility of en-

suring that the global ordering of the algorithm is properly reversed. For this

reason, in the drafting of a reverse-ordered evaluation procedure for the adjoint

solver, it is beneficial to utilize (5.4) to establish the original order and (5.7) for

bookkeeping. This process yields the following result:

[Obj.] : p̄2 -=

(
∂J

∂p2

)T
; ū2 -=

(
∂J

∂u2

)T
(5.8a)

[8] : ū? =

(
∂F6

∂u?

)T
ū2; r̄ =

(
∂F6

∂r

)T
ū2; p̄2 +=

(
∂F6

∂p2

)T
ū2 (5.8b)

[7.2] : p̄2 += p̄0 (5.8c)

[7.1] : p̄1 +=

(
∂F5

∂p1

)T
p̄2; p̄0 +=

(
∂F5

∂p0

)T
p̄2 (5.8d)

[6] : φ̄?f =

(
∂F4

∂φ?f

)T
φ̄f ; B̄ =

(
∂F4

∂B

)T
φ̄f ; p̄1 +=

(
∂F4

∂p1

)T
φ̄f (5.8e)

[5.3] :

 d̄ = B−T p̄1

B̄ -=
(
UT
B ◦ d̄pT1

) (5.8f)

[5.2] : q̄ += d̄ ; φ̄?f +=

(
∂Gd
∂φ?f

)T
d̄ (5.8g)

[5.1] : r̄ +=

(
∂Gp
∂r

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gp
∂p2

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
(5.8h)

[4] : ū? +=

(
∂F3

∂u?

)T
φ̄?f (5.8i)
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[3] :


ū1 +=

(
∂F2

∂u1

)T
ū?; Ā =

(
∂F2

∂A

)T
ū? ;

s̄ =

(
∂F2

∂s

)T
ū?; r̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂r

)T
ū?

(5.8j)

[2] : Ā +=

(
∂F1

∂A

)T
r̄ (5.8k)

[1.3] :

 b̄ = A−T ū1

Ā -=
(
UT
A ◦ b̄uT1

) (5.8l)

[1.2] : s̄ += b̄ ; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gg
∂p2

)T
b̄ (5.8m)

[1.1] : φ̄f +=

(
∂Gu
∂φf

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
; ū2 +=

(
∂Gu
∂u2

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
(5.8n)

This procedure is an informative description of the adjoint solution algorithm for

the incompressible flow solver. But, it is important to emphasize that its level of

instructiveness is inherited from the original flow solver’s decomposition (3.62)

and (5.4). The recipe of the adjoint procedure can only be as helpful as the recipe

for the original solver procedure. Therefore, it is critical that the decomposition

properly exposes the algorithmic structure of the solver.

On a related matter, the original decomposition employs some compound func-

tions, for instance Gu and GSA, which are made up of multiple routines that

each would qualify as separate solver entities. Such higher level functions can

be exploited in simple cases to bring notational brevity and, in more complex

situations, to divide the solver algorithm into smaller, more meaningful sub-

procedures. This layered decomposition allows the developer to introduce fur-

ther organization to both derivation as well as implementation practices. This

beneficial feature of the decomposed approach is further demonstrated in Sec-

tion 5.4 where the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is appended to the base-

line solver.

At this stage, the obtained description of the adjoint solver, however, is still

incomplete as considerations pertaining to the iterative nature of the solution

have not been addressed yet. These issues will be discussed in Section 5.2, after

the makeup of the adjoint state solver and gradient assembly have been properly

established.
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Gradient Assembly

As discussed in Section 4.3, the evaluation of the design sensitivities ᾱ ≡
(
dJ
dα

)T
in CFD, most naturally proceeds by first computing grid sensitivities X̄ ≡

(
dJ
dX

)T
through a procedure analogous to Eqn. (5.3c)

X̄ ≡
(
dJ

dX

)T
=

nw∑
i

(
∂Ri
∂X

)T
ψi +

(
∂J

∂X

)T
(5.9)

where the adjoint state variables ψi now enter as known parameters. The final

derivatives can then be evaluated from

ᾱ ≡
(
dJ

dα

)T
=

(
∂X(α)

∂α

)T ( dJ

dX

)T
=

(
∂X(α)

∂α

)T
X̄ . (5.10)

Expanding expression (5.9) for the decomposed system requires a derivation pro-

cess similar to the adjoint state and also leads to a similar reverse-ordered as-

sembly procedure as (5.8). The result is presented without the intermediate

steps and features the corresponding numbering of the operations.

[Obj.] : X̄ =

(
∂J

∂X

)T
[8] : X̄ +=

(
∂F6

∂X

)T
ū2

[5.2] : X̄ +=

(
∂Gd
∂X

)T
d̄

[5.1] : X̄ +=

(
∂Gp
∂X

)T[
B̄
q̄

]

[4] : X̄ +=

(
∂F3

∂X

)T
φ̄?f

[3] : X̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂X

)T
ū?

[2] : X̄ +=

(
∂F1

∂X

)T
r̄

[1.2] : X̄ +=

(
∂Gg
∂X

)T
b̄

[1.1] : X̄ +=

(
∂Gu
∂X

)T[
Ā
s̄

]

(5.11)

It is worth emphasizing that this evaluation needs to be carried out only once

because X contains only parametric data (which are always input variables) in

the flow solver and the adjoint state variables appearing on the right-hand-side

of the operations are the results from the converged adjoint state solution. Since

the order of the operations has to be identical to the adjoint state procedure

(5.8), it is important that the adjoint variables are made available for the evalu-

ations in the same order. This can be achieved through different means, some of

which may pose implementational difficulties. Thus, recommendations on how
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to implement this gradient assembly phase into the adjoint code are provided in

Section 5.2. The final design sensitivities are eventually evaluated, as shown in

Eqn. (5.10), either within the adjoint code entity or externally, depending on the

choice of α.

5.1.2 Reverse Mode Differentiation Approach

An identical recipe for the adjoint solver can be derived by directly applying the

principle of reverse mode differentiation (RMD) to the decomposed algorithm.

As in Chapter 4, the problem statement is deliberately removed from the opti-

mization context to emphasize the generality of the approach and expressed as

sensitivity search instead:

For the given procedure (P ), evaluate ∇
α
J

(P ) =

 wi = Fi(X(α),wj�i) for i = 1, . . . , nw

J = J(X(α),w1, ... ,wnw)
(5.12)

Here it is made explicit that eachRi ≡ wi−Fi = 0 yields an intermediate solution

wi whose corresponding adjoints are denoted by w̄i. Since the decomposition

has split the problem into a sequence of simple function evaluations and linear

system solutions, the process of applying the principle of RMD to the procedure

does not involve differentiation of elemental operations. The goal is simply to

apply Eqn. (2.17) to the entire procedure (P ) such that the objective function

J is also included in the treatment. Using the transposition form to maintain

notational consistency, the resulting decomposed adjoint procedure (P̄w) thereby

becomes

w̄j = 0 , j = 1, . . . , nw

(P̄w) =


w̄j +=

(
∂J

∂wj

)T
J̄ , j = 1, . . . , nw

w̄j +=

(
∂Fi
∂wj

)T
w̄i , i = nw, . . . , 1 and j � i

(5.13)

where J̄ ≡ 1. The method of evaluating the gradient
(
dJ
dα

)
, proceeds such that

first (P̄w) is solved as a fixed-point iteration to produce steady-state values for

w̄j , which are then used to evaluate the mesh sensitivities X̄ ≡ ( dJ
dX)T through

the following procedure

X̄ = 0

(P̄X) =


X̄ +=

(
∂J

∂X

)T
J̄

X̄ +=

(
∂Fi
∂X

)T
w̄i , i = nw, . . . , 1

(5.14)
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where the known adjoint variables now appear only on the right-hand-side of

the equations. This operation corresponds to Eqn. (5.3c) in the KKT approach.

The design sensitivities are finally extracted from Eqn. (5.10).

Applying this method to the solver algorithm requires fewer manipulations

than the KKT approach and evidently makes a clearer connection with the prin-

ciples of AD. Indeed, the idea behind this approach is to apply AD by hand to the

top-level program algorithm and then allow the AD tool to handle the routines

which actually contain the mathematical procedures and elemental operations

in an isolated and controlled manner. The application of this approach to the

procedural description (3.62) of the solver algorithm is carried out in a similar

fashion to the reverse mode AD example in Table 2.6 in order to highlight the

reversal of the order of execution in the adjoint evaluation. In accordance with

the treatment of the KKT approach, the reader is again referred to Appendix

A.2 for the detailed treatment required by the linear solution steps.

The resulting recipe for the adjoint state solver, from now on denoted as SIMPLE_BW,

is identical to (5.8) as expected. The ensuing gradient evaluation procedure will

also end up being identical to (5.11) and therefore its derivation is not repeated

here for brevity.
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[1.1] ↓

[
A
s

]
= Gu(φf ,u2,X) ↑

{
φ̄f +=

(
∂Gu
∂φf

)T [
Ā
s̄

]
; ū2 +=

(
∂Gu
∂u2

)T [
Ā
s̄

]
[1.2] ↓ b = s + Gg(p2,X) ↑

{
s̄ += b̄ ; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gg
∂p2

)T
b̄

[1.3] ↓ u1 = A−1b ↑

 Ā -=
(
UT
A ◦ b̄uT1

)
b̄ = A−T ū1

[2] ↓ r = F1(A,X) ↑
{

Ā +=

(
∂F1

∂A

)T
r̄

[3] ↓ u? = F2(u1,A, s, r,X) ↑


s̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂s

)T
ū?; r̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂r

)T
ū?

ū1 +=

(
∂F2

∂u1

)T
ū?; Ā +=

(
∂F2

∂A

)T
ū?

[4] ↓ φ?f = F3(u?,X) ↑
{

ū? +=

(
∂F3

∂u?

)T
φ̄?f

[5.1] ↓

[
B
q

]
= Gp(r, p2,X) ↑

{
r̄ +=

(
∂Gp
∂r

)T [
B̄
q̄

]
; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gp
∂p2

)T [
B̄
q̄

]
[5.2] ↓ d = q + Gd(φ?f ,X) ↑

{
q̄ += d̄ ; φ̄?f +=

(
∂Gd
∂φ?f

)T
d̄

[5.3] ↓ p1 = B−1d ↑

 B̄ -=
(
UT
B ◦ d̄pT1

)
d̄ = B−T p̄1

(5.15)

[6] ↓ φf = F4(φ?f ,B, p1) ↑


φ̄?f =

(
∂F4

∂φ?f

)T
φ̄f ; B̄ =

(
∂F4

∂B

)T
φ̄f

p̄1 +=

(
∂F4

∂p1

)T
φ̄f

[7.1] ↓ p2 = F5(p1, p0) ↑
{
p̄1 +=

(
∂F5

∂p1

)T
p̄2; p̄0 +=

(
∂F5

∂p0

)T
p̄2

[7.2] ↓ p0 = p2 ↑
{
p̄2 += p̄0

[8] ↓ u2 = F6(u?, r, p2, X) ↑


ū?=

(
∂F6

∂u?

)T
ū2; r̄=

(
∂F6

∂r

)T
ū2

p̄2 +=

(
∂F6

∂p2

)T
ū2

[Obj.]→ J = J(u2, p2,X) ↑
{
p̄2 -=

(
∂J

∂p2

)T
J̄ ; ū2 -=

(
∂J

∂u2

)T
J̄
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5.2 Iterative Solution of the Adjoint State and Application of AD

Akin to the steady-state flow solution, the adjoint system is also solved as a

fixed-point iteration [13]. As the adjoint solver is assembled according to the de-

composed approach from separate source code components, the developer has

to manually incorporate the appropriate steps required by the iterative and

backward-propagating nature of the solution into the solver algorithm. For this

reason, TAPENADE has been employed in a specific manner, where the differ-

entiation is consistently carried out such that the following conditions are met:

• If an active flow variable is an output variable in the differentiated routine,

all the contributions are always appended to it.

• If an active flow variable is an input variable in the differentiated routine,

it is never zeroed (as the same variable may appear as input in multiple

routines).

The former is fulfilled by TAPENADE by always specifying the active variables

as both independent and dependent (input and output) variables. The latter, on

the other hand, requires automated code modification via scripting. Satisfying

these conditions allows the developer to freely and transparently control the

accumulation and clearance (i.e. ’zeroing’) of the solution variables at the solver

level.

Moreover, to respect the backward propagating nature of the adjoint evalu-

ation, the developer is required to manually produce the corresponding flow

variable states wj�i (also known as primal states) for each wi = Fi(X,wj�i).

This reverse ordered reproduction of intermediate variables is considered a dif-

ficult problem within AD (Griewank & Walther [32, Chapter 12]), but due to the

structure-exposing nature of the decomposed approach, its manual implementa-

tion at the solver level does not impose great difficulties. Confining this division

of labor between manual development and AD to the level of the solver and

its inner components respectively, is one of the central benefits of the proposed

methodology. However, to uphold code quality and improve maintainability, it is

important that the developer creates a convenient programming environment to

simplify the manual bookkeeping and control of the solution variables (i.e. their

data structures) at the solver level. Without sufficient code infrastructure, the

handling of the primal states quickly becomes disorderly.

Eventually, after the development process has progressed enough, this recov-

ery of certain flow states amidst the adjoint solver procedure becomes a matter
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where the developer may use discretion. Two such situations are described be-

low:

a) In the assembly the developer should be aware that the flow solution states

are not always needed by the adjoint routines. Their need only arises in

routines containing nonlinear operations or control statements, which de-

pend on the flow state. Therefore, as the techniques to assemble the adjoint

solver become more familiar, it may become desirable to examine where

the flow states are actually needed and eliminate the unnecessary recov-

ery operations, potentially reducing the computational effort or memory

consumption of the solver.

b) When the need actually arises to recover a flow variable state, the devel-

oper can employ methods that are akin to either store-all or recompute-all

approaches from AD. Utilizing the former approach places the emphasis

on saving computational time by compensating with a higher memory con-

sumption, while using the latter favors reduced storage over computational

effort.

Considering the current state of CFD and the capacity of modern computa-

tional resources, the execution time tends to be considered, within appropriate

limits, a more precious commodity than computer memory. For this admittedly

debatable reason, the approach employed here in the adjoint solver assembly

mainly adheres to the store-all approach and only selectively introduces recom-

putation. The manually controlled memory management and code composition

at the solver level offer sufficient flexibility for the developer to carry out vari-

ous code optimizations to improve the memory consumption and performance of

the final program. In this work, the heavy utilization of generic data structures

via derived data types, described in Section 3.3.1, allowed the already allocated

variables to be conveniently reused at multiple locations of the solver. In par-

ticular, the sparing use of matrix data types (3.45) lead to considerable memory

savings. These variable maneuvers require that the developer does rudimentary

bookkeeping while assembling the solver. This is simply achieved by marking

the locations where each adjoint variable is used for the first and last time. How-

ever, it is advisable to first construct a working adjoint solver and only then turn

attention to code optimizations.

In the end, this research gave rise to a discrete adjoint solver which has a

very desirable quality: its memory requirement is practically static. This means

that all the required memory allocations for array and matrix type variables

take place at the very beginning of the program execution while the dynamic
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use of stack memory during the run remains negligible. This is unconventional

as discrete adjoint solvers typically feature an abundance of dynamic storage

and recovery processes where flow variables are written into a stack memory

temporarily and then extracted via PUSH/POP mechanism. However, as a re-

sult of only a few modifications, none of the TAPENADE differentiated routines

had to employ this for array-type solution variables. Instead, all the PUSH/POP

operations involved just single values used in control statements. The required

modifications involved introducing intermediate steps by adding temporary vari-

ables or arrays into problematic places and splitting loops, which contain a large

number of operations, into multiple lighter loops.

5.3 Combining Adjoint State Solution and Gradient Evaluation

Considering the gradient evaluation step of the adjoint method, this phase also

brings about different implementational alternatives whose pros and cons have

to be weighed. Now, the division lies in the application of AD and the subse-

quent structuring of the adjoint solver. All the alternatives rely on TAPENADE

to carry out the reverse mode differentiation of the relevant solver routines in

LIB_O2D, but the approaches manifest differences in the source code base size,

the required computational effort, and the associated implementational labor.

The alternatives are labeled and outlined by the following descriptions:

BW+BX: The differentiation of the solver routines is first carried out with re-

spect to the flow variables wj∈Iw and then, through an independent pro-

cess, with respect to the mesh X (specifying w̄i only as input) to create

LIB_O2D_BW and LIB_O2D_BX respectively. These libraries are utilized to

assemble the solver procedures (P̄w) (5.12) and (P̄X) (5.14), which are de-

veloped in (5.8, 5.15) and (5.11) to produce solver recipes labeled SIMPLE_BW

and SIMPLE_BX.

The sensitivities are obtained by first iteratively solving (P̄w): SIMPLE_BW

to convergence and then feeding the solution into (P̄X): SIMPLE_BX, which

is evaluated once.

BWX: The differentiation is carried out with respect to the flow variables w

and the mesh X concurrently to create LIB_O2D_BWX. The library is utilized

to assemble solver procedure (P̄w,X) := (P̄w + P̄X) and developed into the

recipe SIMPLE_BWX, which contains the gradient evaluation in the adjoint

state loop.
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The sensitivities are obtained by iteratively solving (P̄w,X): SIMPLE_BWX to

convergence and extracting the correct gradients at the end.

BW+BWX: By the aforementioned means, the differentiation is carried out to

create libraries LIB_O2D_BW and LIB_O2D_BWX. From these libraries, the cor-

responding solver procedures (P̄w) and (P̄w,X) are assembled to produce

SIMPLE_BW and SIMPLE_BWX.

The sensitivities are obtained by iteratively solving (P̄w): SIMPLE_BW to

convergence, but on the final iteration solving (P̄w,X): SIMPLE_BWX instead.

In this work, the BW+BWX approach is chosen for two main reasons:

1. Code optimizations are more difficult to implement in the BW+BX ap-

proach because the procedure (P̄X) requires that all adjoint state variables

are made available as input variables. If (P̄w) is implemented such that

adjoint variable arrays are reused to save memory, having to store all the

adjoint states for (P̄X) invalidates these memory-saving efforts.

2. The resulting adjoint solver is computationally more efficient than BWX.

In steady-state problems the mesh sensitivities are meaningless until the

computation has converged. Performing these irrelevant evaluations through-

out the iterative solution process carries a performance penalty.

The drawback of the chosen approach is the relatively large code base, but, since

the only difference between the differentiated routines in the LIB_O2D_BW and

LIB_O2D_BWX libraries is that the latter has X as an active variable, their gen-

eration and handling can be automated. Moreover, this approach also shares

the convenience of BWX because the implementations of the SIMPLE_BW and

SIMPLE_BWX solver procedures are practically identical. Only the suffix of the dif-

ferentiated routines changes (for example, from ’_BW’ to ’_BX’) and X̄ is included

in the treatments. It is also sufficient to only consider the SIMPLE_BWX procedure

in the initial development, assembly and debugging phase as the eventual con-

struction of SIMPLE_BW is a trivial process.

Incorporating the considered elements into one procedure gives rise to Table

5.1, which represents a recipe for the assembly of OTUS2D’s adjoint solver, Adj-

OTUS2D, with frozen turbulence approximation.

5.4 Adding a Turbulence Model to the Adjoint Solver

The beneficial aspects of the decomposed methodology become increasingly pro-

nounced as the flow solver library is further developed and expanded with dif-
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Table 5.1. Final adjoint state and gradient accumulation procedure with frozen turbulence ap-
proximation.

Iterate adjoint state (left column) until convergence and
include the accumulation of X̄ only at final iteration.

[Obj.] p̄2 -=

(
∂J

∂p2

)T
J̄ ; ū2 -=

(
∂J

∂u2

)T
J̄ X̄ =

(
∂J

∂X

)T
J̄

[8]


ū?+=

(
∂F6

∂u?

)T
ū2; r̄+=

(
∂F6

∂r

)T
ū2;

p̄2+=

(
∂F6

∂p2

)T
ū2

X̄ +=

(
∂F6

∂X

)T
ū2 ū2 = 0

[7.2] p̄2 += p̄0 p̄0 = 0

[7.1] p̄1 +=

(
∂F5

∂p1

)T
p̄2; p̄0 +=

(
∂F5

∂p0

)T
p̄2 p̄2 = 0

[6]


φ̄?f+=

(
∂F4

∂φ?f

)T
φ̄f ; B̄+=

(
∂F4

∂B

)T
φ̄f ;

p̄1+=

(
∂F4

∂p1

)T
φ̄f

φ̄f = 0

[5.3]

 d̄ +=B−T p̄1

B̄ -=
(
UT
B ◦ d̄pT1

) p̄1 = 0

[5.2] q̄ += d̄ ; φ̄?f+=

(
∂Gd
∂φ?f

)T
d̄ X̄ +=

(
∂Gd
∂X

)T
d̄ d̄ = 0

[5.1] r̄ +=

(
∂Gp
∂r

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gp
∂p2

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
X̄ +=

(
∂Gp
∂X

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
B̄, q̄ = 0

[4] ū? +=

(
∂F3

∂u?

)T
φ̄?f X̄ +=

(
∂F3

∂X

)T
φ̄?f φ̄?f = 0

[3]


ū1 +=

(
∂F2

∂u1

)T
ū?; Ā +=

(
∂F2

∂A

)T
ū?

s̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂s

)T
ū?; r̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂r

)T
ū?

X̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂X

)T
ū? ū? = 0

[2] Ā +=

(
∂F1

∂A

)T
r̄ X̄ +=

(
∂F1

∂X

)T
r̄ r̄ = 0

[1.3]

 b̄ = A−T ū1

Ā -=
(
UT
A ◦ b̄uT1

) ū1 = 0

[1.2] s̄ += b̄ ; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gg
∂p2

)T
b̄ X̄ +=

(
∂Gg
∂X

)T
b̄ b̄ = 0

[1.1] φ̄f +=

(
∂Gu
∂φf

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
; ū2 +=

(
∂Gu
∂u2

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
X̄ +=

(
∂Gu
∂X

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
Ā, s̄ = 0

ferent physical models and new functionalities. The decomposed approach im-

proves the ability to jointly develop the flow and adjoint codes by providing sys-

tematic means to translate the modular algorithmic structure of the flow solver

to its corresponding adjoint counterpart. This is demonstrated by the process

of adding the differentiated Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model to the frozen
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turbulence adjoint solver developed in Section 5.3. The one-equation Spalart-

Allmaras turbulence model is analytically described in Section 3.2.4 and algo-

rithmically set out in Section 3.4.1.

Since the inner structure of the turbulence model evaluation

νeff = GSA(φf ,u,X)

exposed in (3.61), is programmed as its own code entity through encapsulation,

the development of the adjoint model naturally follows a similar procedure: The

internal structure of the adjoint turbulence model and its interface with the ad-

joint flow solver are constructed in a disconnected manner through two separate

steps. This development process, which is noticeably clarified by the decomposed

approach, is demonstrated herein.

In the considered setting, which is completely removed from any optimiza-

tion bound elements, the RMD approach evidently provides a much more gen-

eral, concise, and transparent means of carrying out the derivation than the

optimization-inclined KKT approach. Therefore, it is exclusively utilized from

here on and has deservingly become the recommended approach in connection

with the decomposed method.

To establish the interface between the adjoint turbulence model and the ad-

joint flow solver, the turbulence model function evaluation has to be differenti-

ated in reverse mode, essentially in accordance with the RMD approach. This

step is elementary and produces

flow adjoint

νeff = GSA(φf ,u,X) →


φ̄f +=

(
∂GSA

∂φf

)T
ν̄eff , ū +=

(
∂GSA

∂u

)T
ν̄eff

X̄ +=

(
∂GSA

∂X

)T
ν̄eff .

(5.16)

On the other hand, the derivation of the adjoint system for the evaluation pro-

cedure (3.61) requires a process similar to the base flow solver and is therefore

somewhat more involved. Employing the RMD approach again and adopting the

presentation technique that emphasizes the reverse order of the operations, the

following result is obtained:

↓ [t.1] Γν̃ = SDν̃(ν̃) ↑
{
ν̃ +=

(
∂SDν̃
∂ν̃

)T
Γ̄ν̃

↓ [t.2]

Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

=C(φf , ν̃,X)

−DL(Γν̃ , ν̃,X)

+SSA(ν̃,u,X)

↑



φ̄f +=

(
∂C
∂φf

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
; ν̃ +=

(
∂C
∂ν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
Γ̄ν̃ -=

(
∂DL
∂Γν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
; ν̃ -=

(
∂DL
∂ν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
ū +=

(
∂SSA

∂u

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
; ν̃ +=

(
∂SSA

∂ν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
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↓ [t.3]

[
Aν̃

bν̃

]
= Rα(Ãν̃ , b̃ν̃ , ν̃) ↑


Ãν̃ +=

(
∂Rα
∂Ãν̃

)T[
Āν̃

b̄ν̃

]
; b̃ν̃ +=

(
∂Rα
∂b̃ν̃

)T[
Āν̃

b̄ν̃

]
ν̃ +=

(
∂Rα
∂ν̃

)T[
Āν̃
b̄ν̃

]

↓ [t.4] ν̃ = A−1
ν̃ bν̃ ↑

 Āν̃ -=
(
UT
Aν̃ ◦ b̄ν̃ ν̃

T
)

b̄ν̃ = A−Tν̃ ν̃

↓ [t.5] νeff = Seff(ν̃) ↑
{
ν̃ +=

(
∂Seff

∂ν̃

)T
ν̄eff

where the adjoint linear solution features matrix UAν̃ , which contains the spar-

sity pattern of Aν̃ .

Taking into consideration the proper zeroing of adjoint variables, required by

the iterative solution, and the mesh sensitivity evaluations (in line with Ta-

ble 5.1), the final procedural recipe for the adjoint Spalart-Allmaras turbulence

model can be constructed as shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. The adjoint Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model as an isolated evaluation procedure.
It takes ν̄eff (and ν̃ from previous iteration) as an input and computes ū and φ̄f (and ν̃
for next iteration) as output.

The adjoint state of Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model (left column)
is solved iteratively together with adjoint Navier-Stokes solver.

The accumulation of X̄ is included only at final iteration.

ν̃ +=

(
∂Seff

∂ν̃

)T
ν̄eff X̄+=

(
∂Seff

∂X

)T
ν̄effb̄ν̃ = A−Tν̃ ν̃

Āν̃ -=
(
UT
Aν̃ ◦ b̄ν̃ ν̃

T
) ν̃ = 0

Ãν̃+=

(
∂Rα
∂Ãν̃

)T[
Āν̃

b̄ν̃

]
; b̃ν̃ +=

(
∂Rα
∂b̃ν̃

)T[
Āν̃

b̄ν̃

]
;

ν̃ +=

(
∂Rα
∂ν̃

)T[
Āν̃

b̄ν̃

]
Āν̃ , b̄ν̃ =0

ū+=

(
∂SSA

∂u

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
; ν̃+=

(
∂SSA

∂ν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
X̄+=

(
∂SSA

∂X

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
Γ̄ν̃-=

(
∂DL
∂Γν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
; ν̃-=

(
∂DL
∂ν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
X̄-=

(
∂DL
∂X

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
φ̄f +=

(
∂C
∂φf

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
; ν̃ +=

(
∂C
∂ν̃

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
X̄+=

(
∂C
∂X

)T[
Ãν̃

b̃ν̃

]
Ãν̃ , b̃ν̃ =0

ν̃ +=

(
∂SDν̃
∂ν̃

)T
Γ̄ν̃ Γ̄ν̃ =0

Although already stated in Section 5.2, it is worth reiterating how important

it is to pay close attention to ensuring that the correct flow variable states are

available in the relevant differentiated routines. Failure to do so successfully is
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very likely the most common mistake encountered in the assembly process.

The process is completed by incorporating the interface (5.16) into the adjoint

solver recipe in Table 5.1. This step also requires that the effective viscosity νeff ,

which is now turned into a dependent variable in the solver procedure, becomes

an active variable in the derivation treatment. Consequently, this introduces ad-

ditional terms into the adjoint procedure at locations that correspond to routines

where νeff enters as an independent variable. The resulting procedure for the

adjoint RANS solver is presented in Table 5.3, where the locations that contain

modifications compared to Table 5.1 are marked with 7 and the newly introduced

terms are highlighted with blue color for clarity. These higher level changes are

simple to implement into the adjoint solver in a modular, maintainable manner

that closely resembles the organization of the flow solver.

In the presentation above, the treatment of variable dw (distance of a cell-

center to the closest wall) within function SSA is embedded into the mesh vari-

able X and is not explicitly shown in the gradient assembly procedure. In prac-

tice the evaluation of this variable occurs in the same preliminary step where

the contents of X are computed from α. However, the treatment of this variable

requires special care because its evaluation is typically accomplished though a

search algorithm whose reverse mode differentiated routine leads to excessively

costly evaluation. This problem is resolved by splitting the original evaluation

into two steps: first, the indecies of the nearest wall faces are searched and

stored for every cell-center. Second, utilizing this stored addressing array, the

computation of dw is done though a basic routine for distances. Such an ap-

proach is beneficial because only the distance function has to be differentiated

in reverse mode, which does not impose any difficulties and results in efficient

code for the gradient assembly procedure. The only expense is a single addi-

tional integer array where the face indecies are stored. A similar approach is

also reported by Nielsen and Kleb [65].
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Table 5.3. Final adjoint state and gradient accumulation procedure for the complete adjoint
RANS solver.

Iterate adjoint state (left column) until convergence and
include the accumulation of X̄ only at final iteration.

[Obj.]7


ν̄eff -=

(
∂J

∂νeff

)T
J̄;

p̄2 -=

(
∂J

∂p2

)T
J̄ ; ū2 -=

(
∂J

∂u2

)T
J̄

X̄ =

(
∂J

∂X

)T
J̄

[9]7 φ̄f+=

(
∂GSA

∂φf

)T
ν̄eff ; ū2 +=

(
∂GSA

∂ū2

)T
ν̄eff X̄ +=

(
∂GSA

∂X

)T
ν̄eff ν̄eff = 0

[8]


ū?+=

(
∂F6

∂u?

)T
ū2; r̄+=

(
∂F6

∂r

)T
ū2;

p̄2+=

(
∂F6

∂p2

)T
ū2

X̄ +=

(
∂F6

∂X

)T
ū2 ū2 = 0

[7.2] p̄2 += p̄0 p̄0 = 0

[7.1] p̄1 +=

(
∂F5

∂p1

)T
p̄2; p̄0 +=

(
∂F5

∂p0

)T
p̄2 p̄2 = 0

[6]


φ̄?f+=

(
∂F4

∂φ?f

)T
φ̄f ; B̄+=

(
∂F4

∂B

)T
φ̄f ;

p̄1+=

(
∂F4

∂p1

)T
φ̄f

φ̄f = 0

[5.3]

 d̄ +=B−T p̄1

B̄ -=
(
UT
B ◦ d̄pT1

) p̄1 = 0

[5.2] q̄ += d̄ ; φ̄?f+=

(
∂Gd
∂φ?f

)T
d̄ X̄ +=

(
∂Gd
∂X

)T
d̄ d̄ = 0

[5.1] r̄ +=

(
∂Gp
∂r

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gp
∂p2

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
X̄ +=

(
∂Gp
∂X

)T[
B̄
q̄

]
B̄, q̄ = 0

[4] ū? +=

(
∂F3

∂u?

)T
φ̄?f X̄ +=

(
∂F3

∂X

)T
φ̄?f φ̄?f = 0

[3]


ū1 +=

(
∂F2

∂u1

)T
ū?; Ā +=

(
∂F2

∂A

)T
ū?

s̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂s

)T
ū?; r̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂r

)T
ū?

X̄ +=

(
∂F2

∂X

)T
ū? ū? = 0

[2] Ā +=

(
∂F1

∂A

)T
r̄ X̄ +=

(
∂F1

∂X

)T
r̄ r̄ = 0

[1.3]

 b̄ = A−T ū1

Ā -=
(
UT
A ◦ b̄uT1

) ū1 = 0

[1.2] s̄ += b̄ ; p̄2 +=

(
∂Gg
∂p2

)T
b̄ X̄ +=

(
∂Gg
∂X

)T
b̄ b̄ = 0

[1.1]7


φ̄f+=

(
∂Gu
∂φf

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
; ū2+=

(
∂Gu
∂u2

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
ν̄eff +=

(
∂Gu
∂νeff

)T[
Ā
s̄

] X̄ +=

(
∂Gu
∂X

)T[
Ā
s̄

]
Ā, s̄ = 0
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5.5 Generation of Differentiated Libraries via AD

Considering the process of employing the source-to-source AD tool TAPENADE to

create the differentiated libraries from LIB_O2D, the selective and targeted na-

ture of the decomposed approach proves advantageous in most aspects, but also

demands additional effort in the system setup. First and foremost, the evident

reduction in length and complexity of the code entities, which are differentiated

by the AD tool at a given time, render this external tool-driven process highly

robust. This is important because, in a development project that is charged with

challenges nonetheless, any improvement in AD related reliability comes with a

tremendous value.

On the other hand, as expected, such division of labor inevitably leads to a

much greater number of AD tool executions, each of which consists of a number

of systematic operations and text file manipulations. Fortunately, the nature of

these tasks is well structured and the required text file manipulations rudimen-

tary. Therefore, with the help of a flexible programming tool, the entire process

can be organized and automated. In this work, a PythonTM† program was de-

veloped for the purpose of orchestrating the entire AD driven process of creating

all the necessary differentiated libraries for the adjoint solver development. The

flowchart in Figure 5.1 presents a simplified description of this process and in-

dicates which tasks are handled by the script. For the purpose of the adjoint

code verification (covered in Chapter 6), the development of the adjoint solver

needs to coincide with the development of a tangent-linear (i.e. forward mode

differentiated) flow solver, which requires that a forward differentiated library

LIB_O2D_DWX is also built.

Referring to the flowchart in Figure 5.1, once the scripting tool is completed,

the developer’s main responsibility is to prepare the instruction file for TAPE-

NADE (TAPENADE INPUT DATA in the flowchart) which contains a listing of the follow-

ing information for each differentiation task:

1. Name of the solver-level function (i.e. subroutine in Fortran)

2. Mode of AD: forward (-fwd) / reverse (-rev)

3. A list of active variables

4. A list of required files from LIB_O2D

The Python script begins by first constructing the actual TAPENADE command

from this information and then executes it. The output from TAPENADE is ini-

tially written into a single temporary file whose name contains a suffix, which
†Available at www.python.org
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Figure 5.1. Flowchart illustrating the process of generating the differentiated libraries. The
adjoint and tangent-linear solvers are referred to as Adj-OTUS2Dand Fwd-
OTUS2Drespectively.

reflects the mode of AD (’B’ for backward or adjoint mode, ’D’ for direct or for-

ward mode) and whether the mesh X is among the active variables. This file

is subjected to a number of small code modifications (commenting out the ze-

roing of certain variables, renaming header modules etc.) to ensure that the

differentiated routines satisfy the conditions set out in Section 5.2 and can be

utilized as independent components in the adjoint solver assembly. The desired

differentiated routines are then extracted from the temporary file and written

individually into separate files which are named according to the routine and

feature the previously determined suffix. These files are finally sent to their cor-

responding libraries where they can be grouped back into larger files if desired.

5.6 Implementation of Adjoint Linear Solver

In the process of deriving the adjoint to the flow solver procedure, the linear

solution steps (of the form x = A−1b) were warranted separate analytical devel-

opments in Appendix A.2 to provide proper clarification of their derivation. The
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process yielded a result for the adjoint linear solution (equation A.24), which is a

two-step operation involving a linear system solve (with the transposed primal

matrix AT ) and computation of a (sparse) outer-product to update the corre-

sponding adjoint matrix Ā:

b̄ += A−T x̄

Ā -= UT
A ◦ b̄xT

Considering the non-trivial inner structure of the linear solver routine (pseudo-

code description on page 70 in Section 3.4.1), it is instructive to present a similar

description for the implementation of a corresponding general-purpose adjoint

linear solver.

As expected, the structure of the two linear solvers needs to be related such

that the adjoint version properly carries out the boundary data assignments in

a reversed order. It is, therefore, beneficial to inspect the following pseudo-code

representation in juxtaposition to the primal linear solver algorithm:

function SOLVE_ADJ_EQN(A, w̄)

AT = Transpose_Matrix(A)

Apetsc ← SetOffDiag(AT ) . Pass aNP , aPN to PETSc matrix

for all j ∈ {1, .., d(w)} do

atmpP ← aP . Set matrix diagonal

bpetsc ← w̄P [j] . Right-hand-side

for all fb ∈ Fb do . Append flow BC contributions

atmpP +=aPb [j]

Apetsc ← atmpP . Pass diagonal to PETSc matrix

xpetsc = PETSc_SOLVE(Apetsc, bpetsc)

Ātmp = (−1)Sparse_Outer_Prod(xpetsc,w[j])

for all fb ∈ Fb do . Transposed BC contributions

b̄b[j] +=xP,petsc

āb[j] += ā
tmp
P

b̄[j] +=xpetsc

Ā += Ātmp . Append diagonal and off-diagonals

return
[
Ā

b̄

]
end function SOLVE_ADJ_EQN

In accordance with the reversed nature of the adjoint solution, prior to this

solver call the variable w̄ goes through the adjoint version of update-boundary

routine (for instance, w̄ = UpdateBoundary_BU(w̄b,X)), which now transfers
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the information, not from the interior of the domain to the boundary as in the

flow solver, but from the boundary to the interior. Thus, the boundary-related

information is already included in the w̄P and it can be passed directly to the

right-hand-side of the linear system. On the other hand, after the transposition

of the matrix A, its diagonal has be constructed in an identical manner as in the

flow solver.

Furthermore, concerning the contributions to the adjoint matrix Ā, it is essen-

tial that the diagonal boundary array āb receives its contribution only from the

outer product evaluation. This necessitates the use of a temporary matrix Ātmp

intermediately. The associated routine for the sparse outer product acquires the

following, very simple, composition:

function Sparse_Outer_Prod(b̄,w)

for all f ∈ Fi do . Off-diagonal contributions

ātmpPN = b̄PwN

ātmpNP = b̄NwP

ātmpP = b̄PwP . Diagonal contribution

return Ātmp

end function Sparse_Outer_Prod
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6. Verification of the Discrete Adjoint
Solver Adj-OTUS2D

The most powerful technique to test the consistency of the derivatives produced

by the AD-generated code entities is called the dot product test. It stems from the

inner product equivalence statement (4.6) and provides a general framework for

systematic adjoint code development and debugging. Considering an arbitrary

computer implementation of a smooth vector valued function F : Rn → Rm,y =

F (x), which, according to Chapter 2, has its corresponding forward and reverse

mode differentiated realizations

fwd. mode: ẏ = F ′(x)ẋ

rev. mode: x̄ = [F ′(x)]T ȳ or x̄T = ȳTF ′(x)

the inner product equivalence obtains the following form:

〈 ȳ, ẏ 〉 = 〈 x̄, ẋ 〉〈
ȳ, F ′(x)ẋ

〉
=
〈

[F ′(x)]T ȳ, ẋ
〉
.

Thus, the dot product test examines whether

|
〈

ȳ, F ′(x)ẋ
〉
−
〈

[F ′(x)]T ȳ, ẋ
〉
| = | ȳT F ′(x)ẋ︸ ︷︷ ︸

fwd. mode

− ȳTF ′(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rev. mode

ẋ | = εl (6.1)

is satisfied for a sufficiently small εl, whose value (according to experience) for

double-precision arithmetic falls below ∼ 10−11.

Unfortunately, the dot product test still leaves the question of numerical deriva-

tive validation open, because it cannot guarantee that the derivatives produced

by the two modes of AD are the correct ones. For this purpose the divided differ-

ence (DD) method must be employed to ensure that the derivatives produced by

the AD-generated codes are in agreement. However, being a more cumbersome

testing method, in the decomposed approach it is most suitable to use the DD

numerical validation step as a safeguard against the possible event that the AD

tool has been used erroneously. It is therefore sufficient to apply it occasionally

on larger code segments and designate the piecewise examination only to the dot

product test.
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In this work, a second-order accurate central difference approximation for the

first derivative is employed with the DD method, such that

ẏDD
k =

(
dF

dxk

)DD
=
F (x + dx ek)− F (x− dx ek)

2dx
(6.2)

where ek is the kth unit vector and the increment dx is determined for each case

by trial and error. Naturally, it follows that the task of determining the smallest

possible error εv in

|ẏAD
k − ẏDD

k | < εv (6.3)

becomes a matter of fine-tuning the case-specific dx to be small enough for im-

proved accuracy, but not too small to risk contamination due to floating point

round-off and cancellation error. This is where discretion is advised, as such

iterative searches may quickly defeat the purpose of validating the AD results,

which do not suffer from such numerical considerations.

In the development of the adjoint solver, the testing and validation practice

is ubiquitous throughout the process. It is, therefore, critically important to set

up a templatable programming environment, where both individual subroutines

and larger solver entities can be readily passed through the dot product test or

validation runs. This systematic testing demands the availability of the corre-

sponding forward mode differentiated routines, which brings emphasis to the

fact that the piecewise development of the adjoint solver should progress hand-

in-hand with the development of a tangent-linear flow solver. Here again, the

decomposed approach to adjoint solver development comes with concrete bene-

fits:

1. Targeting the application of AD to smaller code entities simplifies the piece-

wise testing of differentiated routines.

2. The method conveniently lends itself to a gradual build-up procedure, where

the adjoint solver is assembled piece-by-piece synchronously with its cor-

responding forward differentiated solver.

3. Finding bugs and identifying problems with the code implementation be-

come much simpler when the complexity of the solver algorithm grows in-

crementally.
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Fwd-OTUS2D: Tangent-Linear Navier-Stokes Solver

The parallel development of the adjoint and tangent-linear flow solvers is fa-

cilitated in this work by the script-driven process described by the flowchart in

Figure 5.1 (Section 5.5), where the creation of the forward mode differentiated

library LIB_O2D_DWX is incorporated into the script’s functionality. As a result,

the process of generating LIB_O2D_DWX becomes extremely simple as it can be

controlled by the same TAPENADE directives as LIB_O2D_BWX. Only the mode

specification in the TAPENADE INPUT DATA in Figure 5.1 have to be changed.

According to the principles of AD (Sections 2.2 and 2.3), forward mode AD is

technically far less complicated than the reverse (adjoint) mode. This is mainly

due to its simultaneously advancing nature, where the derivatives are evaluated

alongside the original function evaluation. Fortunately, this reduction in com-

plexity is transferred directly over to practice: compared to the adjoint solver

development, the effort required to construct a tangent-linear flow solver via

forward mode AD is almost insignificant. In fact, at the beginning of this re-

search, OTUS2D was successfully forward mode differentiated with TAPENADE

almost in its entirety by specifying node coordinates xn in X as input and the

objective J as output. Only the PETSc handled linear solution steps and some

initial setup routines required special treatment.

However, this approach became too cumbersome as the flow solver code de-

veloped further and modifications were introduced throughout the code base.

Eventually, the same decomposed technique proposed here for the adjoint solver

development was also adopted in the development of the linear-tangent code

Fwd-OTUS2D as well to improve its flexibility and maintainability.

Considering the solver procedure (P ) in (5.12), the forward differentiated pro-

cedure of the decomposed flow solver becomes

ẋn = ek

Ẋk = X(ẋn), ẇi = 0 , i = 1, . . . , nw

(Ṗw,X) =



ẇi +=
∑
j�i

(
∂Fi
∂wj

)
ẇj +

(
∂Fi
∂X

)
Ẋk , i = 1, . . . , nw

wi = Fi(X,wj�i) , i = 1, . . . , nw

J̇k =

nw∑
l=1

(
∂J

∂wl

)
ẇl +

(
∂J

∂X

)
Ẋk

J = J(X,w1, ... ,wnw)

(6.4)

Above, the perturbed node vector ẋn is the seeding unit vector for the linear-

tangent solution procedure (Ṗw,X), which iteratively converges ẇi to steady-

state. However, the evaluation of the directional derivative J̇k =
(
dJ
dxn

)
ek is
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only accurate at convergence. In accordance with the principles of forward mode

AD and Table 2.3, the original function evaluations of the flow solver procedure

(P ) are now contained within (Ṗw,X).

6.1 Consistency Between the Iterative Adjoint and Tangent-Linear
Solvers

The theory of AD dictates that the derivatives produced by the tangent-linear

and adjoint solutions are consistent, which means they ought to satisfy the dot

product test with sufficient accuracy. However, the initial assumption of per-

fect convergence, R(X,w) = 0, in the problem formulation makes the obtained

numerical system vulnerable to inconsistencies arising from insufficient conver-

gence. Thus, in the context of verification, it is important to study and expose

how the small violations to this underlying assumption and other convergence

issues influence the consistency of differently arranged steady-state tangent-

linear and adjoint solver configurations. For this reason, a transparent and in-

formative consistency-testing methodology is constructed. The associated rigor-

ous testing procedures not only strengthen the verification, but also proved to

be tremendously helpful in the debugging process. The desired outcome is to

establish a sufficient level of iterative consistency, also referred to as exact dual-

ity [66], between the forward and reverse differentiated solvers. Demonstration

of such a condition comes with a guarantee that the convergence rates of the

corresponding state solutions adopt the same level of uniformity.

To this end, consider first the flow state solution, which is solved though a

fixed-point iteration

w(l+1) = F
NS

(X,w(l)) s.t. ||w(l+1) −w(l)|| < εw (6.5)

for sufficiently small tolerance εw. From here on the obtained steady-state so-

lution is denoted as w̃∗ ≡ w(l+1), which is understood to be an approximation

to the fixed-point w∗ that satisfies R(X,w∗) = 0. The step norm in (6.5) is

useful in judging convergence, but is not a direct measure of the remaining

error ε∗ = ||w̃∗ − w∗||, which expresses the violation in the initial assumption

R(X,w) = 0. Thus, the integrity of the formulation used to derive the adjoint

system hinges upon an appropriate minimization of ε∗.

Whether the achieved convergence and the specified solver tolerances result

in adequate consistency can be confirmed by applying the dot product test to

the final solution. However, this singular test is uninformative if discrepancies

are encountered. To address the consistency issue adequately, three different
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procedural methods, with which the desired derivatives can be computed with

Fwd-OTUS2D and Adj-OTUS2D solvers, are hereby subjected to exhaustive iter-

ative dot product tests.

These tests bring exceptional transparency to the adjoint solver verification

study and can also provide vital information on potential sources of uncertain-

ties in the practice of using tangent-linear and adjoint solvers in tandem. The

test results are presented as εl vs. N plots, where εl is the error in the dot prod-

uct in (6.1) and N is the total number of iterations taken by the tangent-linear

and adjoint solvers.

Handling of the Flow State within the Tangent-Linear Solution

The tangent-linear approach is considered first to introduce the basic concepts

employed in the upcoming construction of different iterative dot product test

layouts. Here, the synchronously advancing nature of the forward differentiated

solver permits the computation of J̇k =
(
dJ
dxn

)
ek to be carried out through two

alternative approaches, labeled Piggyback and Two-phase by Griewank and

Walther in [32]. Here, these techniques are termed partly differently to place

emphasis on the handling of the primal flow state and to better facilitate the

labeling of the different iterative dot product test schemes below. The first is

coined similarly Fwd:Piggyback and the second two-phase approach Fwd:Frozen

Primal. By using shorthand notation Ḟ
NS

for the tangent-linear state evaluation

in (6.4), their respective evaluation approaches can be described as follows:

• Fwd:Piggyback

ẋn = ek ; Ẋk = X(ẋn) . kth initialization

for l = 1, 2, 3, ... do . Simultaneous solution of ẇ and w[
ẇ(l+1), w(l+1)

]
= Ḟ

NS
(X,w(l), Ẋk, ẇ

(l)) . Fwd-OTUS2D:(Ṗw,X)

w̃∗ = w(l+1) . Converged solution

[ J̇k, J ] = J̇(X, w̃∗, Ẋk, ẇ
(l+1))

• Fwd:Frozen Primal
ẋn = ek ; Ẋk = X(ẋn) . kth initialization

for l = 1, 2, 3, ... do . Phase 1: Flow solution

w(l+1) = F
NS

(X,w(l)) . OTUS2D

w̃∗ = w(l+1) . Converged solution

J = J(X, w̃∗)

for l = 1, 2, 3, ... do . Phase 2: Tangent-Linear solution

ẇ(l+1) = Ḟ
NS

(X, w̃∗, Ẋ, ẇ(l)) . Fwd-OTUS2D, Frozen w̃∗

J̇k = J̇(X, w̃∗, Ẋk, ẇ
(l+1))
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Under well converged conditions both approaches yield the same result for J̇k

as the choice between the two should only influence the convergence speed of

the sensitivity solution. In the two-phase approach the rate of convergence is

better than in the Piggyback alternative, because the perturbed solution ẇ is

advanced ’on top of ’ an already converged flow state w̃∗ [32]. Consequently, the

Fwd:Frozen Primal approach appears to be favorable due to its reduced com-

putational effort when multiple sensitivity derivatives are computed, which is

usually the case with the tangent-linear evaluations. This is despite the fact

that the Piggyback technique does not have to recompute the primal problem

from the beginning every time. When the converged flow state is available, both

approaches can begin from the same primal state w̃∗. The principal difference

is that the Piggyback continues to iterate the converged flow solutions further,

while the two-phase approach keeps it frozen.

TAPENADE, by default, generates forward differentiated code that simultane-

ously evaluates both the tangent-linear and flow solutions. Here, the ’freezing’

of the primal solution within the tangent-linear procedure is implemented by

shutting off the corresponding PETSc linear solutions steps at the solver level.

This enhances computational performance as 3-4 linear solver calls are spared

each iteration. However, the freezing may not be complete due to the correction

steps in the solver procedure: if the convergence is not complete or insufficient,

the primal values may continue to evolve, invalidating the frozen state suppo-

sition. In the situation where the primal state w̃∗ ceases to be frozen in the

two-phase approach, the possibility arises that its values may end up deviat-

ing from the continuously iterated w more than the tolerance level suggests.

Note that, in the decomposed setting, the deactivation of the correction step is

not considered a viable alternative because it requires internal modifications to

the TAPENADE generated source code. Moreover, due to the inherent difficulty

in predicting how the absence or presence of the small-scale fluctuations in w

influence the corresponding tangent-linear state solutions a priori, it is appro-

priate to systematically expose and address these uncertainties in the context of

verification.

Iterative Dot Product Testing Schemes

Performing meticulous dot product tests with both adjoint and linear-tangent

solver components reveals that a strict level of consistency between the two is

reached only when both procedures utilize exactly the same flow state w and

employ the PETSc linear system solvers with sufficiently tight tolerances, e.g.

tolw < 10−14. The goal is to examine whether the different ways of handling
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the primal state values within the solver procedures of Fwd-OTUS2D and Adj-

OTUS2D ends up compromising the level of consistency through their corre-

sponding iterative solution processes. This can be revealed by performing it-

erative dot product tests that compare three differently arranged tangent-linear

and adjoint state evaluation strategies in an attempt to establish whether the

obtained consistency is sensitive to different evaluation arrangements.

All these techniques stem from and bare similarities to the Fwd:Piggyback and

the two-phase Fwd:Frozen Primal approaches depicted above and therefore will

be similarly described herein. However, all the following developments begin

with an assumption that a converged flow solution w̃∗ is already available.

1. Fwd-Adj:Piggyback [Reference]:

The first dot product scheme employs the Fwd:Piggyback approach to advance

the tangent-linear solution and further iterate on the converged primal. Thus,

all the subsequent fluctuations in the primal state solution ideally fall below

the specified tolerances for convergence. This reference Fwd-Adj strategy is ob-

tained by including the adjoint state solution inside the iteration loop such that

it immediately follows the tangent-linear step. This approach is hereby labeled

Fwd-Adj:Piggyback and it is capable of demonstrating strict iterative compat-

ibility between the adjoint and tangent-linear solutions by ensuring that each

solver employs exactly the same primal state. The reversed order appearance of

primal state variables in the adjoint state evaluation is denoted by w(l) ← w(l+1).

The following procedural description for the iterative dot product test illus-

trates the approach:

• Fwd-Adj:Piggyback

ẋn = RANDOM_SEED() ; Ẋ = X(ẋn) . Fwd. initialization

J̄ = 1 . Adj. initialization

for l = 1, ..., N do . Tangent-linear and adjoint solutions[
ẇ(l+1), w(l+1)

]
= Ḟ

NS
(X,w(l), Ẋ, ẇ(l)) . Fwd-OTUS2D

[ J̇, J ] = J̇(X,w(l+1), Ẋ, ẇ(l+1)) . Fwd-OTUS2D

[ X̄, w̄(l+1) ] = J̄w,X(X,w(l), J̄) . Adj-OTUS2D:(P̄w,X)

[ X̄, w̄(l+1) ] += F̄
NS,w,X

(X,w(l), w̄(l)) . Adj-OTUS2D:(P̄w,X)

X̄→ x̄n . x̄n ≡
(
dJ
dxn

)
εl =

∣∣∣〈 ẋn, x̄n 〉 − 〈 J̇, J̄
〉∣∣∣ . Dot product test, N th iteration

Here F̄
NS,w,X

and J̄w,X denote the adjoint state and objective sensitivity eval-

uations in (P̄w,X). A vector of random values between zero and unity is used

for seeding the tangent-linear solution to make the test general and arbitrary.

Despite the seemingly favorable characteristics, this approach is very cumber-

some to implement, computationally inefficient, and impractical to use as both
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the tangent-linear and adjoint solvers have to compiled into the same solver.

Therefore, it certainly does not constitute a feasible option for general use.

2. Fwd:Piggyback & Adj:Frozen Primal

On the other hand, the following two methods naturally facilitate the desired

solver-based implementation, as these are more akin to the aforementioned two-

phase approach. However, as shown for the tangent-linear evaluation, there

are now two alternative ways to handle the primal state. In the first method

the primal is allowed to fluctuate within the forward evaluation (as in Fwd-

Adj:Piggyback) freezing the final occurrence for the adjoint procedure. The test

procedure is set out as follows:

• Fwd:Piggyback-Adj:Frozen Primal

ẋn = RANDOM_SEED() ; Ẋ = X(ẋn) . Fwd. initialization

for l = 1, ..., N do . Simultaneous solution of ẇ and w[
ẇ(l+1), w(l+1)

]
= Ḟ

NS
(X,w(l), Ẋ, ẇ(l)) . Fwd-OTUS2D

[ J̇, J ] = J̇(X,w(l+1), Ẋ, ẇ(l+1)) . Fwd-OTUS2D

w̃∗ = w(l+1)

J̄ = 1 . Adj. initialization

for l = 1, ..., N do . Adjoint solution

[ X̄, w̄(l+1) ] = J̄w,X(X, w̃∗, J̄) . Adj-OTUS2D:(P̄w,X)

[ X̄, w̄(l+1) ] = F̄
NS,w,X

(X, w̃∗, w̄(l)) . Adj-OTUS2D:(P̄w,X)

X̄→ x̄n . x̄n ≡
(
dJ
dxn

)
εl =

∣∣∣〈 ẋn, x̄n 〉 − 〈 J̇, J̄
〉∣∣∣ . Dot product test, N th iteration

Here, the dot product test should reflect whether the small fluctuations in the

primal affect the tangent-linear solution.

3. Fwd-Adj:Frozen Primal

In the second two-phase approach the converged flow state is initially frozen

such that both the tangent-linear and the adjoint solutions always utilize exactly

the same flow state throughout their corresponding fixed-point iterations.

• Fwd-Adj:Frozen Primal

w̃∗ = w(l+1) . Converged solution from OTUS2D

ẋn = RANDOM_SEED() ; Ẋ = X(ẋn) . Fwd. initialization

for l = 1, ..., N do . Tangent-linear solution of ẇ

ẇ(l+1) = Ḟ
NS

(X, w̃∗, Ẋ, ẇ(l)) . Fwd-OTUS2D, Frozen w̃∗

J̇ = J̇(X, w̃∗, Ẋ, ẇ(l+1))

J̄ = 1 . Adj. initialization

for l = 1, ..., N do . Adjoint solution
...

Adjoint solution as shown above
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in Fwd:Piggyback & Adj:Frozen Primal
...

X̄→ x̄n . x̄n ≡
(
dJ
dxn

)
εl =

∣∣∣〈 ẋn, x̄n 〉 − 〈 J̇, J̄
〉∣∣∣ . Dot product test, N th iteration

Even though the adjoint solution is identical to the previous layout, the com-

puted mesh sensitivities x̄n are anticipated to demonstrate deviations from the

values produced by the Fwd:Piggyback & Adj:Frozen Primal because their cor-

responding primal states are not exactly equal. However, under properly con-

verged conditions, these deviations are expected to be insignificant.

6.2 Verification Cases

To verify the sensitivity derivatives produced by the Adj-OTUS2D solver, three

different flow cases are examined herein:

Case 1: Laminar Flow in a Constricted Duct

Case 2: Turbulent Flow Over Flat Plate

Case 3: Laminar and Turbulent Flow in a Bent Duct

The verification is primarily achieved by comparing derivatives produced by

Adj-OTUS2D, Fwd-OTUS2D, and OTUS2D (via DD method) of a chosen objective

function J = J(X,w) with respect to node coordinates xn on a specific surface

∂Xs ∈ Rd(X)×ns ⊂ X of interest. For this comparison, the approach for com-

puting the associated derivatives with Adj-OTUS2D and Fwd-OTUS2D solvers

adheres to the Frozen Primal approach. The surface derivative comparison is

further supported by presenting the iterative dot product test results for each

case. These tests are always carried out with the same computational and ob-

jective settings, with the only exception that the tangent-linear solution is ran-

domly seeded with a vector as shown above in the corresponding pseudo-code

descriptions.

Computing
(
dJ
dxn

)
for the verification is well motivated because the evaluation

procedure xn −→ J traverses through the entire computational framework of

a CFD solver. Thus, verifying J̄ −→ x̄n ensures the legitimacy of all the inter-

mediate steps in the adjoint solver. Furthermore, as the node coordinates on

the boundaries describe the shape of ∂Xs with the same resolution as the flow

physics, the gradient
(
dJ
dxn

)
at ∂Xs constitutes the most detailed (physics-based)

shape sensitivity information attainable from a CFD analysis. While the phys-

ical validity of the flow results is always of interest in CFD, here the focus is

strictly targeted at the numerical accuracy of the derivatives.
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Suggestive measures of the adjoint solver performance and memory consump-

tion will be reported by defining

λCPU =
CPU-TIME(Adj-OTUS2D)

CPU-TIME(OTUS2D)
(6.6)

λRAM =
RAM(Adj-OTUS2D)

RAM(OTUS2D)
. (6.7)

as the ratios between the required runtimes and memory consumptions with

respect to the flow solver respectively.

6.2.1 Case 1: Laminar Flow in a Constricted Duct

The first verification case is a simple laminar flow situation in a constricted

duct. Such a wall confined flow system is a suitable test case in the early phases

of the adjoint solver development because it is easily reproducible and converges

quickly. The flow domain and its associated boundary patches are introduced

in Figure 6.1 and the corresponding BCs used in the CFD analysis are set out

in Table 6.1 for each solution variable. The profile in the constricted section is

described by a function

θ(x) =
2π

(x2 − x1)
(x− x1)− π

2
for x1 ≤ x ≤ x2

y(x) = yref +
(a

2

)
sin(θ(x))

where the amplitude is set a = 0.01 m and yref = a
2 . The computational mesh is

generated with GridPro† mesh generator and consists of 6600 cells.

Figure 6.1. An illustration of the computational grid (horizontal direction compressed) and an
outline of its boundary patches. (Laminar Duct).

†www.gridpro.com
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Table 6.1. BC specifications for the CFD analysis. (Laminar Duct).

u [m/s] p [m2/s2]

INLET

Fixed Profile:(∑
f Sfuf∑
f Sf

)
=

1.0
0
0

 normal grad. = 0

PROFILE &

DUCT WALL

Fixed:

uw =

0
0
0

 normal grad. = 0

OUTLET normal grad. = 0 Fixed: pout = 1

SYMMETRY

No flux: uf · nf = 0 &

Normal gradient

of tangential velocity = 0

normal grad. = 0

The computational settings for the solution variables u and p are otherwise

identical to the ones specified in Table 3.2, except for the relaxation factors,

which are αu = 0.8 and αp = 0.25 for the velocity and pressure, respectively. The

viscosity is set at ν = 5.0×10−4 m2

s to obtain a Reynolds number ReH =
uH

ν
= 400

that is well below the transition threshold Retr ≈ 2300.

For the considered verification case, the objective is chosen as the horizontal

component of force

f = ρref

Nf(∂Xs)∑
f

[(T νn)f + (pn)f] (6.8)

featuring a constant reference density ρref. The force is computed over all the

Nf(∂Xs) faces of a specific boundary patch ∂Xs. The problem setup is summa-

rized in Table 6.2.

The verification is limited to comparing the y-component of the gradient to

limit the computational effort with the tangent-linear and DD methods. A to-

tal of 84 evaluations were performed with the Fwd-OTUS2D solver to cover all

the mesh nodes on the PROFILE_WALL boundary patch, while only every fourth

node was targeted with the DD method. A suitable perturbation length for the

y-coordinate of the nodes in the DD method was sought by trial and error and

dyn = 1.0 × 10−5m was determined to produce sufficiently accurate approxima-

tions for the derivatives. This value is a compromise as each node has a different

optimal displacement.

In this simple flow case, all the solvers exhibit similar and strong convergence

behavior. This is shown in Figure 6.2 where the convergence plots of OTUS2D
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Table 6.2. Specification of the objective function and the domain of interest for the gradient eval-
uation. (Laminar Duct).

Objective Function:

J = fx(X,w)

Sensitivity Gradient:

x̄n ≡
(
dJ
dxn

)
Drag force over boundary

patch PROFILE_WALL

Evaluated at boundary

patch PROFILE_WALL

and Adj-OTUS2D demonstrate how both solutions reach a strict convergence

considering the tolerance level, tolw = 10−15, set for the PETSc linear solvers.

However, it should be noted that the convergence of the adjoint solution is mon-

itored by computing the root-mean-square RMS of the change in the solution

variables instead of the residual RES from the linear equation. See page 50 in

Section 3.2.3 for the definitions.

Examining the performance ratios, the duct flow case scores λCPU ≈ 1.02 and

λRAM≈1.47. The runtime ratio falls well below the theoretical bounds κrv ∈ [3, 4]

from (2.20) and is very close to unity because in a small computational case the

performance is largely dominated by the iterative solution of the elliptic pressure

equation. The ratio of the memory consumption λRAM falls below the anticipated

value of 2 from (2.21) mainly due to the PETSc linear solver library, which oc-

cupies an identical amount of memory in both OTUS2D and Adj-OTUS2D. The

value is also reduced by the manual code optimizations.

Figure 6.2. Convergence of flow (left) and adjoint (right) solutions. (Laminar Duct).

The flow solution, shown in Figure 6.3, exhibits only small and anticipated

deviations from the steady-state solution for a developed duct flow due to the

modest amplitude of the bump. Despite the simplicity of the flow behavior, the
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associated adjoint state solution does not inherit its familiar elements. In con-

trast, the nature of the adjoint state solution is characterized by the differen-

tiated objective function (whose contribution now acts as a source term at the

boundary faces and cells on the PROFILE_WALL patch) and the reversed direction

of convection. This is observable in Figure 6.4, which illustrates the correspond-

ing linear solutions from the adjoint system. Inspecting w̄ ≡
(
∂J
∂w

)
distributions

can also prove educational as they contain detailed information on how varia-

tions in a particular w influence the chosen objective. In this case, such global

instructiveness cannot be attributed to the tangent-linear solutions ẇ ≡
(
∂w
∂xn

)
,

depicted in Figure 6.5, which demonstrate only the local effect of a single per-

turbed node.

Figure 6.3. OTUS2D: A visual presentation of the relevant flow variable solutions. The com-
putational domain has been mirrored around the symmetry plane for visualization.
(Laminar Duct).

The derivative values on ∂Xs assembled for the purpose of verification are

depicted in Figure 6.6. The comparison demonstrates strong agreement between

all three methods. Using the tangent-linear values as a reference, the mean

deviation of the adjoint sensitivities is 3.98 × 10−11%. This, together with the

iterative dot product test in Figure 6.7 confirm that a strict level of numerical

consistency is obtained as the different dot product testing schemes yield small

and essentially equivalent error levels. The sensitivity values produced by the

DD method provided satisfactory validation with 0.025% mean deviation.
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Figure 6.4. Adj-OTUS2D: A visual presentation of the corresponding adjoint state solutions.
(Laminar Duct).

Figure 6.5. Fwd-OTUS2D: A visual presentation of tangent-linear solutions. (Laminar Duct).
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Figure 6.6. Comparison of derivative values produced by adjoint, tangent-linear and divided dif-
ference method. Vector lengths are scaled by a factor 0.5. (Laminar Duct).

Figure 6.7. Iterative dot product test error: εl =
∣∣∣〈 ẋn, x̄n 〉 − 〈 J̇, J̄

〉∣∣∣. Absolute error (left) and
relative percentual error (right). (Laminar Duct).
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6.2.2 Case 2: Turbulent Flow Over Flat Plate

The second case is a turbulent flow over flat plate. Here, the aim is to verify the

adjoint Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model by considering a simple flow situa-

tion where the turbulence model plays a critical role. The computational model

displayed in Figure 6.8 features a square domain with (xmin, ymin) = (0, 0) and

(xmax, ymax)=(4m, 4m) and includes four boundary patches. The associated BCs

for each solution variable are listed in Table 6.3. The mesh contains 15, 453 cells

and is refined at the wall to ensure y+ < 1 and near the leading edge. The

case is tailored to reach Rex =
uinxmax

ν
= 5 × 106 by setting uin = 18.75m

s and

ν = 1.5× 10−5 m2

s .

Figure 6.8. An illustration of the computational grid and its boundary patches. (Turb. Plate).

The computational settings for the solution variables are again adopted from

Table 3.2, changing only the relaxation factors: αu = 0.7 , αp = 0.3 and αν̃ = 0.65.

The flow problem was utilized to verify the implementation of the Spalart-

Allmaras turbulence model in OTUS2D against its reference solver in Open-

FOAM. The associated results for friction coefficient Cf as a function of Reynolds

number are shown in Figure 6.9, which also features the analytical solution from

White [89]. The shown deviation from the analytical solution is anticipated [77].

For the Adj-OTUS2D solver verification, the problem setup is adopted from the

previous case (Table 6.2) with the only exception that here the gradient evalua-

tions are carried over patch WALL.

The flat plate problem is computationally straightforward to solve because the

mesh is perfectly orthogonal and the simulated flow behavior relatively sim-

ple. Thus, both the flow and adjoint solutions converge tightly as illustrated by

the convergence plots in Figure 6.10. With the inclusion of the adjoint Spalart-
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Table 6.3. BC specifications for the CFD analysis of turbulent flow over flat plate. (Turb. Plate).

u [m/s] p [m2/s2] ν̃ [m2/s]

INLET

Fixed:

uin =

18.75
0
0

 normal grad. =0 Fixed:
(

1
15

)
ν

OUTLET normal grad. =0 Fixed: pout=0 normal grad. =0

WALL

Fixed:

uw =

0
0
0

 normal grad. = 0 Fixed: ν̃w=0

SYMMETRY

No flux: uf ·nf=0 &

Normal gradient of

tangential velocity=0

normal grad. =0 normal grad. =0

Figure 6.9. Turbulent flow over flat plate with Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. A friction
coefficient comparison: OTUS2D vs. OpenFOAM (simpleFoam) vs. analytical solution.
(Turb. Plate).

Allmaras turbulence model, the ratio of the memory consumption increased to

λRAM ≈ 1.6 and the runtime ratio to λCPU ≈ 1.15. These values are excellent in

the light of the reported values by Cusdin & Müller [15, 16] λCPU ≈ 1.6 − 3.5

and λRAM ≈ 1.6 for modified TAPENADE differentiated flux routines in 2D Eu-

ler and 3D compressible solvers. Perhaps a more telling reference is provided

by Giering et. al. [24] who recorded for a compressible adjoint RANS solver

λCPU > 5, λRAM ≈ 2 − 3 and by Carnarius et. al. [12] who, in turn, reported

λCPU ≈ 8.5 − 9 for an incompressible adjoint RANS solver. In both cases the
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adjoint codes were generated by applying source transformation AD tools in a

black-box manner.

However, due to the pronounced differences in the considered flow solvers

and the subsequent developments and improvements in TAPENADE and other

AD tools, the obtained values may not be strictly comparable. Nonetheless,

Giles et. al. reported in [26] that their hand-differentiated compressible adjoint

solver had λRAM ≈ 1.2 − 1.3 and λCPU ≈ 1.1 − 1.2, which indicate that the TAPE-

NADE assisted decomposed method makes it possible to attain performance ra-

tios that are closely comparable to the allegedly efficient hand-differentiated ad-

joint codes.

Although the runtimes of both flow and adjoint solutions can be further opti-

mized by fine-tuning the PETSc linear solver settings, the obtained λCPU values

provide clear evidence that, in the presented decomposed assembly setting, ef-

ficient solver programming is facilitated and the TAPENADE generated source

code does not bring about considerable performance penalties.

Figure 6.10. Convergence of flow (left) and adjoint (right) solutions. (Turb. Plate).

The flow and adjoint solutions are juxtaposed in Figure 6.11 for visual compar-

ison. Similar to the laminar duct flow where the objective function is the same,

the boundary over which the force is evaluated acts as a source in the adjoint

solution. However, the dissimilarities in the flow behavior and case geometry

also manifest in the adjoint solutions.

The sensitivity derivatives
(
dJ
dyn

)
are evaluated via different means over the

boundary patch WALL, which consists of 152 nodes. The Fwd-OTUS2D solver was

deployed 152 times to cover all the nodes, while the DD method was used only

on every fourth node. The deflection length for the DD method was set at dyn =

1.5 × 10−6m. The comparison of the surface node sensitivity data, presented in
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Figure 6.11. OTUS2D vs. Adj-OTUS2D: A juxtaposition of the flow and adjoint solutions. The
domain has been compressed in the x-direction and the images cropped at y = const.

(Turb. Plate).

Figure 6.12, makes evident that the three different approaches are in agreement

and the consistency between Fwd-OTUS2D and Adj-OTUS2D is maintained after

the inclusion of the differentiated Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. Using

the tangent-linear values again as a reference, the mean deviation of the adjoint

results was 3.49 × 10−8% while the DD results provided sufficient validation

with 0.31% mean deviation. The consistency is substantiated by the iterative

dot product data in Figure 6.13, which confirms that all the different testing

schemes reach equally low error levels. The growth of the relative error with

the number of iterations is due to the reduction in sensitivity magnitudes as the

system converges.

In the context of applying the adjoint method to turbulent flows, a frozen tur-

bulence assumption, i.e. ν̄eff = ν̄T = 0 or
(
∂J
∂νT

)
= 0, is sometimes made (e.g.

[63, 58] for discrete and [43, 76, 69] for continuous approach) to simplify the ad-

joint solver development as well as the analysis. However, the validity of this

assumption has been proven fragile [10, 64] as the frozen turbulence gradients

can, at best, only sporadically agree in direction (i.e. sign) with the full adjoint

RANS gradients. With the newly developed Adj-OTUS2D solver, it is now easy

to produce further evidence on this subject. a simple matter of deactivating the

turbulence model (with the same switch as for the flow solution) when launch-

ing the adjoint solver. The subsequent comparison between the adjoint RANS

and frozen turbulence results are shown in Figure 6.14. This data reveals that
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Figure 6.12. Comparison of derivative values produced by adjoint, tangent-linear and divided
difference method. (Turb. Plate).

Figure 6.13. Iterative dot product test error: εl =
∣∣∣〈 ẋn, x̄n 〉 − 〈 J̇, J̄

〉∣∣∣. Absolute error (left) and
relative percentual error (right). (Turb. Plate).

the magnitude of the derivatives is strongly affected by the absence of the dif-

ferentiated turbulence model, while the directions are unaltered (except for the

very last node). Also, the trend of the frozen turbulence sensitivity distribu-

tion exhibits similarities with the adjoint RANS results. Thus, for a geometri-

cally simple case, such as the flat plate, the frozen turbulence approximation can

yield useful information as the magnitudes are typically scaled by a small factor

nonetheless. See, for instance, Example 3 on page 95.
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Figure 6.14. Comparison of derivative values produced by the full adjoint RANS and frozen tur-
bulence approaches. (Turb. Plate).

6.2.3 Case 3: Laminar and Turbulent Flow in a Bent Duct

The third verification case considers an S-shaped bent duct under laminar and

turbulent flow conditions and it is adopted from Zymaris et al. [91] and Stück

[78]. The flow system in a bent duct is well suited for different kinds of numerical

experiments. It contains areas that feature both adverse and favorable pressure

gradients, which manifest as locally decelerating and accelerating flow regions

bringing about flow separation.

The CFD model was created with GridPro using the template shown together

with the computational mesh in Figure 6.15. The mesh contains 230 × 80 =

18, 400 cells and it is refined close to the wall to provide sufficiently low y+ values

for Re < 10, 000. The boundary patches on the computational domain and the

corresponding BCs used for each solution variable are described in Table 6.4.

The velocity and turbulence variable profiles at the inlet were fabricated by (1)

copying one half of the outlet profile, (2) turning it symmetric, (3) fixing it to the

inlet patch, and (4) repeating the computation. This process was iterated four

times.

For the laminar and two turbulent flow cases the Reynolds numbers were fixed

at Red = 500, 7500 and 10, 000 by specifying ν = 4 × 10−3, 2.66667 × 10−4 and

2.0 × 10−4m2/s respectively. As before, the computational settings for the solu-

tion variables are from Table 3.2, except for the relaxation factors, which are

αu = 0.8, αp = 0.25 and αν̃ = 0.6.

For this verification case, the objective is chosen as the power gain (i.e. increase
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Figure 6.15. An illustration of the computational grid and its boundary patches. (Bent Duct).

Table 6.4. BC specifications for the CFD analysis. (∗): Relevant only in turbulent simulation.
Below: An outline of the computational domain and its associated boundary patches.
(Bent Duct).

u [m/s] p [m2/s2] (∗) ν̃ [m2/s]

INLET

Fixed Profile:(∑
f Sfuf∑
f Sf

)
=

8.0
0
0

 normal grad. = 0

Fixed Profile:(∑
f Sfν̃f∑
f Sf

)
= 10.5ν

DUCT &

BENT WALL

Fixed:

uw =

0
0
0

 normal grad. = 0 Fixed: ν̃w = 0

OUTLET normal grad. = 0 Fixed: pout = 0 normal grad. = 0

in the mechanical energy flow rate) across the duct section

∆Ėm = ρref

Nf(inlet)∑
f

φf

(
p+

1

2
|u|2

)
f

+ ρref

Nf(outlet)∑
f

φf

(
p+

1

2
|u|2

)
f

(6.9)
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Table 6.5. Specification of the objective function and the domain of interest for the gradient eval-
uation. (Bent Duct).

Objective Function:

J = ∆Ėm =
(
Ėm,out − Ėm,in

) Sensitivity Gradient:

x̄n ≡
(
dJ
dxn

)
Rate of mechanical energy increase

across the domain: OUTLET - INLET

Evaluated at bottom part of

boundary patch BENT_WALL

which is evaluated over all the boundary faces of both INLET and OUTLET patches.

The contribution from the inlet obtains a negative sign as the flux φf is negative

for inward flow. The derivatives of the objective function with respect to the

mesh nodes are evaluated on the bottom part of the BENT_WALL boundary patch,

which extends over the range xL ≤ x ≤ xR shown in Figure 6.15 and contains

184 nodes.

The gradient comparison is carried out using both spatial components d(X) = 2

such that the Fwd-OTUS2D solver is employed on every other node. This re-

quires d(X) × 92 evaluations, while the DD method is applied to every fourth

node, which needs d(X)× 46 executions of (6.2) amounting to d(X)× 2× 46 CFD

computations. The deflection lengths for the DD method were fixed in both di-

rections at dyn = dxn = 2.0 × 10−5m through trial and error. The setup for the

sensitivity evaluation problem is summarized in Table 6.5.

Laminar Results, Re = 500

For the laminar case, the convergence plots in Figure 6.16 illustrate how the

flow and adjoint solutions exhibit similar computational behavior as both reach

convergence with almost identical number of iterations. Interestingly, the ob-

tained laminar flow solution depicted in Figure 6.17 features a separated flow

region near the bottom part of BENT_WALL patch where the gradient comparison

is conducted. This flow reversal phenomenon is well identifiable in the asso-

ciated adjoint state solution in Figure 6.18, particularly in the b̄y field. The

visualization of the adjoint state solution also reflects how the changed objective

function influences the nature of the solution. This time the contributions from

the objective
(
∂J
∂w

)
act as sources at the inlet and outlet of the domain.

The sensitivity gradient comparison in Figure 6.19 indicates that the different

methods again reach an excellent agreement. The mean percentual deviation of

the Adj-OTUS2D produced sensitivities from the Fwd-OTUS2D values amounted

to 2.62 × 10−9%, which confirms strong consistency. In contrast, the deviation

of the DD results ranged between 7.9% and 1.1× 10−4% from the tangent-linear

values, reflecting the sensitivity of the DD method to the case- and node-specific
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Figure 6.16. Convergence of laminar flow (left) and adjoint (right) solutions. (Bent Duct).

Figure 6.17. Laminar flow solution. (Bent Duct, Re = 500).

Figure 6.18. Laminar adjoint solution. (Bent Duct, Re = 500).
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fine-tuning of the perturbation lengths dxn and dyn.

Figure 6.19. Comparison of derivative values produced by adjoint, tangent-linear and divided
difference method. Vector lengths are scaled by a factor 0.03. (Bent Duct, Re = 500).

Turbulent Results, Re = 7500

Similar to the laminar case, the turbulent flow simulation with OTUS2D at Re =

7500 and its adjoint state solution with Adj-OTUS2D also demonstrated robust

numerical behavior and tight convergence, as shown in Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.20. Convergence of RANS flow (left) and adjoint (right) solutions. (Bent Duct, Re =

7500).

As expected, the recorded memory consumption ratio was in line with the ear-

lier reported value (λRAM ≈ 1.6), but in this case the runtime ratio increased to

λCPU ≈ 1.3. Both ratios are still remarkably close to unity, which adds to the

testimony about the beneficial aspects accredited to the introduced decomposed

approach.
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The visualizations of the flow and adjoint solutions in Figure 6.21 and 6.22

for u, p and their corresponding adjoints, bare similarities with the laminar

results. However, the turbulence model adjoint solution interestingly depicts

sharply changing high and low values in the area 0<x<0.4 where the adverse

pressure gradient leads to flow separation. See Figure 6.23 for a close-up.

Figure 6.21. Turbulent flow solution. (Bent Duct, Re = 7500).

Subsequent inspection of the gradient comparison data visualized in Figure

6.24 reveals that the tangent-linear and adjoint methods reach an excellent

agreement throughout with a mean deviation of 8.22× 10−6%. Nonetheless, this

remarkably low value is still many orders of magnitude larger than previously

recorded discrepancies. The iterative dot product test displayed in Figure 6.25

reveals that the Fwd-Adj:Frozen Primal approach for computing the derivatives

differs notably from the alternative methods. The discrepancy originates from

the tangent-linear solution, which exhibits convergence problems when iterated

over a frozen flow state w̃∗. This is demonstrated in the Figure 6.26, which illus-

trates how the convergence of two randomly selected tangent-linear calculations

differ depending on whether the already strictly converged flow state w̃∗ is kept

frozen or allowed to be updated for every iteration. Considering the excellent

convergence of the flow problem, this behavior is unexpected. However, the ev-

idence is clear. The Fwd:Frozen Primal solution upholds the consistency in the

beginning of the simulation (N < 250) but then the solution becomes ’derailed’
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Figure 6.22. Turbulent adjoint RANS solution. (Bent Duct, Re = 7500).

Figure 6.23. Closeup of adjoint Spalart-Allmaras solution. (Bent Duct, Re = 7500).

as the convergence behavior notably deviates from the Fwd:Piggyback solution.

Eventually, the Fwd:Frozen Primal solution breaks into an oscillating conver-

gence pattern, which bares similarities to flow simulations where the sought af-

ter steady-state solution contains some unsteady elements. On the other hand,

the Fwd:Piggyback solution successfully reaches steady convergence. Interest-

ingly, the small fluctuations in the primal state appear to be the only imminent

cause for this disparity in numerical behavior. In any case, this curious issue is
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Figure 6.24. Comparison of sensitivity gradients produced by full adjoint RANS, tangent-linear,
and divided difference method. Close-ups included below. Vector lengths are scaled
by a factor 0.03. (Bent Duct, Re = 7500).

specific to the verification study and concerns only the Fwd-OTUS2D solver. In

this work, the principal interest lies upon the adjoint solver and the important

conclusion is that the verification data in Figure 6.25 confirms the consistency

of the Adj-OTUS2D results against the successfully converging tangent-linear

solutions.

The mean deviation of 0.254% of the DD gradient values from the reference

solution is again considered sufficient for numerical validation, but also indica-

tive of the non-optimal deflection lengths dxn and dyn as the error ranged from

5.4× 10−4% up to 35%.

Finally, testing the frozen turbulence assumption on this case yields a stark

comparison, which is displayed in Figure 6.27. The drastic disagreement in both

magnitude and direction makes it evident that on more complex flow cases the

frozen turbulence sensitivities should not be trusted.
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Figure 6.25. Iterative dot product test error: εl =
∣∣∣〈 ẋn, x̄n 〉 − 〈 J̇, J̄

〉∣∣∣. Absolute error (left) and
relative percentual error (right). (Bent Duct, Re = 7500).

Figure 6.26. Convergence of two different tangent-linear solutions utilizing frozen flow state
(above) or piggyback (below) approaches. (Bent Duct, Re = 7500).
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Figure 6.27. Comparison of sensitivity gradients produced by the full adjoint RANS and frozen
turbulence approaches. Vector lengths are scaled by a factor 0.03. (Bent Duct, Re =

7500).

Turbulent Results, Re = 10, 000

For the considered Reynolds number, the resolution of the grid is analytically

predicted to be reasonably adequate, but certainly not optimal. Thereby, this

case pragmatically represents a common class of CFD simulations where the

computational mesh has not been sized conservatively. However, the main rea-

son for documenting this case is to report a stability issue that arises with the

linearized Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.

Here, the considered increase in Reynolds number brings about considerable

changes to the numerical characteristics of the system. First, the convergence of

the flow simulation stalls after the residuals have dropped 5−6 orders of magni-

tude as shown in the convergence plot in Figure 6.28. Second, both the tangent-

linear and adjoint solutions become rapidly diverging in the beginning of their

respective computations resulting in solver crashes. This is in accordance with

the computational instability reported by Dwight & Brezillon [19] for flow cases

featuring separated flow. The source of this numerical instability was traced to

the differentiated Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, which is also employed

in the discrete adjoint solver used by Dwight & Brezillon [19]. Referring to the

model’s source term (SSA) description on page 73, the abundance of non-linear

and discontinuous (min & max) operations in the procedure evidently contribute

to the locally ill-conditioned nature of the linearized model.

Stability in this bent duct case was ultimately attained by explicitly relaxing

the solution variables (b̄ν̃ in Adj-OTUS2D and ˙̃ν in Fwd-OTUS2D) by including

w(i) = α∗w
(i) + (1− α∗)w(i−1)
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Figure 6.28. Convergence of RANS flow solution. (Bent Duct, Re = 10, 000).

right after the ith linear solution in the adjoint and tangent linear turbulence

model procedures (see Table 5.2 for the adjoint procedure). Such explicit relax-

ation practice generally retards convergence, as the comparison between Figure

6.29 and Figures 6.20 and 6.26 illustrates, but it is not expected to influence

the final converged solution. This is the case with the tangent-linear compu-

tation, but, unfortunately, not with the adjoint state computation. The explicit

relaxation of b̄ν̃ does affect the final solution of the adjoint state such that both

iterative and final consistency with the tangent-linear solution is lost. The com-

parison of the adjoint and tangent-linear sensitivities displayed in Figure 6.30

shows that the differences in the results are not easily discernible, but a proper

analysis affirms a substantial mean deviation of 2.5%. Figure 6.31 depicts the

difference between the Re = 7500 and Re = 10, 000 sensitivities.

Figure 6.29. Convergence of explicitly relaxed tangent-linear (left) and adjoint (right) solutions.
(Bent Duct, Re = 10, 000).
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Figure 6.30. Comparison of sensitivity gradients produced by explicitly relaxed adjoint and
tangent-linear solvers. Vector lengths are scaled by a factor 0.03. (Bent Duct,
Re = 10, 000).

Figure 6.31. Comparison of Adj-OTUS2D sensitivity derivatives for different Reynolds numbers.
Vector lengths are scaled by a factor 0.03. (Bent Duct, Re = 10, 000).

Considering the stability theory for a fixed-point iteration problem, say w(l+1) =

F (X,w(l)), the system fails to converge if some eigenvalues of
(
∂F
∂w

)
become greater

than unity or if the initial guess w(0) is too far away from the fixed-point w∗. At

first, it was assumed that the unbounded behavior was due to bad initialization

(zero fields throughout), which motivated implementing the additional explicit

relaxation factor as a ramping function. The intended functionality was such

that the minimum relaxation factor would start off at min(α∗) < 1 at the begin-

ning of the simulation and ultimately settle to max(α∗) = 1 thereby eliminating

the effect of relaxation. The actual limits were determined by trial and error

and were found to be min(α∗) = 0.2 and max(α∗) = 0.55. Unfortunately, this in-
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dicates that the stability problem does not stem from initialization, but from the

ill-conditioned nature of the differentiated Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.

Dwight & Brezillon [19] solved the stability problem by implementing a Re-

cursive Projection Method (RPM), which has been originally proposed by Shroff

& Keller [73] for stabilizing unsteady processes. Prior to Dwight & Brezillon,

RPM had been applied to a CFD flow solver by Görtz & Möller [33] to improve

convergence in time-dependent simulations. The method employs eigenmode

analysis to the fixed-point iteration problem in order to identify the destabiliz-

ing eigenvalues of
(
∂F
∂w

)
which become greater than unity. The solution is then

decomposed w = wp + wq such that wp and wq belong to their respective unsta-

ble and stable subspaces. The idea of the RPM stabilization procedures is to

use Newton’s method for the system of wp while continuing to use the original

fixed-point iteration for wq. This method is considered a viable alternative for

Adj-OTUS2D as well, but other, implementationally less intrusive, techniques

should also be investigated.

This stability issue also motivates future efforts to incorporate additional,

preferably more general-purpose turbulence models into Adj-OTUS2D. These

additions would make it possible to properly examine and compare different

adjoint RANS approaches in an unprecedented manner. Conveniently, the de-

composed methodology proposed in this thesis sets forth a clarifying and flexible

developmental framework for these kinds of enterprises.
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7. Conclusions

A new development technique to manually assemble discrete adjoint solvers

with the help of a targeted application of algorithmic differentiation (AD) tool

TAPENADE is presented in this work. The methodology is referred to as a de-

composed approach to adjoint solver development, and it hinges upon a mean-

ingful break down of the original flow solver’s solution algorithm into a higher

level evaluation procedure, which exposes the solver’s algorithmic structure and

solution variable dependencies in a manner that is clear and closely correlated

to the code implementation. This decomposition of the solver algorithm gives

rise to a recipe that can subsequently be used to derive an equivalent recipe for

the corresponding adjoint solver.

The outcome is an instructive description for the assembly of the discrete ad-

joint solver, which is carried out manually exploiting the familiar solver-level

programming environment of the flow solver. However, this time the solver com-

ponents are primarily drawn from a library of differentiated routines, which is

generated by TAPENADE . Here, the targeted and carefully rationed application

of TAPENADE is strongly guided by the decomposed solver description, intro-

ducing a highly robust and modular approach to utilizing AD via source trans-

formation in a library-based programming environment. This AD-assisted de-

velopment framework stands in contrast to the earlier documented approaches

promoting a piecewise [14, 27, 53, 50], or macro and script-controlled [45, 46]

application of AD.

In this thesis the decomposed technique is applied to a 2D, unstructured, in-

compressible flow solver OTUS2D, which has been written in Fortran 90/95 solely

for the purpose of this research. This flow solver’s numerical algorithm is care-

fully adopted from OpenFOAM’s simpleFoam solver, which implements a segre-

gated SIMPLE [70] solution algorithm in a robust and distinctly coherent man-

ner.

In order to present a transparent and substantiated decomposition of this so-

lution algorithm, its anatomical description is documented in Section 3.4. The

obtained functional description of the solution algorithm (appended with an ob-
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jective function of interest) is then used to derive a similar description for the

corresponding adjoint problem. This derivation process is demonstrated through

two different means in Chapter 5. The first is based on the commonly used La-

grange multiplier approach, where the problem is formulated as a constrained

optimization problem and the adjoint system is derived by imposing first-order

optimality conditions (KKT conditions). The second approach considers the de-

composed flow solver description and the objective function as a higher level

evaluation procedure, and employs the principles of reverse mode differentia-

tion (RMD) directly onto it to produce an algorithmic recipe for the correspond-

ing adjoint solver. Ultimately, both methods yield identical outcomes, but the

latter (RMD) method is highlighted as the preferred choice because it provides a

more general framework for modular development. This is demonstrated in Sec-

tion 5.4 by deriving and implementing an adjoint Spalart-Allmaras turbulence

model in a modular fashion to the baseline adjoint solver.

This thesis also addresses additional issues concerning the decomposed de-

velopment of the adjoint solver Adj-OTUS2D. In Section 5.3, justification is pro-

vided for the preferred implementation approach to combine the adjoint state so-

lution and the accumulation of mesh sensitivities within the Adj-OTUS2D solver.

Section 5.5 documents how the application of TAPENADE to the source code of

OTUS2D is guided by the decomposed approach, resulting in a targeted and ro-

bust AD-driven process to generate libraries of differentiated routines. Here, it

is made evident that having both the derived recipe and the AD generated li-

braries at disposal, the assembly of the adjoint solver is transformed into a well

structured and modular development process. Finally, in an effort to provide

further aid in the development of adjoint solvers, Section 5.6 offers a detailed

anatomical layout of the adjoint linear solver employed within Adj-OTUS2D.

The developed adjoint solver was ultimately verified in Chapter 6 by compar-

ing the obtained sensitivity derivative values to ones computed by the tangent-

linear solver Fwd-OTUS2D and by the flow solver OTUS2D via divided differ-

ences. The comparison revealed excellent agreement between the tangent-linear

and adjoint sensitivities, establishing consistency. In addition, the accuracy of

the divided difference results was sufficient for the purpose of numerical valida-

tion. The adjoint solutions took approximately 1.3 times longer to compute and

consumed 1.6 times more memory than the flow solutions. Such low runtime and

memory consumption ratios are partly due to manual code optimization, which

are made possible by the proposed approach.

The examination of different flow regimes in Section 6.2.3 made it evident that

both linearized Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models have a tendency to become
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unstable. Implementing additional relaxation to the respective solution algo-

rithms successfully stabilized the solutions, but such practice compromises the

consistency between tangent-linear and adjoint solutions and retards conver-

gence.

Future Work

This monograph documents a research effort, which began from scratch and

culminated in the completion of a sensitivity analysis suite for CFD. Naturally,

this work stands as a fountainhead for wide range of future investigations and

applications in the field of discrete adjoint methods and AD. The most immediate

subjects of further investigation and development include:

• OTUS2D → OTUS3D. Extending the implementation of OTUS2D to 3D.

• Alternative stabilization techniques for the linearized Spalart-Allmaras

turbulence model. Recursive Projection Method [19, 73], described at the

end of Section 6.2.3 is one viable option.

• Implementation of new adjoint turbulence models and subsequent exam-

ination of their stability characteristics. In particular, the two-equation

turbulence models, which are applicable to a wider range of flow problems

than the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model [90], would be of principal

interest.

• Inclusion of MPI to the flow and adjoint solvers to enable parallel comput-

ing.

• Adding more discretization schemes, boundary conditions, numerical mod-

els and solver algorithms to the flow and adjoint solvers.

• Extending the sensitivity analysis to the calibration parameters employed

within, for instance, turbulence models. There is great potential in utiliz-

ing discrete adjoint solvers in the calibration of complex numerical models.
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A. Mathematical Definitions and Results

A selection of useful mathematical definitions, results and examples are pre-

sented here in order to aid the discussion in the main text. This added material

is very limited and compiled only to serve the scope of this thesis.

A.1 Matrix Calculus

The following definitions and results are gathered from Graham [30].

Definition 2. The Kronecker Product.

For matrices A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Rk×l, the Kronecker product of the two matrices

is defined as

A⊗B =


a11B a12B . . . a1nB
a21B a22B . . . a2nB...

...
...

am1B am2B . . . amnB

 ∈ Rmk×nl (A.1)

which is a partitioned matrix with mn partitions of size k × l.

Example 4 For given A and B compute the Kronecker product:

A =

[
1 2
4 8

]
and B =

1
2
3

 ⇒ A⊗B =



1 2
2 4
3 6
4 8
8 16
12 24


Some Rules for Kronecker Products:

For scalar α and matrices A,B,C and Z, the Kronecker product obeys the fol-

lowing rules:

(A + B)⊗ Z = A⊗ Z + B⊗ Z (A.2)

(A⊗B)⊗ Z = A⊗ (B⊗ Z) (A.3)

(A⊗B)−1 =
(
A−1 ⊗B−1

)
given that A−1 and B−1 exist. (A.4)

(A⊗B)T =
(
AT ⊗BT

)
(A.5)

(A⊗B) (C⊗ Z) = AC⊗BZ (A.6)
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Result 1. Derivative of a Product of Matrices w.r.t. a Matrix.

For matrices M ∈ Rm×n, N ∈ Rn×l and Z ∈ Rp×q, the derivative of a product

becomes
∂(MN)

∂Z
=
∂M

∂Z
(Iq ⊗N) + (Ip ⊗M)

∂N

∂Z
(A.7)

Result 2. Derivative of Matrix Inverses.

Let matrix M ∈ Rn×n be a nonsingular matrix whose entries are functions of

matrix Z ∈ Rp×q. Then,

∂M−1

∂Z
= − (Ip ⊗M)−1

(
∂M

∂Z

)(
Iq ⊗M−1

)
. (A.8)

This result, together with (A.4), yields for the special case

∂M−1

∂M
= −

(
In ⊗M−1

)(∂M

∂M

)(
In ⊗M−1

)
. (A.9)

A.2 Adjoint of a Linear Solver

In Chapter 5, where the two different derivation approaches for the decomposed

adjoint systems are covered, the treatment of linear equations warrant a more

detailed description. Here the attempt is to carry this out in such way that one

desirable aspect regarding the mathematical developments is maintained: Only

basic matrix calculus is required in the derivations. Interestingly, the obtained

results end up demonstrating a noteworthy difference compared to the widely

reported expressions for adjoint linear solvers, which are derived by invoking

the adjoint theory rooted in inner products. To avoid creating any unnecessary

obscurity around this matter, all three approaches will be demonstrated for com-

pleteness.

In all the subsequent formulations consider the following

A = FA(t∗)

b = Fb(t
∗)

x = A−1b

(A.10)

where A is an n × n sparse, structurally symmetric, nonsingular matrix and b

and x are vectors of lenght n.

A.2.1 Adjoint Equivalence Approach

This method builds upon the definition of inner products in Euclidean space for

vectors and matrices

〈v,u〉 = vTu v,u ∈ Rn (A.11)
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〈A,B〉 = Tr
(
ATB

)
A,B ∈ Rn×n (A.12)

and, considering an evaluation X = f(A,B), it seeks to satisfy the adjoint equiv-

alence relation, which is written as〈
X̄, Ẋ

〉
=
〈
Ā, Ȧ

〉
+
〈
B̄, Ḃ

〉
. (A.13)

In practise this is done by expanding the expression for Ẋ = ( ∂f∂A)Ȧ+ ( ∂f∂B)Ḃ and

manipulating the inner product until expressions for Ā and B̄ can be identified.

This is best illustrated by the following two brief examples.

Example 5 Addition, X = A+B

Ẋ = Ȧ + Ḃ〈
X̄, Ẋ

〉
=
〈
X̄, (Ȧ + Ḃ)

〉
=
〈
X̄, Ȧ

〉
+
〈
X̄, Ḃ

〉
(A.13) ⇒ Ā = X̄ , B̄ = X̄

Example 6 Multiplication, X = AB

Ẋ = ȦB + AḂ〈
X̄, Ẋ

〉
=
〈
X̄, (ȦB + AḂ)

〉
= Tr

(
X̄T ȦB

)
+ Tr

(
X̄TAḂ

)
= Tr

(
BX̄T Ȧ

)
+ Tr

(
X̄TAḂ

)
=
〈
X̄BT , Ȧ

〉
+
〈
AT X̄, Ḃ

〉
(A.13) ⇒ Ā = X̄BT , B̄ = AT X̄

Applying this method to a linear solver x = A−1b is a bit different and more

complicated because x and b are now vectors. However, the method follows the

same principles, and begins by defining the differential of x:

ẋ = A−1ḃ−A−1Ȧ A−1b︸ ︷︷ ︸
=x

. (A.14)

Here the definition of an inverse matrix derivative is now
(
∂A−1/∂A

)
= −A−1ȦA−1,

which is an n × n matrix representation of a differential operator. It stands in

contrast to the element-wise derivative result in (A.9), which produces an n2×n2

matrix. The adjoint equivalence now reads

〈x̄, ẋ〉 =
〈
x̄,A−1ḃ

〉
−
〈
x̄,A−1Ȧx

〉
= x̄TA−1ḃ − x̄TA−1Ȧx .

The first term on the right-hand-side immediately leads to
〈
A−T x̄, ḃ

〉
, from

which b̄ = A−T x̄ can be deduced. This result will be substituted to the second

term on the right-hand-side to obtain

=
〈
A−T x̄, ḃ

〉
− x̄TA−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

= b̄T

Ȧx

=
〈
A−T x̄, ḃ

〉
− b̄T Ȧx . (A.15)
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The second term in (A.15) can be written as a vector inner product
〈
b̄, Ȧx

〉
,

which can be shown (by inspecting the operations at the level of indecies) to be

equivalent to a matrix inner product
〈
ȦT ,xb̄T

〉
. Transposing this allows the

final results to be identified:

=
〈
A−T x̄, ḃ

〉
−
〈
b̄xT , Ȧ

〉
(A.13) ⇒ b̄ = A−T x̄ , Ā = −b̄xT (A.16)

where the boxed expressions define the adjoint of a linear solver

b̄ += A−T x̄ (A.17a)
Ā -= b̄xT . (A.17b)

To cast these results in a wider context, += is used to indicate that in the gen-

eral case these evaluations increment the adjoint variables. The result is widely

reported and can be found, for instance, in Verma [86, Table 4.2], Giles [25, p.

39] and Tapenade FAQ [38].

A.2.2 KKT Approach

Consider a simplified optimization problem

min
t∗

J (x(t∗)) s.t.


A = FA(t∗)

b = Fb(t
∗)

x = A−1b

and its Lagrangian L∗

L∗(t∗,A,b,x, Ā, b̄, x̄) = J (x(t∗)) +
〈
Ã, (A− FA)

〉
+ b̄T (b− Fb) + x̄T

(
x−A−1b

)
.

where the inner product between matrix terms
〈
Ã, (A− FA)

〉
can also be writ-

ten as Tr
(
ÃT (A− FA)

)
. To avoid confusion about the transposition of vector

versus matrix terms, it is worth to take note of the following derivative results

for the inner products of matrices and vectors respectively:

∂ Tr
(
ÃTA

)
∂A

= Ã and
∂(b̄Tb)

∂b
= b̄T . (A.18)

Considering the upcoming developments with foresight, the fact that Ã is not

transposed leads to an unfortunate notational divergence because the transpo-

sition of the adjoint matrix is carried out differently depending on the derivation

approach. This would become particularly bothersome in Chapter 5, where the

discrete adjoint solvers are derived. Therefore, in favor of notational consistency,
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a simple relabeling maneuver ĀT ≡ Ã is introduced to maintain the compara-

bility of the different approaches.

For the purpose of illustrating how the adjoint linear solution arises from this

problem, the Lagrangian is only differentiated w.r.t. the matrix A and the right-

hand-side b. The latter poses no difficulties and yields

∂L∗

∂b
= b̄T − x̄TA−1 = 0

⇒ b̄ = A−T x̄ .

On the other hand, differentiation w.r.t. the matrix term is more formidable and

requires greater care. At first, the notational adjustment introduces

(ĀT ≡ Ã)⇒ ∂L∗

∂A
=
∂ Tr

(
ĀA

)
∂A

− ∂(x̄TA−1b)

∂A
= 0

⇒ ĀT =
∂(x̄TA−1b)

∂A
(A.19)

where the results from matrix calculus, (A.4) - (A.9) above, are utilized to differ-

entiate the product. This becomes

(A.7)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(M=x̄T ,N=A−1b)

⇒ ĀT =

(
∂x̄T

∂A

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

(
In ⊗ (A−1b)

)
+
(
In ⊗ x̄T

)(∂(A−1b)

∂A

)

(A.7)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(M=A−1,N=b)

⇒ ĀT =
(
In ⊗ x̄T

)(∂A−1

∂A

)
(In ⊗ b) +

(
In ⊗A−1

)( ∂b

∂A

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0


(A.9) ⇒ ĀT = −

(
In ⊗ x̄T

) (
In ⊗A−1

)(∂A

∂A

)(
In ⊗A−1

)
(In ⊗ b)

(A.6) ⇒ ĀT = −

In ⊗ x̄TA−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=b̄T

(∂A

∂A

)(
In ⊗ A−1b︸ ︷︷ ︸

=x

)

⇒ ĀT = −
(
In ⊗ b̄T

)(∂A

∂A

)
(In ⊗ x) (A.20)

(A.5) ⇒ Ā = −
(
In ⊗ xT

)(∂A

∂A

)T (
In ⊗ b̄

)
(A.21)

The boxed expressions yield for the adjoint of a linear solver derived using

results from matrix calculus. The obtained contribution to the adjoint matrix

(A.21) differs from the outer product (Ā += − xb̄T ) which is reported, for exam-

ple, by Verma [86, Table 4.2] and TAPENADE FAQ [38]. The difference is subtle,

but from an implementational point of view significant: The outer product re-

sults in a dense matrix, which, if implemented as such, would lead to prohibitive

memory requirements. In contrast, the obtained result (A.21) explicitly dictates,

via (∂A
∂A)T , that the transposed sparsity pattern of A is also maintained in Ā.

( Usually the sparse matrices that occur in CFD are structurally symmetric so
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the transposition has no influence on the sparsity pattern.) To emphasize the

difference, (A.21) will be referred to as sparse outer product from now on. Since

the concrete difference between (A.17b) and (A.21) may not be immediately ap-

parent, the following concise example attempts to clarify the matter.

Example 7 Illustration of the difference between outer products.

For the vectors x and b̄ and structurally symmetric matrix A defined below, com-

pute

(a) the outer product

(b) the sparse outer product.

x =

x1

x2

x3

 , b̄ =

b̄1b̄2
b̄3

 , A =

a11 a12 0
a21 a22 0
0 0 a33


Solution: (a)

Outer product: xb̄T =

x1b̄1 x1b̄2 x1b̄3
x2b̄1 x2b̄2 x2b̄3
x3b̄1 x3b̄2 x3b̄3


Solution: (b)

Let’s write open the Kronecker products, the matrix derivative and one interme-
diate product (

I⊗ xT
)

=

[
x1 x1 x1
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
x2 x2 x2
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
x3 x3 x3

]

(
∂A

∂A

)T
=



1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1


,
(
I⊗ b̄

)
=



b̄1 0 0
b̄1 0 0
b̄1 0 0
0 b̄2 0
0 b̄2 0
0 b̄2 0
0 0 b̄3
0 0 b̄3
0 0 b̄3


(
I⊗ xT

)(∂A

∂A

)T
=

[
x1 0 0
x2 0 0
0 0 0

0 x1 0
0 x2 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 x3

]

Sparse outer product:

(
I⊗ xT

)(∂A

∂A

)T (
I⊗ b̄

)
=

x1b̄1 x1b̄2 0
x2b̄1 x2b̄2 0

0 0 x3b̄3


Since these outer product representations are practically identical – except for

the sparsity – their notations can be made more uniform by defining a matrix

UA ∈ Rn×n as the sparsity pattern of A such that

UA[i, j] =

1 if ||A[i, j]|| > 0

0 if ||A[i, j]|| = 0 .
(A.22)

Thus, the sparse outer product can now be written in a much more convenient

form (
I⊗ xT

)(∂A

∂A

)T (
I⊗ b̄

)
⇒ UT

A ◦ b̄xT (A.23)
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featuring the Hadamard product, or element-wise multiplication between two

matrices. This finally allows the adjoint of a sparse linear system to written as

b̄ += A−T x̄ (A.24a)
Ā += −UT

A ◦ b̄xT (A.24b)

which will be used throughout this document.

A.2.3 Reverse Mode Differentiation Approach

The simplified example problem is now formulated as

P ∗ =



A = FA(t∗)

b = Fb(t
∗)

x = A−1b

J = J (x(t∗))

For the purpose of this example, the RMD technique is only applied to the linear

solution step. It is clear that the evaluations of A and b succeed the evaluation

x = A−1b, therefore the application of the reverse mode principle (2.17) gives

rise to the following two steps

b̄T += x̄T
(
∂(A−1b)

∂b

)
and ĀT += x̄T

(
∂(A−1b)

∂A

)
.

The first expression immediately yields b̄ +=A−T x̄ as in (A.17a), and the second

expression, which updates the adjoint matrix, only requires that the multiplica-

tion from the left by x̄T is moved inside the parenthesis. The resulting expres-

sion ĀT +=
(
∂(x̄TA−1b)

∂A

)
is identical to (A.19), and thus the RMD approach yields

the same result as (A.24).
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